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Jack Anderson

"Person Of
The Month"
by Eddie Baca

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Venceramos Case
Prison Town Talkin'
From time to time, that is to say
on rare occasion, it becomes
necessary to look with some degree
of depth into what lies beneath the
surface of those whose outward
appearance and behavior have
brought upon their existance the
accusation of being
the
perpetrators of wrongdoing and
hence, "evil". This is not to say
however, that one should accept
dheir "kind" (as human beings) at
face value as a measure of their
worth, but more so to call attention
to the overall situation "found"
guilty.
A recent article in the
"Pawprint" entitled "Amerikan
Justice In Chino" seems to shed
some light in this direction.
To immediately establish a
correlation between the kill of
prison guard Jesus Sanchez and
members ofthe Venceramos would
be no more justifiable than taking
the same available evidence and
then some, and pursuing the notion
that Sanchez, considered bv alot of

the "in-folks" as being a "good
dude",thatistosaya prison guard
not of the traditional lot, could have
been "set-up" by the anti-new idea
traditional faction of the
correctional system itself.
Venceremos, a group of people
basically oriented towards prison
reform, and hence a threat to the
security of those who have vested
interests in the highly functional
but failing system of rehabilitation
and corrections, became the
perfect target in the eyes of the
already pious public, who at the
time were only being provided with
pro-prosecutory news reports due
to the fact that various suspects
reach a certain degree of
prominence, has offered a
$5,000.00 reward in an effort to, as
he put it, "spur solution to the
case".
Public sentiment was sure to
convict Venceremos in the light
that they existed only to
"overthrow" the institutions and

Cont'd on Page 4

Reagan Rewartd
Governor Ronald Reagan today
offered a $10,000 reward for
information leading to the arrest
and conviction of the person or
persons
responsible
for
the
murder of Oakland School
Superintendent Marcus Foster.
Foster, a 50-year-old educator
who came to Oakland in 1970, and
his deputy superintendent Robert
Blackburn were gunned down in an
Oakland
parking lot Tuesday
evening. Blackburn remains in
critical condition at this writing.
Governor Reagan offered the
reward under provisions of the
state Penal Code.
"I am shocked and saddened over
this vicious attack and the resulting

tragedy," Governor Reagan said.
''Marcus Foster was an
outstanding man in the midst of a
brilliant career. lam confident that
ifthis tragedy had not occurred, he
would have received
national
recognitionasoneof our country's
leading educators.
"He was a 'no nonsense' type
individual whose main purpose in
Mfe was to improve the quality of
education forall children. His loss
will be felt by present and future
students in Oakland, by California
and the entire educational
community.
"Mrs. Reagan and I extend our
sincere sympathies to his wife and
children. We join all Californians
in mourning his death."

impeach
Nixon

In v i e w o f p a s t a c t i o n s , a n d i n v o l v e m e n t s e i t h e r
directly or indirectly, by the President Richard M.
N i x o n in t h e W a t e r g a t e a f f a i r , t h e A s s o c i a t e d S t u d e n t s
of California State College at San Bernardino are
requesting the resignation or impeachment of Richard
M. Nixon.
T h e m o s t d i s t r e s s i n g f a c t o r i n v o l v e d in a r r i v i n g a t
this decision is the conclusive fact that the President of
the United States is failing to recognize that a crisis
truly does face this nation. The President has obscured
the issues and allegations at hand, projected himself as
a victim of a malicious press, and questioning the
motives and firing of Special Prosecutor Cox thereby
lo'sing t h e c o u n t r y ' s c o n f i d e n c e in h i s i n t e g r i t y .
D e s p i t e t h e s u r r e n d e r i n g o f t h e t a p e s t o Judge- S i r i c a ,
underpressure of impeachment, the President has done'
l i t t l e to. s u b s i d e t h e f e a r s o f m a n \ A m e r i c a n s . T h e r e
are far too many questions unanswered, and the
President has made it clear, short of another judicial
confrontation, he will not provide these answers.
The President has lost the ability to govern the
course of this nation effectively and morally thus
making his impeachment or resignation inevitable.
To: Joanie Weiser
Pawprint Editor

From: Eddie Baca
A.S.B. President

The above resolution has been sent to the following:
The President
Richard M. Nixon
White House. Washington D.C. 20000
The Governor
Ronald Reagdn
Governor's office, Sacramento, Ca. 95801

'

Jack Asderson considers bis
best stories
'those that get
results.' That impressive list
includes: I. Publishing the grand
jury testimony in the Watergate
affair which disrupted the
Administrations attempUocover it
up.
2. Winning the 1972 Pulitzer
Prize for the story on the Nixon
Administrations false denial of
bias towards India during the
Bangladesh conflict.
3. Constant
revelations
of
corruption among elected officials
who receive kick-backs, violate tax
laws, embezzle public funds, or
accept bribes. Many of these
investigations have led to
convictions and resignations. Not
the most popular man in
Washington, Anderson recently
wonapersonalitycontestwith H.R.
(Bob) Haldeman, Nixons former top
aid. Anderson explained
"Haldeman was hated inside the
White House. Some employees
hated him more than they disliked
me. and therefore were willing to
talk. They knew we'd give him
trouble."
person of the Month? Reason
being for exposing the strange
relationship
between
Richard
Nixon and Ronald McDonald. On
Tuesday, June 19, 1973 McDonald
Hamburger King Arthur Kroc
donated a whopping $225,000 to re
elect President Nixon. This was
225 times more than the $1,000
Kroc had contributed to Nixon's
1968 campaign. The Price
Commission,
just
before the
election, allowed Kroc a 10 percent
increase on the price of his
cheeseburgers. The Commission
explained it had okayed the hike
because Kroc was adding more
cheese on his hamburgers.
Last year, McDonald's influence
successfully blocked passage of
any minimum wage but without the
youth differential provision. Kroc
claims the $225,(X)0 contribution
has absolutely nothing to do with the
minimum wage controversy. The
hamburgerking insisted he wasn't
trying to influence the White House
but merely wanted to buy "some
insurance in the free enterprise
system
in
which
I
strongly
believe."
Anderson thinks that if Nixon
"knew about Watergate, then he's a
crook and a lawbreaker, and if he
didn't know, then he's the stupidest
President we've ever had. . .Nixon
will be an object lesson to future
Presidents that they are still public
servants and not masters." No
elected official will forget that as
long as Jack Anderson is here.

Staff

'
.;

U.S. Senators
Senator Alan Cranston
Senator John V. Tunney
Senate^Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
U.S. Represenatives
3,Vd District, Rep. Jerry Pettis
38th District. Rep. George E. Brown
House Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
The Sun Telegram
San Bernardino. Ca.
•

THE PAWPRINT ENDORSES THE ASB RESOLUTION CALLING FOR
NIXON'S IMPEACHMENT.

Joanie - editor
dell - copy editor
John - photographer
Jaclen - nnanaging editor
Bruce - layout editor
«taff - tonv.Peoav.Jay, Bob,
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TolToanieWnseHFromTEddieBaca.A.S.B.Presideni—TheFollowmgPeclarationofTn^epend^ce 1973 is being circulaied on aM Californi^taTr
University College and University of California campuses. This petition isopen to all student signatures in the A.S. trailer. Petition deadline is set
for February 25,1974. All faculty and students are urged to sign this declaration. This petition will then be turned over to our local congressman.

Declaration Of Independence

Again, t strongly urge all interested to sign
this document.

When in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for a people to dissolve the
political bands, vrfiich have connected them v.'ith their government's administuration and to
peassume their rightful station as equal participants in the affairs of their government,
to vjhich their national g^ius, their commitment to freedom and their constitution entitle
th«n, a decent' respect to the opinions of their fellov; citizens requires that they should
declare the causes vJhich inpel them to this decision. —We hold these truths to be selfevident, that all people are created equal, that ttiey are endov.'ed by their creator vvith
certain inalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happi
ness. —That to secure these rights, governments are instituted among humankind, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed. --That whenever any administration
beccwnes, destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to demand its removal,
and to institute a new a<ininistration, laying its foundation on such principles and
organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their
safety and happiness* Prudence, indeed, will dictate that administrations duly established
should not be changed for light and transient cause.s; and accordingly all e>perience has
shown, that people are more disposed to suffer, v.hile evils are sufferable, than to
right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. Eiut when a long
train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object evinces a design
to reduce them .under despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throvj off such
administration and to provide new guardians for their future security. —Such.has been
the patient sufferance of these citizens and such is now the necessity which constrains
them to alter the administration-of their government. The history of the present Presi
dent of these United States is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having
in direct object the establishment of a tyranny over its citizens. To prove this, let
facts be svitxnitt^ to a candid world. —He has refused his assent to laws, the most
wholesome and necessary for the public .good, a recent instance being his veto of a bill to
limit his own unrestrained power to declare 'war. —He has presumed to ignore and supercede
the Congress by arrogantly assuming the ri0it to substitute his own decisions for the duly
authorized terms of legislation providing for public expenditures. —He has combined
vdth others to subject us to a jurisdiction foreign to our Constitution, and unadcnowledged
by our lav.'s;. by deceiving us v^le waging a secret war in CunObodia in our name; by using
the F.B.I. and the C.l.A. as private detective agencies in pursuit of his own designs for
power; by abusing the uses of secrecy to protect his administration from public scrutiny;
by breaking and entering the homes of citizens, tapping their vdifes, and bugging their
conversations in flagrant disregard of their sacred oonstitutional liberties; by officdaliy
approving, however briefly, a plan for widespread and unlimited spying 1;^ the government
on its own citizens. —These and other crimes against our liberties he has either caused
to be cx>ncealed by lying t6\ or deceiving us or by invoking as 'justification our ovm
"national security" vjhich isy in truth, mocked and weakened by those actions taken
in its putative behalf. —H^has undennined or obstructed the a<tiiinistration of justice
by causing to be negotiated, a Settlement of the case against the Vice President by agreeing
to a lenient sentence (which m^^s the equal treatm^t of the laws) in exchange for the
second highest office in the land, by reusing for a prolonged time to deliver evidence
as requirqd by the courts, by causing to be removed the prosecutor charged \d.th inpartial
investigation and prosecution of persons in his ovm administration. —He has exc±ted
domestic divisions among us, causing to be ridiculed and denounced his political opponents,
the youth of our land, and the free press on which our liberties so largely d^end.
—Others, whether on his behalf or at his behest, have treated political exponents as
enemies of the Republic, sabotaging their campaigns, falsifying political advertisements
and public opinion polls, and serving as provocateurs; they have forged official documents
for narrow and mean partisan purposes; they have granted public favors in our name to
private factions who have enriched the coffers of their partisan treasuries, —in every
stage of these oppressions we have suffered in impotence, in silent outrage. Our r^eated
concern has. been answered only by repeated injury. A prince whose character is thus
marked by every act which may define a tyrant, is unfit to be the ruler of a free people.
Our protests have appealed to his sense of justice and magnanimity; v/e have conjured him
to disavow these usurpations, v-hich vx>uld inevitably destroy our liberties and our unity.
He has been deaf to the voice of justice and honesty and candor. —We, therefore,
cutizens of the United States of America, in our sovereign role as citizens assembled,
appealing to the civic rectitude of our representatives in Congress do, in the name,
and by authority of toe good people of these United States, solemnly publish and declare,
^hat our consent is and ought to be withdrawn from the President and actninistration of
these United States, that all political connection between that administration and our
selves is hereby and ought to be totally dissolved; and that, as free and equal citizens,
We hereby demand that our elected representatives in Congress act Immediately in our
sovereign behalf to effect the impeachment of the President. —Further, we are well
aware that the failure of the President to live up to the high standards of justice and
the rule of law, based upon higher principles than the will of any individual, is but
symptomatic of a more general failure of public persons to satisfy the moral requirements
of a free society. In virtue of our sacred right as citizens to petition Congress for the
redress of grievances, and in our collective memory that July A of 1976 commemorates the
bicentenniel of our political identity as a people, we further enjoin the Congress, before
that sacred date, to have accomplished through appropriate legislation thoroughgoing
reforms of our political processes to insure* Xhat the sovereign public will not be lied
to, not minipulated, not deceived; that the oioneyed factions in our national life will
not be able to puchase favor; that our. government will be forever prohibited from
defining us, its sovereigns, as its enemies; that the rights of citizens, rights
inestimable to them and formidable to tyrants only, and the spirit of popular government,
will once more be made the basis for a national reaffirmation and reconciliation. —And for
the support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance on the protection of divine Provi
dence, we mutually pledge our energies, our trust and our sacred honor.
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Citizens' Suit
Seek Nixon's
Impeachment
On November 7,1972, a popular
election was held for the purpose
of choosing electors who would in
turn choose the next president and
vice-president of the United
States.
That election was frav
^nt,
unconstitutional, and o^
i.se
unlawful, in that the peopl
United States were, because of a
massive
number
of
unprecendented and
unlawful
acts, deprived of their right to
cast intelligent votes, free from '
fraud, criminal deception and
purchase in an open and honest
election.
As the fraudulent and criminal
acts have continued unabated, and
in fact, have intensified
subsequent to that election, with
the president claiming to be above
the law and the constitution,
beyond the congress, and outside
the scope of
criminal
investigation, a People's lawsuit
is being brought by the people of
the United States to set aside the
results of that election, and
remove Richard Nixon from
office.

The People's Lawsuit to set
aside the 1972 election charges
that many individuals
and
corporations
conspired
to
deprive the American people of
the right to free and honest
elections. We are suii^ Richard
M. Nixon and all those people in
and out of the White House who
were involved in the illegal acts of
the Watei^ate break-in, the
subsequent cover-up, and "dirty
tricks" of the
re-election
campaign.
In December, a federal clasS
action lawsuit will be filed on
behalf of thousands of American
citizens who believe that their
constitutional right to cast a free
and effective vote in the 1972
election was deprived due to a
massive
number
of
unprecedented and illegal acts.
The National Lawyers Guild, a
politically active legal
organization which is working in
conjunction with the Committee to
Set Aside the 1972 Election is also
challenging the legitimacy of any
of Nixon's acts during his second
term, especially when it involves
the naming of the man who stands
to inherit his position.
Join the People's Lawsuit.
Become a plaintiff. To find out
how to join this lawsuit write;
Committee to Set Aside the 1972
Election, 156 Fifth Avenue, Room
634, New York, New York 10010,
or contact Tony at the Pawprint
office.

Letter
Editor,
I just got finished reading the
•'Nadaswarum
Concer
Comment," by Jaga Nath Singh
Classman, in the November 13th
edition of your paper. How
refreshing to see such positive,
constructive writing in
the
Pawprint:
Your paper could benefit by
printing more articles which
share this bright outlook; I'm
looking forward to reading more
of the same in the future.
Sincerely,
Robert E. Yeager

More letters on
other pages
PAWPRINT
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To

Cont'd from Page 2

Photo by Brian King

The Spinal Column
By Jaga Nath Singh
Dear Spinal Column,
I liked your answer to your Oct.
16th issue. Ineverthought so much
thought went intoan advice column.
The logic of the spinal column
being of Eastern yogic science is
new to me also. 1 thought it was part
of the Eastern logics of Zen and
Lama. If you don't know what I'm
talking about, there is a book at
Pickwick's in the Inland Center.
It's called The Third Eye.

! recently receiveda letter, from
the department that lets you know
what courses you've been
accredited with, and those you need
to take. Well, I found out, aday late,
•that I'm taking a class that I've
already been accredited for.
This isn't the first time. This
happened to me during the spring
quarter. What would you
recommend to a student who's
wasting a lot of valuable time?
Come to think of it, even my advisor
didn't let me know about this
problem. What can be done about
this?
Yours truly.
Slightly Aggravated
Dear Slightly Aggravated,
Certainly, Zen and Lama have a
close relation to yoga; they are
different spiritual paths, to the
same ends, different ways to get to
the same Truth. The spine is
important in any spiritual path, for
it is along the spine that the
spiritual, creative energy must
rise-inanydiscipline. We call this
energy, which is in everyone the
KUNDALINI. It is important to have
a tolerance, an understanding, that
all these teachings and religions
are like different flowers in the
same garden. And variety is
beautiful!
Now, I can understand your
situation, the anguish and
frustration. It's the old story of the
blind bureaucratic machine, with
which weal! have some familiarity.
I've had similar experiences at
CSCSB. It is not easy, always, to
find out what you need to know. The
counseling and advising system at
Cal State often does not function

very well. Nobody talks to you,
tunes in to you and your situation,
or really listens to you. This is a
ma'ady that pervades America. No
one seems to care. No one has the
time. This is one reason why we in
3H0 are building our own
institutions, so that we may have
businesses, schools and hospitals
that are run with
true
consciousness and compassion.
But try to see that all this hassle
you're having is a test. How you can
go* through it is a reflection of
yourself, of where you're at. ^an
you go through it gracefully,
staying positive? Or are you going
to stay angry and negative and
miserable? It's your choice. It
takes no more energy to be positive
than negative; no more energy to be
happy than sad.
So let's look at it. What can you
do? As you say, it's too late to
change, and you don't want to take
an F for the course. All you can do
is say "Sat Nam", and goon with it,
be positive, enjoy it, and learn as
much as you can from it. Every
situation has something to teach.
Beastudentalways, not just in the
classroom. And maybe, if your
advisor is really someone with
whom you cannot communicate,""
find one with whom you can.

Ed. Note: Are you sure it was past
the date to withdraw? I.E. the dates
given in the schedule of both adding
and withdrawing classes are to do
sowithout the teacher's approval.
Theactual date to withdraw without
academic penalty is somewhere
around the middle of the quarter.

Nixon Suicide
Pedestrians were greeted with'
the startling headlines "Nixon
Suicide Attempt Fails" in Madison,
Wisconsin. It turned out to be the
work of the local underground
newspaper,
"Take
Over".
Although the front page bore a
reproduction ofthe masthead of the
city's regular evening paper.
"Takeover" sellers hitthecapitol
square ^area as the city's work
force was leaving for the day and
some hawkers invested a dime to
open the vending machines of the
leg'itimate newspaper and placed
the bogus issue in the racks.
The management of the .regular
paper didn't find the joke a bit
funny, but n"o legal action has come
of the hoax other than a formal
complaint by a student who claims
he was chased by a policeman with a
drawn gun after some passers-by
complained about
the student
selling the newspaper.
Among the motives of; the
underground paper, according to a
staffer, was to demonstrate that
"you can't believe everything you
see in print."

This situation you're in is your
own responsibility, no one else's.
You can't truthfully blame "the
school" or your advisor. It's your
responsibility to find out what you ,
need to take, and to take it. Yes, it
can be very
frustrating and
confusing, sorting through the
maze of requirements, courses,
We would like to take "this
and everyone advice, but that's the
opportunity to ask your help in
way it is.
making the Student
Research
So realize that this
Program known to those students of
"setback" is your karma, that
your acquaintance who might be
you've created, and grown from the
interested in applying. The purpose
experience. Always grow. And
of the program is to encourage"
resolve to be more careful in the
undergraduate science students to
future. Be sure youare taking what
in
cardio
consider careers
you need. Thanks for your letter. I
vascular research A poster and ten
hope some of these words are
announcements describing
the
helpful. KEEPUP! Smile,and know
program are enclosed for your use.
that the Truth is always shining
Thestudentswill be individually
within you. Sat Nam.
assigned to
leading
research
laboratories
throughout
Keep sending the letters! To get
California. The training grant of
them to me, simply write
$750.00 covers a ten-week period
"Pawprint-Spinal Column," on it,
either during the summer months
and place it in inter-office mail.
or during the other academic
Very simple.
quarters.

•

HEART ASSN

were incapable of being motivated
toward
doing
anything
good.
Correctional traditionalists saw
the prison reform movementas the
source of the problem of unrest and
poor conditions and not as the
prisoners only legitimate vehicle
for expression of grievance. In
essence, prison activists (those
who sought to come to terms with
existing sub-standard conditions in
a workable and systematic manner)
were conceived of as "trouble
makers" who not only acted to
make their (the
institutional
models) job that much harder but
did so only out of vengeance as a
reaction to prison authority. "New
Blood" in the prison system, like
officerSanchez,who had a greater
with
the
prisoners
rapport
themselvesand possibly a greater
understanding of the conditions
over which there was controversy,
became somewhat of a target
himself for either form of
extremist politics. Post Watergate
insight however tends to balance
the scale here in the Chino trial.
One begins to wonderifthe cry of
"protecting our institutions" is
one which makes justifiable any and
all unethical and in fact illegal
activities which are conducted in
"he name of "preservation", even
of an ongoing failure. In the matters
surrounding the Chino affair with
regard to what he refers to as the
"mess" relative to the Dept. of
Corrections inChino, State Senator
H. L. Richardson has called for the
resignation of Dept. of Corrections
official, Raymond Procunior.
Ip light of the admitted internal
conflicts within the Dept. of
Corrections, the admitted bias by
members of tlje jury, the inability
of any prosecution witness to
identify any of the accused,
(including the only
surviving
guard's testimony that the four
accused were defin tely "not" part
of the, escape team) and the "gag
order" on the press which was
levied by Judge Richard C. Garner
after the "Venceremos as
suspects" story had already been
leaked, it will be interesting to note

who else has playeda part worthy of
implication in the initiation and or
perpetuation of what appears to be a
grandiose attempt at fabrication
and hence the obstruction of
justice.
One ofthe most blatant examples
of misrepresentation and obvious
lack of faith in the provisions of the
United
States
Constitution
pertaining to the rights of the
accused is brought forth
by
assemblyman John Quimby. At
least giving lip service to the
contention that the accused are
innocent
until
proven
guilty,
although bearing in mind that the
burden ofproofalways rests on the
"defense", we should consider the
effectsoftheQuimbybill(AB 2573)
as it applies to the foregoing
fabrication. The Quimby bill, in a
candid display of disrespect for
American principles of law, would
have the State reimburse San
Bernardino County for one-half
million dollars to cover the
expences of the Chino Trials.
Thesecosts include the building of
the "high security" courtroom, the
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Editor

The

survai lance
of
the
defense
committee, transportation between
San Bernardino and the Bay area to
conduct illegal searches, and
establish
the
precedent
that
taxpayers will pick up the tab for
any county that wishes to spend
$500,000.00 to railroad politically
unpopular defendants. The bill,,
beinga crime in itself, does more
to underscore the idea of guilt that
it does to seek justice. This

position is seemingly confirmed
when you consider the fact that not
al 1 the suspects have as of yet been
apprehended.
Two
of
these
suspects, who have been known
suspects from the beginning, are
individuals who have never had any
association
with
Venceremos,
thereby constituting an entirely
new foundation with regard to a
trial while sitting in jail and the
other two are also sitting In jail
while pending appeal. By rights,
pointing the finger
shouldn't
havestartedjustyet,now should it?
I'm sure people like Mr. Quimby
would also be quick to sweep this all
under the rug in the same way a
$5,000.00 reward ought to go to the
Chino Defense Committee to help
continue the fight for truth and
Justice.
-

Bill 0 ' Connor

Anti-Nixon Rally
Wed 8 Nov., 2 PM—There was an
Impeach-Nixon
Rally
at
the
University of Redlands. This
seems to be a break in the last
bastion of Nixorrs peculiar support
in the more conservative student
blocks. Faculty from Johnston
college spoke there calling for the
president to step down. More
splinter groups from the extreme
right were there than from the left
or center.
There was a weird concensus
throughout the people there. They
had many, and varied reasons but
they all agreed—He Must Go.
There was no feeling of radical
"Lets go and march" just an errie
resolve. The turn out was good
considering the setting. There
were
two Republicans there
v^ohad voted Republican all their
lives. It was their feeling that they
had been betraved by the members
oftheirown party.They also stated
that they would still vote
Republican^ but their faith had been
shaken.
At one point a student pointed out'
an Inscription over a doorway. It
read "But above all things. Truth
beareth awav the victor."
PHANTOM
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AAcGuinn Flares;
PG&E Locks Energy
ROGER McGUINN
Columbia (KG 31946)
The first group to come along
with a viable folk-rock synthesis
was The Byrds. Roger McGuinn
was in on their founding and. after
GeneClark.MikeClarkeand David
Crosby exited it was McGuinn and
Chris Hillman who kept The Byrds
going...after a fashion. With the

original fire gone, the Byrds were
only futiley flapping through the
breeze, born aloft largely by
nostalgic followers and some few
newcomers whohadn't caught on to
the fact that The Byrds—The
Original Byrds, that is—were
grounded.
Well, it seems that McGuinn is
finally content to let memories be
just that—memories; and he has
gone on to do more creative things.
And do them he does! When it comes
time to choose the Albums of the
Year for 1973, ROGER McGUINN is
going to be one of my first picks, it
has fire and flare, sentiment and
sensibility.esotericaand, frankly,
it's damned good goodtime music.
Thefirstcut, "I'mso restless."
/eatures
Bob Dylan
playing
harmonica on a song that is. in pact,
addressed to him. Sings McGuinn;
Hey Mr. D. do you
want me to be
A farmer, a cowhand,
an old country boy..
Later McGuinn turns to John
Lennon, commenting on Lennon's
recent devotion to Primal Therapy,
and past flirtations with Eastern
thought;
Hey Mr. L do you
want me to yell
To howl at the moon when
I'm loosing my grip...
But I'm still paying dues
for that Indian trip...
And lastly. McGuinn sings of
Mick dagger's performing appareland sexist attitudes:
Hey Mr. J. do you
want me to stray
To be a bad boy and
ready to kill
Wrigglin' and slinkin' in

•

lip--

snakeskin and black
Holding my thumb on
some chick in the sack...
Other songs include a reggae
number which features Hal Blaine
('The Drummer Man"); a surfing
tune, complete with ooo's by Bruce
Johnston, about a sky-high dragrace between two 747's; and a
space-rock epic (with McGuinn

playing banjo and moog
synthesizer, a beautifully bizarre
combination)about the birth of the
earth. One of my favoritist (bad
grammer, I know; but all
McGuinn's songs are my favorites)
cuts is "My New Woman," which
hasastirringjazz melody line and
some thoughtful lyrics:
She knows she's got
something to say
She's more than the her
that comes after the his
And she wants to be
more than a lay
Playing beautifully sweet sax
ri fts (as he invariably does) on "My
New Woman" is Charles Lloyd, of
Charles Lloyd Quartet fame. Also
backing McGuinn on some of the
songs are bassist Leland Sklar,
drummer Jim Gordon (one of the
"Friends" in "DelanevA Bonnie &
Friends" (Lindon "Spooner").
Oldham (a producer for Fame
Records & Author and Co-author of
such sincere soul sounds as "It
Tears Me Up") and David Crosby.
Chris Hillman, Michael Clarke and
Gene Clark' (ex-Byrds
all).
Roger McGuinn produced the
album, balancing nearly everything
perfectly (I'd have left the word
"nearly" outofthat statement; but
I don't want you to think this is hype;
this is too good of an album to miss
just because you think I'm jivin'.)
Reviewed by Bruce Scott

News Of Note

compiled by frodo baggins

Pacific Gas and Electric, Starring
Charlie Allen.
Pacific Gas and Electric.
Dunhill DSX 50157
P.G. and E.'s debut album for
Dunhill leaves an impression of an
excellently played and produced set
without much fire. Maybe there is
something
wrong
with
contemporary musical standards,
when we have reached a stage of
musical
appreciation
which
requires a high degree of musical
prowess and little raw energy.
Gone are the days when a band could
smash their way through a
recording and sound just fine
bursting out of a tiny transistor.
Did you really listen to the Stones in
days of yore, with the quality of
production and level of
musicianship in mind? (and who had
even thought of Quadrophonics?).
So now we live in an age where such
standards are the norm; any
deviation either falling into the
category of comical throwback or
just plain disaster.
P.G. and E. have gone through
numerous personnel changes since
their entrance into the rock world
in the late sixties. They started off
as a five-man blues band playing
every fund raising function and
cause in»: Southern California:
L.A.'s answer to the Airplane,
Now they have expanded to a ninepiece band, intrinsically involved
in the soul-R. and B. tradition. Only
Charlie Allen, the lead vocalist and
'songwriter, remains from those
early days. Thus Charlie is P.G.
and E.. like Roger McGuinn is the
Byrds.
"Starring Charlie Allen," is a
very satisfying album, though
devoid of any real originality. Most
of the cuts are excellent
reproductions of well trodden

standards. From the wailing gospel
melodies of'GoodGospel Music' to
the subtle West Indian flavor of
'Hold On', the band certainly
manages to hold theirown on them.
Allen's southern
roots
are
extensi\ely
documented
throughout, even to the inclusion of
a tribute to the musical heritage of
New Orldanson "Gumbo Jones'. He
is a fair songwriter, reflecting a
naive earthiness with a hint of
sardonic humuor. illustrated on
'Niggers,in the Woods' —"We're
niggers in the woods and we're
lookin' for a fight."
The most ambitious exercise on
the album has to be. "Good Gospel
Music', which txiilds up to a
tumultuous climax'with a caste of
thousands screaming out their
longing forabit more of that funky
Lord's music. If by the end of this 6
minute opus, you have not added
your ow n squaw k box to the chorus
line, then you may as well sit in an
icebox and tap out the Star Spangled

There are six high schools in the
country which offer courses in
thanaology—the study of death. The
others merely ofTer a cheap
substitute—the mental experience.
The People's Almanac, a newly
updated adaptation of the old style
almanacs will feature original
articles by people like Ralph Nader
and Ray Bradbury, and will be
printed by Doubleday in late 1975.
The book is being compiled by
Irving Wallace and his son, David
Wallechinsky.
Walt Kelly, the creator of Pogo
the oppossum and hundreds of other
characters in syndicated
newspaperstrips and comicbooks,
died last month.
The Pogo comicstrips began to
be distributed nationally in May,
1949. (One of the early strips is
reproduced
below.)
Several
compilations of the strips have
been printed in book form (The best
of these. Ten Ever-Lovin' BlueEyed Years With Pogo, spanned the
first decade). Pogo Possum will
continue, despite Kelly's death:
The new Pogo strips, produced in
cooperation with Kelly's wife and
son. w ill appear around Christmas
time. Kelly also wrote songs for his
characters. Some of Kelly's notes
and thelyrics to two songs he wrote
follow. Both songs and commentary
are from Songs of the Pogo,
published by Simon and Schuster,
NY.c. 1956. DECK US ALL WITH
BOSTON CHARLIE:
"It is not difficult to discover
how the original words
(rediscovered and authenticated by
Vairs Fresning) were twisted, as
years went on, from their original
meaning. Some authorities hold
that there was atone time a comma
between Boston and Charlie. It is
true that Charlie is believed to have
been told to stay away from Boston,
or perhaps it was the other way
around. However, the comma said
to have been seen between Boston
and Charlie is actually a comma
regularly seen between Boston and
Massachusetts by comma watchers
everywhere.
Deck us all with Boston Charlie,
Walla Walla, Wash., an'
Kalamazool
Nora's freezin* on the trolley,
swaller
dollar
cauliflower
al1eygaroo!
Don't we know archaic barrel.
Lullaby Lilla Boy, Louisville Lou.
Trolley Molley don't love Harold,
boolaboola Pensacoola huiIal>aloo!
Banner on your triangle.
Allen is complemented on most
of the tracks by a fine sax and horn
backup which chugs right along,
reaching its peak on 'Roll Georgia',
a perfect example of the Muscle
Shoals brand of musical
excellence.
Thankfully, there are
no heavy, star-studded musical
chair athletes to clog up this well
greased machine; thus no one it
mixedupbeyondtheir capabilities,
except maybe our Charlie on

MGM is fading from the movie
scene. After a number of financial
disasters—most recently, "Shaft
In Africa," "Pat Garrett and Billy
the Kid" and 'The Man Who Loved
Cat Dancing"—the giant movie
corp. is selling its assets. Metro
now owns the $110 million Grand
Hotel in Las Vegas.
Already in the shadows are
Columbia, Twentieth-Century Fox
and Paramount

Concert f?&view

John Prine
By Bruce Scott
Near the tail-end of last month,
John Prine wooed near sell-out
crowds at the Troubador in L.A.
Prine's raspy, often slurred,
vocalizing failed to turn anyone off
tohisperformance. Perhaps it was
his living room style, his superb
rapport with the audience; or
perhaps it was due to the funny
stories he wove around his songs;
in
any
event,
Prine
communicated...and people loved
him.
The set was kicked-off (lightly,
that is) by a group called the
Buckingham Nicks, a Peter, Paul &
Maryish group who played some
beautiful acoustic fok guitar, sang a
few songs of personal freedom (not
social protest) and lost love, and
wandered off the stage. Their
harmonies were a trifle shrill at
times; but the group's female
vocalist ("Watty Wattel"?) 'did
come through with one superlative
tender C&W ballad. "Fools Like
Me."
It was Prine the audience came to
see; and he seemed to know it.
Tired, but relaxed. Prine led ofT
with Merle Travis' "Nine Pound
Hammer." and (after another sip of
beer) then went on to "The Frying
Pan," a song he says is about a 47year-old housewife in Montgomery,
Alabama. Said Prine, "I've never
been to Montgomery, Alabama; but
I figger there's bound to be a 47year-old bored housewife there
somewhere."
Prine's sardonic humor was as
evident in the songs he sang as in
his stage presence. Before singing
a song about being busted for
illegally smiling, he stated, "I
wrote this inbetweendeath songs. I
was turning out two, three songs
about death a day. This was one of
my happier days." Before tuning
his guitar (Prine is a soloist) for
"Blue Umbrella," a sometimesgentle love ballad from his newest
album, SWEET REVENGE. Prime
said, "Sing along if you really have
to...l only wanted to sing along
twice in my whole life—both times 1
was sittin' between the only two
people in the whole place that
weren't singin'."
At the end of his set, John Prine
received a standing ovation that
lasted nearly fifteen minutes. But
hedidn'tcome back for an encore.
vocals. His singing capabilities are
more than adequate, but he is no
Otis and he knows it.
Reviewed by John Woodhouse
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Minutes Of Oct 23, 1973

Faculty Senate

The meeting was called to order at
2:37 p.m. All the members of the
Eighth Faculty Senate were present
with the exception of Robert
Blackey and George Weiny.
1. The Minutes of the June 5
meeting were approved.
2. The Agenda was'approved. The
Chair announced that item 6.3,
CLEP exams proposal from the
Center for General Education, had
been withdrawn from the agenda in
light of new information that the
Chancellor's Office is formulating
a state-wide policy on CLEP
exams.
3. There was no President's
Report.
4. Florence Mote, reporting for
the Statewide Academic Senate,
noted that the Senate formulated a
document describing the steps that
would be taken in the selection of
College Presidents and defining the
role of the faculty and other
participatns in the selection. A
summary of other actions taken at
their September meeting will be
forwarded to ail Senators, and a
CODY will be available for review in
the Senate office
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COMMUNICATIONS
5.4 The Chair announced that
Senators
may
nominate
any
member of the faculty to serve on
the ad hoc Committee on
Constitutional Revision.
Other communications as noted
in the Agenda were received by the
Senate. The Chhir also announced
that Dale Wagner, Senator from
Social Sciences, has resigned from
the Senate, feeling the pressure of
other work and duties.
6.'
ACTION
ITEMS
TRANSMITTED FROM SENATE
COMMITTEES
6.1 Curriculum and Instruction:
6.1.1 It was m-s-p (Kellers) to
approve Economics, Change in
Program (72-404).
6.1.2 Items 6.1.2.1
through
6.1.2.4 were accepted for a First
Reading. It was noted that item
6.1.2.1 (72-415) is a change in
program in the Credential in
Education rather than in the
Master's in Education.
6.2 Academic Council:
6.2.1 It was m-s-p(Goss)to adopt
Rev. I to Human Subjects Research
Policy (67.3).
6.2.2 It was m-s-p (Stanton) to
adopt Policy on Nepotism (70-168
Rev. II).
6.4 Executive Committee:
6.4.1 There was lengthy
discussion of a draft resolution
concerning differential pay for
department chairs. The Chair
explained that the Statewide Senate
Chairman, Charles Adams, had
requested local Senates to discuss
the issue and to formulate a
resolution expressing the feeling of
the Senates on the matter. Senator
Stanton presented a draft
resolution, and it was m-s (Stanton)
to adopt the draft. After brief
discussion, it was m-s-p (Scherba)
toamend para. 3 to read: "provide
opportunity for periodic
rotation. . . . " It was clarified that
the Chancellor's intent was that an
additional 5 per cent differential
pay for Department Chairs would
be recommended with a 12-month
appointment; and that the
legislature's intent was that only
departments with 25 or more
members would be eligible. It was
m-s (Hatton) to amend para. 3 to
read: "provide opportunity for

periodic review of persons. . . . "
The voice vote was ambiguous, and
there was a call for a division. The
Hatton motion was defeated, 5-12. It
wasm-s-p(Slout)toaddanew para.
4, to read: "4. Include all
departments regardless of size."
After discussion, it was m-s
(Craig) to amend para. 3 to read:
"provide for periodic
review
making
possible
rotation
of
persons. . .
The Craig
amendment was defeated. The main
motion,as am'ended, then carried.
The resolution reads as follows: (a
copy will be forwarded to the
Statewide Academic Senate).
"RESOLUTION CONCtRNING
DIFFERENTIAL PAY FOR
DEPARTMENT CHAIRS.In
reaction
to various tentative
proposals concerning the status of
Department Chairs in CSUC, BE IT
RESOLVEDTHAT the sense of the
Faculty Senate, CSCSB is to
1. Support the idea of differential
pay for Department Chairs:
2.
recommend
further
consideration of the. idea of twelve
month appointment for Department
Chairs:
3.
provide opportunity
for
,periodic rotation of persons in the
post of Department Chair rather
than tenure for one person: and
4.
include all
departments
regardless of size."
6.4.2 It was m-s-p (Stanton) to
accept the recommendation that
Ruth Wilson and Les Herold be
appointed to the Center for General
Educationforthe l973-74academic
year.
6.4.3 It was m-s-p (Stanton) to
accept the recommendation that
William Ackerman, Stella Clark,
Florence Mote and Ruth Wilson be
appointed to the search committee
for
a
Coordinator
of
Interdisciplinary Programs.
6.5 It was m-s-p (Goss) to accept
the recommendation that Joseph
Gray be appointed to the Cafeteria
and Bookstore Committee.
7. NEW BUSINESS
7.1 Dominic Bulgarella was
elected first alternate to the
Statewide Academic Senate.
7.2 Amanda Sue Rudisili was
elected Faculty Senate delegate to
the Campus Council.
It was m-s-p (Hatton) to adjourn
at 3:30 p.m.

Stimulators
Client simulators are needed by
the San Bernardino State College
DepartmentCounselingCenter. As
a supplement to our clinical
training program, we want to
provide our students with an
opportunity tobe helpful to persons
with minor psychological
concerns.
. We would
like volunteers who have personal
problems, concerns, anxieties,
etc.. which they would be willing to
talk about with a graduate student in
supervised clinical training.
While we hope this experience
will be interesting and helpful for
the volunteer, our major concern is
to provide our students with a
situation that will facilitate their
acquiring
skills
as
helping
professionals. Anything discussed
will be held in confidence. There is
no cost for participation, nor is
there any remunernation.
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE CONTACT Dr. Bruce
Allen, 887-6311, Ext. 480.

Curriculum
Committee
November 1, 1973
Present: Members Glinternick,
Goodman, Morin, Rymer,
Petrucci, Schroeder
1. The minutes of October 18
were approved as submitted.
2. Art 396(73.3), which proved to
represent a General Problem, was
discussed at length. The problem
was that of different courses with
the same title and description:
what, apart from their number,
differentiates them on a
transcript? It was suggested that
the title of Art 396 sprout a roman
numeral ll("Art in the Classroom
11"), thus implicitly adding a I to
395, but it was objected that this
suggested a sequentiality that did
not, in fact, obtain. Were there
waysofdifferentiating the titles to
make clear the difference, the
similarity, and the nonsequent iaiity? Suggestions ("Son of
Art in theClassroom," "Return of
Art in theClassroom," "Art in the
Schoolroom,"
etc.'
seemed
unproductive; a more rational
suggestion was to stick with the I
and II and to add a parenthetical
notepointingout that either course
could be taken independently of the
other, but the Committee got
bogged down trying to work out a
satisfactory wording for such a
parenthesis, and when the question
arose of why six-hour activity
classes in Art are given five units
ofcredit, the Committee decided to
put off deciding on the proposal. So
it was deferred, as was proposed
Art 304 (73-4), likewise a six-hour
activity class.
3. The deletion of prerequisites
for Art 510 (73-5 was approved,
though the course represented
another General Problem (see 6
below).
4. French 340(73-6) was
approved, with some clarifying
'discussion.
S.Spanish 310(73-8), "Practical
Spanish for
the
Health
Professions," was approved, after
agooddeal of talk. The Committee
added a note that a previous
knowledge of Spanish was not
necessary, and that the course did
not count toward the Spanish major,
and considered the question of what
happened to students who knew
Spanish and wanted to take the
course. It was revealed that the
course would be part of the new
Nursing program.
6. Mr. Petrucci brought to the
attention of the Committee the
problem of "variable content"
courses—courses with a general
heading and
various
posible
subtitles.
Apparently
some
departments (suspicious, sidelong
gtances)are using these courses to
sneak—quite
innocently,
no
doubt—into
the
curriculum
subjects rath'er far from what was
intended when the general course
was
originally
conceived—
subjects
which
may
overlap
territory jealously guarded by
other departments, without the
consultation normally required in
such cases. And more and more of
these variable content courses are
being taught. The Committee
agreed that the Office of Academic
Planningsliould continue to keep a
watchful eye open for suspicious
courses, and the Committee also
directed Mr. Schroeder to write a
memorandum to all department
chairmen reminding them to be
alert to this problem

Vets On Rise
At Co I-State

Veterans are responsible for
.more than their ,share of the 13
percent increase inrollment at
California State College, San
Bernardino this fall.
They comprise 20 percent of the
student body, totaling more than
600 compared to last year's 480.
Don Colletti, recently appointed
coordinator of the college Veterans
Affairs office, expects the upward
trend to continue, receiving an
added boost from new services
provided to veterans this year.
Cal State, San Bernardino is one
of 12 California state colleges and
universitiesfundedforan outreach
program through an amendment to
existing veterans benefit programs
sponsored by Sen. Alan Cranston.
Under
the new
legislation,
federal grants were made available
to colleges and universities which
have enrolled 10 percent more
veterans on April 16,1973 than they
had a year previous. Under the
formula, the San
Bernardino
campus qualified for a $24,237
grant for the 1973-74 academic
year.
'The office seeks to eliminate
every hurdle in the way of continued
education." he says.,
'There is evena special plan for
those who didn't complete high
school. These servicemen plus
anyone with low grades or
insufficient units may petition to
enter college under an unlimited
program of exceptions."
Colletti attributes the increase
in'enrollment at Cal State in large
part to the academic programs
offered.
"While veterans go into almost
every department, there is a
special interest in business and
public administration as well as the
new criminal justice and
environmental health programs.
The G.I. bill allows $220 for a
full-time student who is single and
$260 if he's marriied, with
additional allotments for children.
are
reduced
Benefitts
proportionately for students with
less than a full load.
On-campus tutoring is free and
the Veterans Administration will
pay an additional $50 a month where
special, off-campus tutoring is
required.

Educational
benefits,
which
support 36 months of schooling, end
eight years from the date o:
separation.
Important to out-of-staters is
new law providing a one-y
period of grace in which the studei
does not have to pay non-resid
fees. He can continue to enjoy thi:
exemption by registering to vote
thus establishing his residency
immediately upon enrolling.
Colletti is a veteran, havi
served four years in the Na
After his discharge in 1969,
attended Riverside City College for
one year. He then entered Cal State
graduating last summer.
Serving with him in the veteran';
office is Mrs. Edna McCollura,
veterans' clerk. Mike Duran, i
former student assistant in
Educational Opportunity Program
office, is a half-time tutor*
counselor.
Servicemen and veterans may
receive
full
information ' a
courses, benefits and services 1^
calling California State College,
San B e r n a r d i n o 887-6314
extension 428.

Cafeteria Poll:
Health Foods
A poll of students taken las
year on the cafeteria food servlc
indicated interest in the provisia
of health type foods.
For this reason, the cafeter^
will be providing herb tea
honey, fresh fruits,
sproil
sandwiches, and other similia
foods.
The plan will be to set aside
special area in the serving li^
for these particular items
health food freaks can go direct
to a section that will have all the
foods in one place.
Mary Doherty, manager of'
cafeteria said, "we put out son
sprout sandwiches earlier tli
year and they rotted, so hopeful
more students will buy if there ^
a separate area for this type
food."
Ms. Doherty went on to say th
if students have any requests
complaints that she is anxious
please.

Minutes Of Nov. 8, 1973

CurriculumCommittei
Present:
Members
Glinternick, Goodman, Morin,
Rymer, Petrucci, Schroeder.
1. The minutes of November 1
were approved as submitted.
2. The Committee likewise
approved a memorandum to all
Department Chairmen drawn up
by Mr. Schroeder.
3. Art 396 (73-3), appropriately
amended, and Art 304 (73-4)
passed, all relevant questions
having been answered..
4. The proposed Change in the
Environmental Studies BA (73-10)
passed without discussion.
5. HealthSciences 451 (72-318),
somewhat changed from last
year, passed.
6
6. The main event of the day was
the new BS in Nursing, and its
attendant sheaf of new courses.
Both the degree proposal (73-12)
and the courses (Nursing 310totally altered-330, 331, 340,

350. 360. 361. 370, 371, 380, 59!
73-13 through 23) passed, afl
some clarifying discussion
which Ms. Wozniak explain
the Committee
the
spe
language of Nursing.

Keep On Pedalin'
In order to encourage interes
in
bicycling,
students wl
presently ride their bikes
school are joining the Cal-Stai
Bicycle Club.
The club will hold their fid
meeting Wed. Dec. Sat 12 noon|
LC42. Plans will be made f^
instructing novices in use
multispeed bikes, workshops
basic
bicycle
repair,
discussion of weekend campi
tours now that smog alerts a
minimal. All those interested ai
invited to attend.
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Interview with Harry Cauley

Artist-In-Residence

by Bruce Scott

"Saint Francis had been an
Editor's Note: The following
interview with Harry Cauley, abbey; but was largely destroyed by
veteran of twenty years in the, the time I got there...They did an
unbelievable amount of work with
theater, whose last professional
what they had. The bookstore was
role before coming toCal-State was
that of Alfred in the world premiere an Army barracks and all the
theater took place in the gym_."
of Israel Horowitz' Alfred the
Great,
was
conducted
while ' I asked Harry what his first role
CSCSB's Players of the Pear was. He waved his cigarette aside
Garden were enacting two plays thoughtfully (He's been trying
written by 17th Century playwrite unsuccessf^ully to quit smoking.)
Moliere. If you missed the SRO and stated that while young he was
performances, you may still enjoy
very tiny, that he never grew until
this interview with the show's
the seventh grade. So, in the first
star—excuse me, I meant
grade, "I was a jack-in-the-box in
'personality';
the Christmas Pagent..in the first,
"1 can't think of a time when I
the second, and on into the third
didn't want to have something to do
grade, as long as I stayed tiny. It
with it (theater). I was fortunate
was a long run."
when 1 was growing up. There were
His first role at Saint Francis
still a lot of touring groups around.
College,
"probably the
most
My father was a Proctor at
ridiculous thing at the time—I did
Princeton and, to make extra
Oedipus Rex atl8. 1 was saying all
money, worked as a guard at
those things...! never knew what I
McCartertheater.SoI saw a lot of
was saying. 1 thought I was
theater from back-stage."
marvelous...When you're young,
The speaker was Harry Cauley,
you think you can do anything.
Cal-State's artist-in-residence this
Afterafew other shows—the one
quarter. Harry (He prefers that to
thatcamemostreadilytomind was
'Cauley" or "Mr. Cauley.") is
You Can't Take It With You—Harry
currently teaching classes
in
graduated
with
a
teaching
acting, directing and playwriting.
credential in English and History.
Aslwritethis,he is performing in
He entered the Army, during the
CSCSB.
two plays h e r e a t
Korean War. 'The day I finished
Moliere's The Versaille
Basic Training, the Korean War
Impromptu and The Doctor In Spite
ended. 1 was put into the Medical
of Himself, directed by William
Core and sent to Ft. Sam Houston,
Slout.
in San Antonio." He was placed in
"As a kid, 1 just loved the idea of
the Dental Core ("or some such
going
around
in
long
thing") and sent to Germany to
robes...suffering in the cold snow. I
work in a dental clinic. "It was a
wanted to be somebody like Albert
tiny town. lhatedit..solwent to 7th
Schweitzer. 1 thought anything that
Army headquarters and tried-out to
noble would be terrific—of course,
be a dancer, with Special
1 always wanted everybody to know 1
Services."He spent the remainder
was being noble."
of his time in the Army writing and
Cauley was born in Princeton,
participating in shows for the
New Jersey, where he attended
Special Services.
grammar school. No one in his
family was an actor; , his parents
at first weren't particulary happy
After his two-year G.I. sting
about his choice of acting as a
Harry returned to New York to go
profession. 'They went through the
to a theater school, the American
yearsoftryingtotalkmeoutof it. 1
Theater Wing, on the G.I. Bill.
was raised Catholic and went to a
'That was the beginning of the*
Franciscan highschool. I could
great starvation period. I thought it
have gone to Princeton on a
wouldlastayearottwountil Iwas a
scholarship, since my father
star on Broadway; but it lasted 10
worked there, but I wanted to go
or 12 years...and 1 never was a star
away to school. 1 was a selfish brat
on Broadway."
at the time. 1 went to St. Francis
The American Theater Wing
College, in Pennsylvania.
"hadbeenagreat school. I came in

when it was starting to go down
hill."lthadapractical rather than
academic atmosphere that the
school projected. "1 still feel that
the most anyone learns in theater is
on stage. The best learning for
students theater is on stage,
working with experienced
personnel...! really learned a lot
from Mary Tacai. I liked working
with her the most. She still has an
actor's school in New York; She
wanted people in her classes to look
for work in theater, toget practical
experience. I really owe a lot to
Mary...l was earning $30 a week,
working in a bookstore,' and
couldn't afford to go to school. She
made me a class secretary in her
beginning class so I could go to her
advanced acting class free. She was
very good to me—a wonderful,
wonderful person."
"1 was working for Doubleday as
asalesman.Ihad sort ofsettled for
not being in theater. When they
opened a new store in Philadelphia,
they offered me a mangerial
position... So I managed a
bookstore in Philadelphia, and
worked in a community theater. I
had known Marty Slout, and through
her 1 met Bill (CSCSB Assoc. Prof.
ofDrama). He had his own theater
and offered me work there. Bill
Slout was responsible for me
getting back into theater. I worked
with him in Michigan for three
years... In fact, my own summer
theater is based pretty much on
what Bill did (with his)."
About ten years ago. Harry
Cauley and two other theatrical
troupers (NancyChesney andJack
Zaharia
opened the Apple Hill
Theater in Delmont. Pennsylvania,
justoutsideof Pittsburg... He still
spends six month summers at
^pple Hill, directing.
Nancy
handles the publicity; Jack, the
business end. It's a small theater,
seating 250.
members in the troupe varies, but
includes the three partners, a
designej-^ the technical staff, the
box office personnel and the
apprentices and actors.
The
apprentices are theater students
who wish to learn from practical
application.
The
actors
and

actresses vary from show to show.
Since opening the Apple Hill
Theater, Harry has gone on tour in
two shows.The Tender Trap and A
Thousand Clowns. He played the
characterofMurray inA Thousand
Clowns. "I loved that Part. It was
one of my favorite roles...along
with Henry in Lion in Winter and
George in (Who's Afraid of)
Virginia Wolf."
Harry has also authored two
plays; and directed them on
Broadway. In 1965, he wrote his
first full-length play. The Paisley
Convertible, which concerned not a
car, but a bed. After getting the
Apple Hill Theatergoing, hewent to
Pittsburgh to
set-up
theater
parties. "I wasn't very successful.
I'm not a good salesman. I wound up
extremely broke; didn't have a TV,
not even a radio, got sick, and
started writing a play to kill time."
He directed the play on Broadway;
it closed after a week. "Eighty
percent of all plays done in New
York fail, and most of them fail
after opening. The theater is so
expensive that nobody can afford to
put money into it to see if it will
build an audience." In England, he
noted.allofthecriticsdo not come
on opening night, as they do in
America. In England, they spread
their visits out over a month's
time. In America,it's "Swimnowor
sink.' His second play. Let Me Hear
You Smile, folded after opening.
But setbacks don't seem to set him
back for good; he's now thinking of
writing a novel.
I asked Harry ifhe found teaching
difficult. After a few false starts,
he replied, "i can't answer that
question...It's not like handling
theater people, where everyone is
concentrating on acting...It's like
trying to discover what each
person wants out of the
class. &me are in it because
they're preparing to teach classes
in creative arts...Their reasons
arediversified.soyou can't really
demand an incredible level of
acting from them. Mary (TacajJ
was absolutely incredible about
teaching people how to analyze a
scene.aplay."Harry tries to pass
on to his students what he learned
from Ms. Tacai. from others, and
from his own vast theatrical
experience.
When asked if he found the
current Moliere plays difficult,
Harry stated. "I had a lot of
difficulty. I felt very insecure about
it. Bill (Slout. the director) helped
me a lot. giving me leeway to feel
my way into it. My own insecurities
get in the way of playing the part. I
guess
that's
true
for
everybody...(In the Moliere plays.
I) had the problem of playing three
characters — Mol iere, the
ridiculous Marquis he wrote for
himself, and the doctor. 1 could only
go outside of me for two of the
characters—so I decided to be
Moliere. to establish Moliere as
the character closest to me.
Basically. I figured if I made
Moliere as much like me as
possible. I could go on to play the
other characters."
The actor was asked ifhe thought
that Cal^tate's thrust stage made
the audience too aware of
themselves, too inhibited to laugh.
"Iftheyget involved in a
performance, then they don't notice
people," he said. "I am not a
laugher. I cangotoa theater to see
a comedy, get very involved in what

the people are doing, what
techniques they are using, and
come out, having thoroughly
enjoyed the show, and not having
laughed once in the theater.. .1 3on't
lau^ out loud in theaters."
HarryCauley believes one of the
prerequisites for success Is a
positive attitude. "You have to be
positive, aware of your own
uniqueness...That isn't even an
ego-trip, necessarily—It's trying
to evalute yourself within the
framework ofwhat you want to do."
In spite of this positivism, he has
occasional doubts about himself.
"Sometimes I think I don't ever
want to do what I'm doing again.
That lasts about a week, and then I
get itchy for more. There's a great
thing about theater...Writing is
very lonely. Theater is a very
gregarious thing. You find that,
after a while, you need a people
fix...When
you're
working,
(friendship) is very intense. You
always think, these will be my best
friends for the rest of my life.' But
ypu know that you'llprobably never
see them again. That seems
terribly shallow. But that really
isn't...It's by necessity. I've been
in over two hundred plays. If I wrote
to everyone I met, the stationary
alone would keep me bankrupt.
There are exceptions, of course—
The Slouts and I worked together
for years, and we're still close." It
was due to William Slout that Harry
came to Cal-State this quarter.
Knowing
the
PAWPRINT's
readers would be interested in a
session of name-dropping, I tried to
ekeoutofHarry the names of stars
he found difficult, or wonderful to
work with. This touched off the
following discourse: "I have
trouble thinking of. impossible
people...The people 1 can think of,
no one would recognize, mainly
becausethey were so awful to begin
with, they never went anywhere. I
think it's a general rule that people
take their inadequacies out on other
people.
"You get to know them (stars),
•Dersonallv: and tbeii the aura of
'star" disappears. When I meet
I'm always in awe...I always envy
people who can walk into a group,
and take command, be bright and
witty and flashy. I can't do that; butj
I'mbasicallya shy person—I have|
been and probably will be for the
rest of my life. Personalities—1
hate the word 'star'—personalities
who refuse to give interviews are
considered difficult. Some difficult
people aren't really difficult;
they're scared to death. A 'star'
has a great responsiblity: the
money, the^ quality of production,
everything is riding on them. They
are dealing with the pressures.
That must apply to heads of
corporations..anybody with the
main responsibility...Most of the
money (from a play) is raised on a
star's name. There are few star
playwrites or directors. What
seems 'difficult' to some is really
only professionalism and
cautiousness. Certainly a woman
who has made iCas a glamorous
personality wants to look her best.
People worry about props and the
difficulty
in
handling
them... Professional ism—trying to
make it right as rain. There are
ways to do it. Cursing out a prop
man because of an error on the first
night is a little ridiculous,"
HarryCauleyisnot difficult; but
he is professional.
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News From The Zodiac

Who's D OPGO DD OD © Power Plant Flubs
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(ZNS) While
the Watergate
investigation has created a public
furorovergovernment spying, one
might recall that investigation into
government surveillance
conducted two years ago by Senator
Sam Ervin's ^nate subcommittee
on constitutional rights.
The Ervin Committee, back in
1971, discovered that the F.B.I,
keeps an up-to-date list of lO.CMX)
people who are identified as
potential subversives and who
would be arrested in the event of
(quote) "an
internal
security
emergency." This file is distince
from another F.B.I, data bank
which maintains information on
100,000 persons classified as
communist sympathizers.

It was learned that the secret
service has a computerized list of
100,000 'people
those who
make
(quote)
"Irrational"
statements atx>ut high government
officials, those who might (quote)
"embarrass" the President or
those who have
(quote)
"IMAGINARY GRIEVANCES."
Then there was the Civil Service
Commission: The
Ervin
Committee found that although the
commission was created solely for
the purpose of screening potential
employees,
the
government
commission maintained files on 1.5
million americans (one in every
133 persons in the U.S.)believed by
the commission to be engaged in
subversive activities.
The Civil Service Commission
explained to the Associated Press
at the time how they were able to
arrive at this monumental figure:
Seventeen
government
clerks
worked full-time reading
underground newspapers and other
radical
literature,
collecting
names of apparent subversives.
This, according to the Civil Service
Commission, is where a great
number of the names on their
subversives list came from.

• I

PARKING
ANY"
. TIME
r.

(ZNS) If you're one of those
people who believes that toking up
before going to bed will give you a
good night's sleep, then you're
probably making a mistake.
At least this is the conclusion ofa
series of tests conducted at th6
University of Florida's '^leep
laboratory" in Gainesville.
Doctor IsmetKaracan, a Florida
professorofpshchiatry, compared
the sleeping patterns of pot
smokers and non-smokers
by
hooking up E.E.G. and E.O.G»,
recording devices to volunteers'
heads while they dozed away.
The chronic pot smokers were
permitted to get stoned shortly
before going to bed, and then the
sleeping patterns ofthe two groups
were compared.
Doctor Karacan reports finding
that both smokers and non-smokers
slept for about the same length of
time. But the recording devices
found one major difference between
the two groups: Non-pot-smokers
enjoyed nearly twice as much time
in 'Stage-four sleep" — which is
the stage in sleep when most
relaxation occurs.
Doctor Karacan also had chronic,
marijuana smokers refrain from
smoking for at least 24 hours
beforegoingtobed; this time, their
stage-four sleep time returned to
normal.
So if you're suffering from tired
blood, that last toke-up in the
evening may just be the cause of
your lethargy.

~

Caffeine Blues
(ZNS) In yet another marijuana
report, a former researcher for
the National Institute of Mental
Health says that pot is less
addictive than good, old-fashioned
coffee.

• Doctor Louis Lemberger, a
pharmocologist
and
former
government staff researcher, says
that, "The person who goes without
his morning coffee has withdrawal
symptoms all day."
Lemberger
said
that,
"Marijuana has no withdrawal^
Evidence leads to the fact that it is
not dangerous."

U.S. Air Force
Trains Arob Pilots
(ZNS) The United States Air
Force has been secretly training
Arabpilots at Williams Air Force
Base in Chandler, Arizona, to fly
jet fighters.

technicians on the base; they add
that pilots from other Arab states
and from South Vietnam have been
trained at Williams Air Force Base
in the past.

RadioStation K.D.K.B. in nearby
Mesa has discovered that
AmericanAirForcepersonnel are
currently instructing Jordanian
andSaudi Arabian pilots in the use
of F-5E fighter jets at the base
there.
The discovery that the United
States has been training pilots
involved in both sides of the MidEast War resulted from a tip to the
radio station from a member of the
425th Tactical Squardon at the
base.
Williams Air Force Base and the
Pentagon refused to comment on
the report—but when station
K.D.K.B. contacted the Jordanian
embassy in Washington, a
Jordanian embassy spokesman
confi rmed that Jordanian pi lots are
commonly trained in jet warfare
techniques at Williams.
The Jordanian embassy added
that the length of the training
varies, but that "sometimes they
go up there for two months,
sometimes for six—seven
months."
Sources on the base itself have
•informed the radio station that
there are now approximately eight
Saudi Arabian and Jordanian pilots,
plus more than 20 ground

The Pentagon, while refusing to
comment on the program, says it
has the legal authority to train
pilots from both sides ofthe Middle
East conflict, or from anywhere
else,
under
"THE
Foreign
Assistance Military Act of 1961."

C'mon Seven
(ZNS) Colorado College has
come up with a unique system of
assigning students to classes —
based on gambling.
Since many classes are so
popular that they simply can't
accommodateall students who want
to attend them, each student is
given 90 points. The student then '
"bets" these points on the classes
he or she wants to take; as an
example, a particularly popular
class for one student might get 60
or 70 of the student's 90 points.
Each class list is then made up
from students who have gambled
the highest on the classes they
preferred.

(ZNS) A nuclear power plant in
Michigan has been ordered closed
by the atomic energy commission
because of a strange and
unexplained vibration in the plant's
atomic core.
The nuclear facility operated by
the Consumer Power Company in
Southhaven, Michigan, was ordered
closed down earlierthis year after
radioactive materials leaked into
Lake Michigan.
The power company, itself, noted
mysterious vibrations in the plant
as long ago as October of 1972; by
Decemberof 1972,actual radiation
leakage was discovered.
The vibration problem, however,
was not reported to the Atomic
Energy Commission until June of
this year. A.E.C. officials admit
that the vibration problem could
have prevented back-up safety
systems from operating in the
event of an atomic emergency.

Some of the vibrating was so
strong that it caused the structure
holding the core to drop a full
quarter of an inch. Some bolts as
large as six inches in diameter
were consequently severed.

/V-.
The atomic Energy Commission
last month issued citations against
the Southhaven plant, and will not
permit the facility to be reopened
until the vibration problem is
solved.

Nat. Lampoon Recall
(ZNS) The National Lampoon has
agreed
to
voluntarily
recall
thousands of copies of one of its
latest publications after being
threatened with a suite by the
Volkswagen Company.
The Lampoon's special edition
The
National
Lampoon
Encyclopedia of Humor is being
withdrawn because it contains an
advertising satire which
Volkswagen found "Distasteful."
The satire inquestion involves a
picture ofa V^W. floating on water,
and the caption under the humor ad
reads: "lf(Edward)Kennedy drove
a Volkswagen, he'd be President
today."
Lampoon
Publisher
Matty
Simons said that the company would

attempt to recall all newstand
copies ofthe Encylopedia of Humor

Volkswagen had complained that
readers ofthe magazine might have
erroneously believed that the
advertisement was authentic — and
labeled the purported
ad as
"course, insensitive and cruel."

Next In Line
(ZNS) With all of the turmoil
going on in Washington, it's
interesting to run down who is in
line for the Presidency, as difined
by the U.S. Consitiution,
+ +First in line is the Vice
President, but'the United States
does not have one.
+ +Second in line is Speaker of
the House, but Carl Albert says he
doesn't want the job.
—third down the line is the
President Pro Tern of the Senate,
Senator
James
Eastland
of
Mississippi.
+ + Fourth in line is the
Secretary of State. But because

Henry Kissinger is foreign born, he
is prohibited by the Constitution
from accepting the job.
+ + Fifth in line is the Secretary
of the Treasury, George Shultz.
+ -FSixth in line is the Attorney
General.
-F+Seventh in line is the
Secretaryof Agriculture.

Letters To The Editor
Cont'd from Page 4
Dear Editor,
Women in History is a good
opportunity to talk about women
who have achieved
historical
heights, but haven't received the
written notoriety of their male
counterparts. I thank you for the
educational lecture.
Why not talk about important
living women of today that have
madehistory. Whatof the lady that
heads up the Kennedy clan. The
women who are the heads of state
for the countries of Isreal and
India.
What of this country's
ambassitors of peace, Shirley
Temple Black, and Delia Reece.
These are only two women who have

gained the admiration of the
world's heads of state.
You talk of awareness. I'm sure
you know of more women of such
caliber. They had to overcome
obstacles that somewomendid not.
Dave
P.S. Joannie,
On the Editorial on women of
importance. One of the
ambassitors ofpeace was not Delia
Reece, but Pearl Baily. My fault on
thataccount. Please excuse a male
for such a mistake.
Yours,
Dave
(Ed. Note: Pearl Bailey is spelled
Pearl
Bailey. . .just
another
example of. . .)
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College Calendar
Winter Term, 1974
November 3 0 . . . . . . .
December 3
December 3-7
December 25 .......
January 1
January 3-4 ........
January 7
January 11 j
'. .
January 25
Janaury 28
January 29
February 1
February 18 ........
March 11-15
March 15
March 18-20
March 20
March 28-29

Foreign language placement examinations, 2-4:00, LC 27
(French, German, Russian, Spanish)
Registration packets become available in Admissions and
Records Office
Advising
Christmas Day, academic and administrative holiday
New Year's Day, academic and administrative holiday
Registration
Classes begin; late registration
Last day to add classes
Last day to drop classes
Last day to file graduation check for June, July and
August graduation
English Undergraduate Program examination, 2-5:00, PS 202
Last day to complete challenge examinations
Washington's birthday, academic and administrative holiday
Academic advisement for spring term
Last day of classes
Final examinations
End of term
Registration for spring term
CAMPUS OFFICE HOURS

Daytime Hours
Office of Admissions and Records . .
Information Desk
Evaluators
,
Veterans' Services
Bursar's Office
School of Natural Sciences .......
School of Humanities
School of Social Sciences
School of Education
Other Academic and
Administrative Offices
College Bookstore

8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday

through Friday
through Friday
through Friday
through Friday
through Friday
through Friday
through Friday
through Friday
through Friday

8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Monday, Wednesday
Thursday, Friday
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Tuesday

Evening Hoars
Evening Services Office .
Evaluators . . . . . . . . . .
Vetmns' Swricali'ifir. i

Placement . .
Financial Aid
Bursar . . ^ .
Bookstore . .
Health Center

. . . 4:30 p.m. to 9:15 p.m. Monday through Thursday
Room LC 226
.
4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday
^ '>
Admissions Desk
4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday
\
Admissions Desk
. . . . . s4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, SS 120
. . .. , 4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Wed. (by prior appoint
ment with Mr. ILrug only)
..... 4:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Jan. 1, 8, 9,10,11, only;
AD 111
. . . . . 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Jan. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11;
FA 129
4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Tuesday
4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Monday and Thursday
AD 117, Nurse on duty only
\

PREPARATION FOR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS
The plan of undergraduate study at the California State College, San Bernardino
emphasizes a liberal education in preparing for professional, or vocational speciali
zation.
Programs can be suited to students' individual needs by selecting courses speci
fied by professional schools as a basis for graduate study.
Some fields of professional training are listed below. Students interested in them
should seek information and advisement from the office indicated.
Government service
School of Social Sciences
Law
School of Social Sciences
Librarianship
College Librarian
Medicine, veterinary medicine,
dentistry, pharmacy
School of Natural Sciences
Social work
School of Social Sciences
CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
A student planning to enroll in a course requiring the consent of the instructor
or the department must get a Consent of Instructor Card (available at the Admis
sions and Records counter), have it signed and present it when registering.
REGISTRATION SCHEDULE
The College implemented a new registration priority system in fall 1973 in an
attempt to better meet the needs of all students.
Students are admitted to the registration area according to the priority number for
their registration period. Priority numbers are assigned by random selection within four
major groups which are rotated each term. Continuing students have a permanent major
group designation until they reach the status of a p"aduating senior (20 units or less
needed to graduate as verified by a graduation check) or classified graduate student.
Graduating seniors and classified graduate students are randomly assigned a priority
number which is scheduled during the first day of registration. STUDENTS MUST
BRING THEIR PRIORITY CARD AND ADVISOR'S CARD WHEN REGISTERING.
CLOSED CLASS PERMITS
Class enrollments are strictly limited. However, after a class has closed, two closed
'class permits may be released when class room size allows. Students should contact the
appropriate school dean in the registration area concerning closed class permits.
IF NECESSARY TO LEAVE THE REGISTRATION AREA TO OBTAIN A
CLOSED CLASS PERMIT, STUDENTS MUST LEAVE REGISTRATION PACKETS
CONTAINING CLASS CARDS AT STATION 2.
I
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Minutes Of Nov. 19, 1973

A.S. Senate

The ..meeting was called to
order by President Bush at 3:08
p.m. THOSE PRESENT: Senate
President Joe Bush; Senior
Senators: D. Harris, S. Sanchez;
Junior Senators; D. Johnson, R.
Pirot
(President
Pro-tem);
Sophomore Senators: H. Davis, A.
Puncan (Late: no.3:35 p.m.);
Freshman Senators: Z. Walker;
Senators-at-large: K. Gallagher,
R. Strader. THOSE ABSENT: R.
Fehn (Court Appearance). OLD
BUSINESS:
1. Correction of minutes dates
12 November 1973 to read under
no, 2 of old business to read
Heather Stuart and Raleigh
Strader. MSP (Pirot, Gallagher)
to accept the minutes of 12 Nov.
1973 with corrections as noted.
2. Student Relations with
Campus Police: Sen. Gallagher
reported that Mr. Kadyk of the
Campus Police was unable to keep
his
appointment
with
Sen.
Galligher. It was the consensus of
the Senate to invite Mr. Kadyk to
the monthly coffee meeting.
3. Work Study for Publicity:
President Bush informed the
Senate that the poster machine
does not belong to A.S.B.
therefore, due to regulations set
by Audio Visual (the owners)
students cannot operate it unless
specifically authorized. On this
information
President
Bush
asked the Senate to reconsider the
question of hiring a person under
the work study program to help in
publicity. Senior Class Pres
Gibbons entered the following
letter from the person who is

currently making posters: "I do
not feel that it is necessary to hire
one more person to help in the
publicity department. Doris scott
and her part-time help are also
involved in the job, and I feel that
one more person might create
mbre confusion in our
interactions. It would be more
convenient for myself if the
campus clubs could submit their
requests at least one week in
advance and post them from time
to time (maybe every other
meeting or event) themselves.
(Signed) Gary Borgstedt
It was the consensus of the Senate
to reconsider the question at a
later date.
4. Appointment of Freshman
Senator: Pres. Bush noted that
Richard Bennecke had previously
stated that the appointment of
class officers to vacant positions
was up to the respective class
president. Pres. Bush asked the
Senate to consider legislation on
procedures for filling vacancies
in the Senate. Presently three
persons wish to fill the vacancy of
Freshman Senator: Denise Dorn,
Steve Somers and Steve Sparks
(who was in attendance). The
matter was sent to the Rules
Committee for consideration. A
report will be made at the next
meeting of the Senate on 28 Nov.
1973.
5. Campus Council: Senator
Strader reported that the Campus
Council elected their Executive
body: Chairman Peter Landrum,
Sylvia Quatrochi Vice Chairman,
Secretary Debby Maletsky.

Minutes Of Nov. 12, 1973

A.S. Senate
The Senate was called to order
bv President Bush at 3:05 p.m.
THOSE PRESENT: Senate
President Joe Bush: Senior
Senators D. Harris. S. Sanchez:
Junior Senators D. Johnson. R,
Pirot: Sophomore Senators H.
Davis. A. Duncan (late 3:35):
Freshman Senators Z. Walker:
Senators-at-large R. Fehn. K.
Gallagher. R. Strader.
THOSE ABSENT: Freshman
Senator: S. Lowe. OLD
BUSINESS: - 1. Correction of
Minutes - 5 November 1973 under
no. 2 Business from the Floor to
have the votes read VOTE 1: yes0. no-8. abstain-1 VOTE 2: yes-8.
no-0. abstain-1. It was MSP
(Pirot. Fehn) to accept the
minutes of 5 November 1973.
.2., Appointment of Members to
Committee on Registration and
Scheduling-Shirley
O'Connor.
Heather Steward and Raliegh
Strader were nominated to serve#
on the Committee. It was MSP
(Harris. Gallagher) to accept the
nominations
as
submitted.
Passed unanimously.
3.
Campus
Council
Appointment-Sen.
Strader
volunteered and nominated to
serve as Senate representative to
the Council. MSP by acclamation
to accept the nomination.
4.
Rules
Committee-The
Committee was adopted by A.S.
Law 0016 and considers
legislation that comes before the
Senate. Two members of the
Senate must be appointed. MSP
by acclamation to appoint R. Fehn
andR. Strader to the committee.
5. BB-Q Report-Costs incurred
were $150.00 for the band,
$225.00 for the food. $15.39 for
the drinks which totals $390.39.
Revenue collectejl totaled $95.95
which made total expenditure
,$294.44.
New Business
1. Resignation of Freshmap

Senator-Shirlee Lowe,
newly
elected freshman senator cannot
attend
meetings
and
must
therefore resign.
2. Appointment of
Frosh
Senator-Denise Dorn wishes to
fill the position and will submit
her request to Frosh President
Randy Freeman.
3.
Finance
Board
Recommendations
and
Allocations:
a)
Activities
total
request
$4, 200.00 Finance Board
recommendation $1,500.00 for
film series and noon time
entertainment. MSP (Z. Walker,
K. Gallagher) to accept
recommendation
of
Finance
Board. MSP(R. Strader, R. Pirot)
to an end the main motion to
include the stipulation that the
money will be used for film series
($1,000.00) and noontime
activities ($500.00) and will be
allocated from unallocated funds
to account number 91-200-30.
Passed unanimously.
b) Players of the Pear Gardentotal request $2,100.00. Finance
Board recommends that the
Players of the Pear Garden
request to hold the $1,408.00 from
their 72-73 account scholarship
fund and request for $2,100.00 be
denied. Recommend that the
Players of the Pear Garden
resubmit budget and use income
generated this year to start
scholarship fund.
MSP (R.
Strader, K. Gallagher) to accept
the recommendation of
the
Finance Board. Passed
unanimously.
c) U .N. Delegation total request
$2,000.00 revised to $1,200.00.
Finance Board recommendation
$50.00 for registration on the
grounds that $1,200.00 is too
much for only six students. The
Finance Board will reconsider
Continued on next page
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Minutes Of Nov. 12, 1973

Continued from
previous page'

A.S. Senate

the matter at a later date. MSP
(Gallagher, Davis) to accept the
recommendation of the Finance
Board. Vote; yes-6, no-2, abstain1 Motion Passes.
d) Music Dept. request $250.00.
($150.00 to be used for Mozart
concert and$100.00 to be used for
choir tour). Additionally, request
transfer of $400.00 from 91-50038
Chamber
Singers,
Renaissance costumes to Choir
Tour account. Finance Board
recommendation
to
approve
$250.00 and transfer of $400.00 as
requested. MSP (R. Strader, Z.
Walker) to accept
the
recommendation of the Finance
Board. Vote: yes-4, no-0, abstain5. Motion passes.
e) Finance Report: with the
above allocations deducted the
unallocated funds are presently:
$5,710.00.
4. Results of A.S. Elections
Preference Poll:
a) Smoking in Classrooms-MSP
(Davis, Gallagher) to inform
President Pfau of the results of
the issue.
b) Marijuana and Nixon
impeachment-MSP (Davis, Fehn)
to inform State Senators of the
results of the n)arijuana issue and
inform
the
Congressional
delegation of the results of the
Nixon impeachment issue, vote:
yes-9, no-0, abstain-1.
c) Endorsement of Issues and
People - It was noted by President
Bush on the legality of endorsing
issues and people that Peter
Hagberg, Attorney at law in
Berkley has submitted his legal
opinion on the matter as follows:
"It is my opinion that the
Associated Students may
officially support, endorse or
oppose ballot measures which
will or may affect the Associated
Students, its authorized activities
or its membership, as long as
those
constitute
as
"insubstantial" part of
the
organization's activities. Under
no
circumstances,
however,
should the Associated Students,
its money, its name," or its
activities be used in support or
opposition to a political
candidate. Support,
including
financial support, for social
causes outside the arenas of
legislation and political
campaigns will not Jeopardize
your tax exempt status. However,
any monetary expenditures by the
Associated students must comply
with Trustee Regulations on the
Approved Uses of Student Body
Funds."
5. Student Union Report - The
Student Union Committee holds
meetings on Tuesdays at 4:30
p.m. Questions
raised
and
answered at the last meeting are
below as reported to the Senate by
Pres. Bush.
1. What is the difference
between the College Union and the
Student Union? The. Committee
voted to call the facility the
Student Union.
2. Who is going to be the Board
of Directors? The Committee will
have to disban before the Union
opens and will have to appoint the
Board of Directors before that
time, Do the majority have to be
students? Title V states that the
representatives to the Union
Committee will be made up of
administration, faculty, and with
a majority of students.
3. Who has the power to
increase the size of the Board?
Recommendations^ are made by
the Committee and President
Pfau has power of review.
4. Do the ex-officio members
have a vote? no.
5. Did Dean DeReraer go to
Catilina and who paid for his trip?
DeanDeRemer did go to Catilina
and the College paid for the trip.

6. What is the budget to date?
ninty thousand dollars plus
(90,000-1-). Is there a financial
statement available? Yes, last
years audit.
7. Where the finances been
spent? A deposit of seventeen
thousand dollars ($17,000) was
made to cover architect fees. Can
We have an accounting? yes.
8. Where is the money at the
present time? In a State Trust
Fund.
9. Who has control of the
budget? The
Student
Union
Committee.
10. Why was the plan changed to
a one story building? The final
decision has'not been made at this
time but a one story building is
more economical.
11. What is the difference
between the original proposal and
the present proposal? There have
been several original proposals
but there has been a reduction in
space and the Activities office.
Health Center and Bookstore will
not be housed in the Union.

6. Student
relations
with
Campus Police Board-Senator
Gallagher has an appointment
with Police Chief Kadyk to
establish a Board to talk over
student related problems that
concern the Campus Police. Sen.
Gallagher will collaborate with D.
Castillo in the establishment of
the Board.
7. French Club Request - The
French Club wishes to sponsor a
reception on 16 November for the
players in the Moliere plays in
appreciation of the production and
is requesting fifty-two dollars to
cover the expenses. Reception
will be open to all students,
T)layersandthecommunity. Itwas '
noted that this is normally IOC
business and should not be
brought to the Senate. It was MSD
(Walker, Pirot) to allocate fift/twodollars to the French Club for
this event. Vote: yes-0, no-5,
abstain-4.
It was MSP (Gallagher,
Sanchez) to allocate fifty-two
dollars to the Drama Dep't. account no. 91-400-30 from
unallocated funds for the specific
purpose of holding a reception.
Vote: yes-6; no-3; abstain-0.
Motion carries.
8. Work Study for PublicityPres. Bush informed the Senate
that E. Baca wanted two hundred
dollars ($200.) to hire an
additional student to work on
publicity posters and cleaning up
the trailer under the work-study
program. Died due to lack of
motion.
9. Publicity Posters - It was
MSP (Fehn, Walker) to send a
letter to Dean DeRemer cc Doris
Scott to encourage clubs to make
their own publicity posters when
the student assistant is
overloaded and
to
instruct
students in using the machine.
Passed unanimously.
BUSINESS FROM THE FLOOR:
1. Noontime Activities - Mr.
Bennecke informed the Senate
that E. Baca had another use for
the monies collected from the
Camp-pacprogram,possibly for
Cal. State Universities and Coll,
Student Presidents Ass. or travel
expenses. Pres. Bush informed
Mr. Bennecke and the Senate of
the motion passed to use the
money for noontime activities.
(Ref.: Senate minutes 15 October,
Executive minutes 17 October
1973.) The earlier decision will
remain in effect unless the Senate
reconsiders the question.
There being no further
business
the
meeting
was
adjourned at 4:10 o.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Judith A. Jones

Senate Secretary

CLASS RESERVATIONS
After both closed class permits have been released, a student may place his name
on a numbered class reservation card at Station 4. The reservation card will be mailed
to the student should a vacancy occur. The class must be added by the last day to add
a class. STUDENTS SHOULD BE AWARE THAT IT IS HIGHLY UNLIKELY THAT
SUFFICIENT WITHDRAWALS WILL OCCUR TO ALLOW THEM TO ENTER THE
CLASS. THEREFORE, REGISTRATION SHOULD BE COMPLETED IN ALTER
NATE COURSES WHEN POSSIBLE.
CLASS ATTENDANCE: REGISTRATION CANCELLATION
If a student has not reported to a class by the third day of instruction the
instructor may, at his option, send a notice to the Registrar cancelling the registration.
Cancellations cannot be honored after the last day to add classes. If the instructor does
not officially cancel the registration and the student stops attending without processing a
drop card, the student will be awarded a grade of F. IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF
THE STUDENT TO FILE A REFUND OF FEES APPLICATION WHERE APPLICABLE. (See Schedule of Refund of Fees.) Students may register for reopened classes until
Jan. 11.
SCHEDULE OF FEES
(Fees listed are subject to change)
Registration fees;
^
pgr Quarter
Material and service fee: 0 to 3.9 units
$26.50
4 to 7.9 units
30.00
8 to 11.9 units
33.00
12 or more units
39.00
Student body fee: 5 units or less
3,00
more than 5 units
g.go
Facilities fee (all students)
2^00
Student Union fee (all students)
5.00
In addition to the above fees, all non-resident students (foreign and domestic) are
required to pay the following tuition: $29 per unit up to a maximum of $433 per quarter
for 15 units or more.
Parking permit fees:
Automobile
Two-wheel motor vehicle

$10.00
2 50

Additional fees:
Late fee for registration after Jan. 11
Student identification card fee (one per academic year)
Late appointment fee
Graduation fee
Replacement of lost 1. D. cards

$ 5.00
1.00
2.00
6,00
1.00

REFUND OF FEES
Students registered for credit or audit who change their program to a lesser number
of units may not receive a refund of materials and service fee. However, upon withdrawal
from all classes, the materials and service fee may be refunded if written application for
refund, on forms provided by the Registrar, is submitted to the Bursar not later than 14
days following the day of the term that instruction begins. $10 will be retained to cover
the cost of registration.
Non-resident tuition is refunded on a prorated basis during the first four weeks of
instruction according to the following schedule: 100% during the first week, 75% during
the second week, 50% during the third week, 25% during the fourth week.
Student Union and ASB fees are fully refundable during the first 14 calendar days of
the term.
Parkit^ fees are refunded, upon surrender of the decat, according to the following
prorated schedule: 66% during the first 25 calendar days of the quarter; 33% during the
26th through 50th days of the quarter.
The facilities fee and identification card fee are not refundable.
REGISTERING AS AN AUDITOR
A student who wishes only to audit a course instead of enrolling for credit must
complete a statement of residence issued by the Admissions Office. Auditors must pay
the same fees as would be charged if the courses were taken for credit. Enrollment as an
auditor is subject to the approval of the instructor; a student registered as an auditor may
be required to participate in any or all classroom activities at the discretion of the
instructor. Right-to-audit cards are available at the information desk of the Records
Office as of the first day of classes and must be returned there when signed. Auditors are
accepted only in unfilled classes and registration is by appointment with the Registrar.
A student who wishes to audit a course in addition to his regular program may do so
by obtaining the approval of the instructor and fegistering by appointment with the
Registrar.
Students enrolled as auditors may not apply for credit in such courses after the last
day to add courses. Students enrolled for cr^it may not change to audit after the last
day to drop classes.
APPROVAL TO REGISTER FOR MORE THAN
THREE FULL-TERM COURSES
Approval to register for more than three full-term courses must be secured from the
student's school dean. In order to be eligible for consideration to carry four full-term
courses, the student must have at least a 3.0 (B) average in his college work and a 3.0 (B)
average in the preceding term. Course overload permits are available at the front desk of
the Records Office on the first day of classes. Grade-point averages must be certified on
the permit by the Records Office prior to submission to the school dean. Students may
register for only 19 quarter units initially. Additional units may be added after regular
registration if classes remain open and the overload is approved.
CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT
A student enrolled as a degree candidate at California State College, San Bernardino
ordinarily may not enroll concurrently for additional courses at another institution. The
approval of the Dean of Academic Planning is required of a student who may already be
enrolled at another institution at the time the student registers and matriculates at this
college as a degree candidate.
In the event a matriculated student enrolls concurrently at another institution
without prior approval of the Dean of Academic Planning, credit for courses taken at the
other institution may not be accepted by the College.
TO ADD A CLASS
To add a class, obtain an add card and fill in the required information. All cards must
be left with the Records Office for processing. No courses may be added after Jan. 11,
except by permission of the Dean of Academic Planning.
TO DROP A CLASS OR WITHDRAW FROM COLLEGE
If a student drops a class or withdraws from college by Jan. 25, no record will be
made of his enrollment in the course(s). A drop or withdrawal after Jan. 25, and prior to
Feb. 25, is permissible only for serious and compelling reasons. Permission to drop or
withdraw during this time period must be obtained from the instructor and the dean of
the school in which the student is majoring.
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A drop or withdrawal will not be permitted after Feb. 25 except in cases such as
accident or serious illness where the cause of withdrawal is due to circumstances clearly
beyond the student's control and the assignment of an incomplete is not practicable. A
drop or withdrawal during this period requires the approval of the instructor, the dean of
the school in which the student is majoring and the Dean of Academic Planning.
A grade of W will be asigned for approved drops and withdrawals occurring after Jan.
25.

A student who withdraws from all classes in which he is enrolled must officially
withdraw from college.
Forms for dropping a class or for withdrawing from college must be obtained from
the Records Office. If qualified, obtain an application for refund of fees and present it to
the Bursar, along with college identification card and parking decal. All students in the
Education^ Opportunity Program must initiate their drop cards at the E.O.P. Office.
CHANGE OF MAJOR

A. S. Senate Passes
Endorsement Law
A.S. BY LAW NO.0022

ENDORSEMENT OF SOCIAL
ISSUES. BALLOT MEASURES
AND PEOPLE

Change of major within a school. Obtain a change-of-major card from the Admissions
Office and have it signed by the school dean or his designee. The school secretary will
forward the change-of-major card to the Admissions Office.
Change of major between schools and changing from an undeclared to a declared
major. Obtain a change-of-major card from the Admissions OfHce. Take the card to the
school or department where advisement had previously occurred and leave it there. The
student folder and change-of-major card will be forwarded to the office in which the new
major is located. It is necessary to complete the change-of-major card at least one week
before the time of advisement to allow for transfer of the folder.

I . The Executive Cabinet of
ASBmaygivea verbal or written
endorsement of ballot measures
which will or may affect the ASB,
its authorized activities or its
membership, if the endorsement
is supported by a preference poll
of students at California S*.ate
College at San Bernardino.

GRADES

2. The Executive Cabinet may
give a verbal or written
endorsement of social issues if
the endorsement is supported by a
preference poll of students at

The grade symbols at the College are as follows:
Grade Points
Grade
Performance
Per
Symbol
Level
Quarter Hour
A
Excellent
4 . . . .
B.
Good
3 . ...
C
Satisfactory
z. . ..
D
Maiginal
1.
.
F
Failing
0. ...
CR
Credit (A, B, C)
No Credit (D, F)
NC

Progress Points
Per
Quarter Hour
4
, .. . . 3

, .. . . 2

. .. ..

1

0

, .. . . 2
0

The following administrative grades carry no grade points or progress points and
are, therefore, not used to determine a student's grade-point average or progress toward
the degree. However, it should be pointed out that the "Incomplete" will be counted
as an "F" if not removed within one calendar year from the date it was assigned.
AU
Audit
I
Incomplete
SP
Satisfactory Progress
W
Withdrawal
Grade-point avenges are computed by dividing the number of grade-points earned
by the number of units attempted. Only units and grade points earned by a student
while enrolled at this College are used to compute the resident grade-point average.
Expanded Grade Symbol Definitions:
CR—Credit: A satisfactory or better level of performance, equivalent to the grade of A,
B, or C, has been demonstrated in meeting course objective (for graduate students,
equivalent to the grade of A or B).
NC—No Credit: Performance at an unsatisfactory or failing level, equivalent to a grade
of D or F (for graduate students, equivalent to the grade of C, D or F). Does not
award credit for the course.
I—Incomplete: An incomplete signifies that a portion of required course work has not
been completed and evaluated in the prescribed time period due to unforeseen, but
fully justified, reasons and that there is still a possibility of earning credit. It is the
responsibility of the student to bring pertinent information to the instructor and
to reach agreement on the means by which the remaining course requirements will
be satisfied. A final grade is assigned when the work agreed upon has been com
pleted and evaluated.
SP—Satisfactory Progress: The "SP" symbol is used in connection with courses that ex
tend beyond one academic term. The symbol indicates tliat work in progress has
been evaluated as satisfactory to date but that the assignment of a grade must await
the completion of additional course work. Cumulative enrollment in units attempted
may not exceed the total number applicable to the student's educational objective.
All work is to be completed within one calendar year of the date of first enrollment
and a final grade will be assigned to all segments of the course on the basis of overall
quality. Extension of this time period requires prior authorization by the Dean of
Academic Planning.
W-Withdrawal: This symbol indicates that the student dropped the course. It carries no
connotation of quality of student performance and is not used in calculating
grade-point average or progress points.

REPEAT OF COURSES
Upon repeating any course, the grade earned in the last enrollment will be used
exclusively in determining the units attempted and grade points earned for that particular
course. The units attempted and grade points earned for the first enrollment will be
discounted either on request of the student or when the graduation check is performed.
(Request should be made at the Records Office.) Courses may be repeated more than
once only by prior permission of the Dean of Academic Planning. Courses may not be
repeated at any other institution to remove a grade earned at this college or elsewhere
after the student has registered at this college.
FINAL GRADE REPORT
Final grade reports are mailed to students within two weeks after the last day of each
quarter.
PROCEDURE FOR REQUESTING CREDIT BY EXAMINATION
A student may petition to receive course credit by examination. In this manner a
student who already possesses, or through independent study is able to acquire, the ideas
and concepts of a course can accelerate progress through the college. Students must file
for the examination in the office of the school or department oncerned during the first
five days of the term in which the course is offered. The examination must be completed
within the first four weeks of the term.
Students cannot register during the regular registration period in courses for which
they are requesting credit by examination.
Some presumptive evidence is required to indicate the student has a chance of passing
the examination. A limited number of courses may be designated by a school as
inappropriate to be challenged by examination.
No fee is charged for these examinations. The grade given is "credit" or "no credit."
A student who receives a "credit" is given credit for that course toward graduation,
provided this does not duplicate credit counted for admission to the College. No official'
record is made of failures in these examinations. Grades received are not considered in
computing averages or progress points.
Regulations governing credit by examination are described in detail in the 1973-74
College Bulletin, pages 46 and 47.

California State college at San
Bernardino. The ASB may use its
money in endorsement of social
causes, which will or may affect
the ASB, its authorized activities
or its membership.
3. If the executive Cabinet uses
the name of the student body in its
verbal or written endorsement,
then the endorsement must also
state the percent of students
polled and percent in favor of
endorsement.
4. Under no circumstances
shall the ASB, its money, its
name, or its activities be used in
support or opposition to
a
political candidate. Under no
circumstances shall the ASB use
its money in support or opposition
of a ballot measure.

Car Pools Proposed
Cal-State San Bernardino will
have a car pool beginning this
winter quarter. In view of the
current energy crisis and the
need
to
conserve
gasoline
resources it is hoped that there
will be more student enthusiasm
than two years ago when a similar
venture fizzled out from lack of
participation.
The plan is simple. During
registration a map will be posted
of the Inland area and will be
divided
into
sections
with
identification numbers. Students
will locate their residence on the
map. note the number, and then

//

sign a ditto master with the same
designation,
including
their
address and phone number.
After
registration is
completed, copies of the names
and addresses of students within a
given section will be mailed to the
students residing within that area
and desirous of participating in a
car pool.
Students then may on their own
initiative arrange the details of
the pool for their particular area.
Raleigh Strader, ASB Senator
and organizer for this year's car
pooling program
said
"we
encourage all those interested to
sign-up during registration."

Love" & Christian Life

The Christian Life Club is
sponsoring a Christian musical
called • Love" which will be
performed by the Bethelaires,
Friday. December 7 in PS 10.
The.performance will be free
and enhanced by a sound track,
multi-media,
spotlight,
stageprops. choreography, and a
500 watt-16channel P.A, system.
The Bethelaires is comprised

of forty young people ranging in
age from junior high thru college
and is directed by an alumni of
CSCSB, class of '69.
• Love" is a Young World
Musical by Otis Skillings and is
about attitudes of love and how
love can change our attitudes.
Refreshments will be served at
the Quad Area in conjunction with
the Art Show for a donation.

Young Anarchists Organize
The Young Anarchists, a newstudent political organization is
in the process of formation. All
students interested in signing the
Statement of Intent to Organize
are invited to drop by the ASB
trailer and do so.
The PAWPRINT welcomes club
through the ASB or IOC.

Some of the projects presently
under consideration will be a
teach-in on Anarchy and various
on-campus activities that will
help minimize the stereotypic
picture of the anarchist as a
bomb-throwing revolutionary.

news.

News may be

relayed

Students from all schools and departments are involved in a
campus orgsuiization reverred to as the Campus Council. The
Council is a body designed to further communication between
student representatives to the Standing Committee of the
Faculty Senate and other campus governing bodies on which
students serve.
There are nine coBanittees of the Faculty Senate on *rtiich
students serve and effectively voice opinions and suggestions.
COMMITTEE
•AUDIO-VISUAL & EDUCATIONAL TV
COMPUTER AFFAIRS
CONTINUING EDUCATION
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
GRADUATE EDUCATION
IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION &
INNOVATION IN EDUCATION
LIBRARY
STUDENT AFFAIRS
TEACHER PREPARATION

NO. OF STUDENTS
1
1
1
1
1

4
1

4

1

There are four faculty on each committee and there is a
representative from the President's Office.
At registration for the winter quarter application forms and
further information on Campus Council •74-*75 will be distributed.
Also beginning January 4 applications will be availabte in all
department offices and in the Dean of Students Office.
Please think about yourself applying and possibly serving on a
Faculty Senate Committee next year. Many campus policies are
originated in the standing committees of the Faculty Senate.

Mi

•r
CSiristian
Crusade
Weekly
(Oct. 21)

•^'1

if I

ON JOURNALISM
Los Angeles
Times (Oct. 12)

Cliile's Curfew
•••H's a Boon
for Family Life

Economic Situation
Late in 1971 the facts revealed
that the economic situation was
becoming critical in Chile. An
article in the Tulsa Daily World of
lj)ec. 5, 1971, reported on rising
protests,
including
a
demonstration of over 5,000
women protesting food shortages.
BY DAVID F. BELNAP
This news article continued:
Tlmm iteH WriMr
"They are complaining that,
after a year of President Salvador
SANTIAGO—The nightly curfew
Allende's
government,
the imposed by military authorities in
conomic «itiiation is so strained
Chile's capital has dramatically im
that it is difficult to feed their
proved
the quality of family life.
families adequately . . . such
"It's done more for marital fidelity
items as meat, chicken, fish and
c e r t a i n v e g e t a b l e s a r e in a month than six months of hard
increasingly absent from stores. shell evangelism," said one foreign
Beef is now allowed to be sold only observer.
Ion the average of one week a
He wa.s referring to the popular
1 month. Even when sales are legal, Chilean penchant for "la casa <hica"
Ithe scant supplies are quickly —literally "the little house." or. In
bald terms, a mistress whom he sees
Isold. .
two or three or more times a week.
The April 9,1973, U.S. News &
jWorld Report discussed the
The curfew has also narrowed the
jChilean economic situation: "The g e n e r a t i o n g a p b y c o m p e l l i n g
economy is going from bad to parents and children to stay togeth
worse. Acute shortages are er and play together at home during
most of the hours of darkness.
I showing up in a wide range of
"For the first time in vears, we
basic
items.
And
inflation
[continues to soar... Farmers see spend every night of the week
[no point in spending their own together," said one happy- middle[funds to get more production as class mother of three .teen-agers.
[long as their land is open to "The kids seem to enjoy it as much
[seizure any time by squatter as we do."
[groups or the government. Also
For security reasona, a curfew was
[discouraging is the artificially
decreed in Santiago from the
[low prices paid by the state for
moment the armed forces and na
[their output. The farmers react
tional police rose against the late
[by diverting produce into the
President Salvador Allende Sept. 11,
[black market or converting it into
[more profitable lines, such as deposing Chile's Marxist regime and
[animal feed. A final important InjtalUng a military government in
its place.
[reason for food shortages is the
For the} first 214 days the curfew
[Allende policy of raising wages
was total. Everyone had to remain
[for low-income groups even
in place—home, office or wherever
paster than cost-of-living rises
else he happened to be when the
Iwarrant.''
curfew was decreed. It has since
Arms
been modified in successive steps to
Another important fact of
in; eight-hour period between 10
[recent history showing the nature
p.ra. and ft a.m.
of the Allende government was the
The measure has transformed, for
huge supplies of arms found.
the time being, the after-work life in
Patricio Aylwin, president of the
thiscapifal.
[Christian Democratic Party, said
In normal times, restaurants rare
[that the "best proof" of the true
ly open before 8 p.m. for dinner, and
[nature of the Allende government
the fashionable dinner hour, even In
|"is the enormous amounts of
private homes, is lOr.lO or 11 p.m. Afirms the illegal Marxist militia
teiLdinner conversations, acrnmpafiad." Hefurtherdeclared: "They
nied by occasional drafts of Chlle'.s
termed a true, parallel army,
justly famous wines, last until the
vith fire power equivalent to 12
wee hour.s.
[regular regiments and the active
N i g h t c l u b s , boite.'S a n d disco
presence of more than 12,000
theques abound. They regularly
foreign
extremists."
jumping about midnight, and some
The People Did It
of them continue until dawn. Fnil
nowadays, this capital of more (ban
In view of the adverse changes
3 million "is like a farm," according
jin Chile under the Allende
to a }aw7er born and reared in the
[regime, it was inevitable that the
country.
eople would attempt to change
hings.
Traffic nolspg die and, then cea^e
The Tulsa Tribune of Aug. 18,
•a citizens hurry In get hnm^ before
[1973, revealed that there had been
the curfew falls. Cinemas and thea[270 acts of strike-connected
leisareriark^
[sabotage in the past month alone.
"I'm sleeping better than I have
If course, the coup was staged
for years." said the lawyer >vhb lives[shortly after this time. However,
on a busy boulevard', "and in; the
(he battle is ot over. International
morning the birds wake tee tip'in[communism never gives up. When
stead of the nqi^ of auth engidPs.^
[the Reds suffer defeats, they
. For the rhdst part, only rhiliiary,
[immediately undertake whatever
patrols ro3n,v the streets after cur
[strategy and tactics they feel Vill
few. th? !tlillness'i"s Rhattered'hy nd-'
[eventually turn the tide.
casional bursts nf ^nfire, as'sfctirii
ty forces continue to rpot oui^ isdlaf-;.Apparently the military junta in
ed pockets of armed'resistance to
[Chile recognizes this fact'and
the revolution.
.
[plans to move to thwart the
! "You feel safer when you hear thci
[continuing Red war against Chile.
guns." said a housewife. "Yon know
[Gen. Pinochet, head of the fourthe amiy, is out there protecting
[man junta, declared that they will
you.*
"exterminate Marxism." (Tulsa
[Daily World, Sept. 14, 1973)

•sr

San Bernardino Time Magazine
Sun Telegram
(Sept. 24)
(Sept. 13)
WASHINGTON - The move to
topple
President
Salvador
Allende of Chile drew mixed
reaction here yesterday even
though it was carried out by the
most cohesive pro-American
element in the country, the armed
forces.
White House Deputy Press
Secretary
Gerald
Warren
declined comment on the situation
beyond saying the administration
"will be watching the reports
very carefully."
At the State Department,
spokesman John King said it
would be "inappropriate to
comment
in
a
substantive
manner." He reported that the
American embassy in Santiago,
located not far from the
presidential palace, was not in
any immediate danger.
Privately,
however,
some
officials said the military coup
was perhaps the best hope for a
renewal of friendship between the
two countries. But others said
this prospect could lose its
significance if a change in
command In Santiago means civil
war for Chile.
But other well-placed
informants viewed a military
takeover as being in the best
interest of both Chile and the
United States. There was Tittle
question that on the international
scene, the sympathies of the
Chilean military were with the
United States, notwithstanding its
now-diminished reputation for
steadfast aloofness from the
chaotic political situation which
had evolved under Allende's
presidency.
American officials noted that
the
Chilean
armed
forces
resisted generous offers of
military aid from the Soviet
Union, particularly when they
involved reliance on Moscow for
training and spare parts.
In contrast, Chile's military
leaders had expressed interest in
the credit purchase of Americanmade equipment and in sending
officers to U.S. military training
schools.
For fiscal .1974, the Nixon
administration has budgeted $1
million for training Chilean
officers, one of the highest
figures for any country in the
world.

The Nixon Administration did
what it could to make life for
Allende uncomfortable, mostlythrough financial pressure on
institutions like the World Bank.

In August 1971,asaresult'of U.S.
complaints that debt-laden Chile
was a poor credit risk, the
Export-Import Bank refused to
make a $21 million loan to
LanChile airline to enable it to
buy three Boeing jets, even though
the airline had a perfect
repayment record. U.S. exports
to Chile overall declined 50
percent during Allende's three
years.
Military Rapport. But the
Pentagon remained on relatively
good terms with Chile's military
brass. Last year, for instance,
the U.S. extended $10 million to
the Chilean air force to buy
transport planes and
other
equipment. "The military rapport
was so solid, in fact, that stories
were circulating in Washington
last week that U.S. officials had
known about the coup up to 16
hoqrs before it took place.
Despite his Marxist beliefs,
Allende savored the good life. He
drank Scotch, liked golf and was
fond of good wines. In addition to
his family home, he reportedly
had a hideaway to which he would
take cronies-and
women-and
barbecue steaks for
them.
Allende was a sophisticated but
casual dresser who favored
turtleneck sweaters even at work.
In fact, he was reportedly wearing
a white turtleneck when he died.

Christian
Anti-Communist
Crusade (Oct. 1)
The sincerity and courage of
Allende
are
unquestioned.
However, in his blind devotion to
Marxism he brought chaos,
confusion,
hatred,
hunger,
violence and anarchy to many
areas of Chile so that the reaction
of the military was predictable.
It is tragic that many have died
and that the democratic process
in Chile has been temporarily
destroyed. However, the people of
Chile, like most people
everywhere, prefer security and
prosperity to strife and chaos. It
is probable that their economic
situation will now improve and it
is to be hoped that personal
liberty will soon be restored.
The Soviet Union has been
denied a base in South America so
they have suffered a setback in
their campaign to encircle the
U.S.A. However, this is not the
time for complacency but forcompassion and renewed
dedication to the structures that
enlarge the liberties of mankind.

JK'X"

Le Monde
(Sept. 14)
CHILE; AN ALL TOO FAMILIAR
PATTERN
Latin
American
history
continues desparingly to stumble
down the same baleful, goredrenched path. Events in Chile
after the September coup which
led to the death of President
Allende and the formation of a
military
junta,
have
been
following an all too familiar
pattern: foreign groups are
openly teaming up with the
saviours
of
"genuine
democracy"; the same
oversimplified and admonitory
slogans are bandied about; the
people are dished out the same old
promises, peasants and workers
assured that the "basic rights
they have won will be
safeguarded"; there is that
familiar cry about ••ridding the
motherland of the yoke of
communism"; and finally the
silence observed by neutral
observers - and by Washington
which, while it prepares to
recognize the junta, deplores that
the "free interplay of political
institutions" did not help find a
solution to the crisis.

London
Guardian
(Sept. 15)
DEMOCRACY SHATTERED IN
CHILE
The overthrow of politicians by
the armed forces is an
established practice in Latin
America. But
the
military
challenge in Chile to President
Allende is sadly abnormal. The
forces there have normally kept
clearofpolitics. Dr. Allende was
three times a
presidential
candidate before winning in 1970
as the first freely elected Marxist
President. This aroused fears
that democracy would end in
Chile, and that newspapers,
television, and the radio would
become State-controlled. This
has not happened, and Dr. Allende
has always spoken of elections at
the end of his six year term. He
has shown himself to be within his
Popular Unity coalition, a Chilean
-nationalist, rather than
international Marxist. It is a
tragedy that the armed forces
have
overthrown
a
democratically elected Head of
State,
The forces had no excuse for
this drastic action. President
Allende was not the first Chilean
president to be elected on a'
minority vote - 36 per cent..
Furthermore he increased his
support to 43 per cent in March 's
parliamentary
elections.
Hundreds of thousands were out in
(he streets to celebrate the third
anniversary , of his election
earlier this month. Allende has
been thwarted by a hostileopposition in Congress . His errpr
may have been to neglect the
opposition of smaller private
sector groups, such as the road
hauliers and the shopkeepers, to
his Socialist and nationalising
measures.

..from right to left
New Statesman
(Sept. 14)

The Militant
(Oct. 19)

DISASTER IN CHILE

STUDENT VICTIM OF JUNTA'S
SLAUGHTER

The warning signs were clear.
Before the new government drew
breath there was the sordid
attempt to suborn the CIA with
ITT dollars. This was closely
followed by the assassination of
the liberal General Schneider.
Then last June came the shelling
of the presidential palace by a
fascist-minded army unit. Hard
on the heels of this attempted coup
came a general strike of the
privileged, whose war of attrition
had in any case been going on for
three years. And the response of
the Popular Unity coalition was in
every case patient, gentlemanly,
cautious • and inadequate. It has
been painfully proved yet again
that appeasement of oligarchy
does not work even as a
temporary accommodation. The
appetite of reaction increases
with the eating.
It is too early to assign precise
responsibility for the military
uprising. The likelihood is that
the trail will lead t>ack to the
Pentagon, if a
proper
investigation
can
ever
be
mounted. But in default of this, it
does seem possible to say that
Nixonism and its allies were
already too heavily implicated in
the subversion of Allende for
them to be exonerated now.
Latin America is a continent
which, though rich in natural
foodstuffs and resources, has
steadily been growing poorer
under the impact of foreign
exploitation.
concessionaire
labour and sheer rotten
government. For a brief moment
it seemed to many observers that
a genuine, constitutional remedy
could and would be applied to
these evils. With the extinction of
that hope, it is time to take stock.
The Left, so often accused of
being the first to resort to
violence: the first to flout the
•democratic rules," has once
again been too defensive. It has
happened before, as we pointed
out last month. The Spanish
Republic, the Hungarian
commune, the German and Italian
Socialist and Communist parties;
all fell before the Fascist
onslaught a generation ago. in
many cases without a shot being
fired. More recently in Greece
the forces of radical change found
the Colonels no less ruthless
when faced with a tentative and
cautious challenge.
And now we must add the name
of Allende to the list of Arbenz.
Goulart. Bosch. Jagan and all the
South American leaders who have
found a popular mandate no
guarantee against the pitiless
determination of the rich to hold
on to their own.
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Seattle • David Hathaway. 24.
was the roommate of Frank
Teruggi. an American graduate
student who was found riddled
with bullets in the Santiago
morgue early this month: He was
among those murdered by the
Chilean
junta
as
-foreign
extremists."
On Oct. 9, Hathaway told The
Militant what happened to him and
his roommate in the wake of the
military coup. OnSept. 20, just 15
minutes after the 8 p.m. curfew.
Frank and Dave were sitting at
home when police entered,
looking for foreigners.
Hathaway
said
the
•antiforeigner hysteria" was
whipped up by the junta "to use
foreigners in Chile as
scapegoats. They tried to blame
all Chile s problems on these
14,000 foreign guerrillas" who
had come into Chile under Allende
to provoke violence and civil
war." to kill Chileans," and to
take jobs away.""
The police ransacked their
house but could only find a fewMarxist books and magazines,
mostly in Frank"s room. Frank
wasakudentof economics at the
University of Chile, and Dave was
at that time working as a lathe
operator in a Santiago factory
after completing studies in
sociology.
After spending a night in jail,
the two were taken to the national
stadium and placed in a cell with
other foreigners. About six hours
later, Frank Teruggi was called
out of the cell by the guards. He
was not seen alive again.
Dave was informed of his death
by the U.S. consulate and was
taken to the morgue to identify the
body. It was so riddled with
bullets, however, that Hathaway
could not identify it. The body was
finally identified as that of
Teruggi by the fingerprints and a
dental plate.
• • It s hard to say why Frank was
killed. " said Hathaway. - Many
foreigners suspected of being
extremists" were beaten, but this
brutal treatment
was
very
arbitrary.
• One night they brought four or
five Chileans into the corridor
rightinfrontofthetwo cells of
foreigners and beat them
violently with gun butts and clubs
for two or three hours. I don t
know why they did it, knowing that
we would probably go out and tell
about what they were doing.
"Infact, among the foreigners
in my cell, there was an
agreement, an understanding,
that this story had to be told to
evervone,.and that when we got out
wewouldtakethetruthoutto each
of our countries about the terrible
conditions in Chile. "
Hathaway estimated there were
about?,000 people in the stadium.
It was overcrowded. People had to
either sleep overlapping each
other or take turns, sleeping in
four-hour shifts. The first two
days he was there, no food was
given to the prisoners: on the~
third day. they got only some
bread and coffee.
When a s k e d how: he.was
released. Hathaway emphasized
the important
role
of
international pressure,
especially from the United States.
He felt that cables, letters, and
other forms of pressure from the
U.S. hadforced the U.S. embassy
to make a deal with the military.

London
Guardian
(Letter, Oct. 11)
WITNESS IN SANTIAGO: *1 CAN
HEAR MACHINE GUNS GOIKG
AGAIN. .
Sir, • I am a staunch
Conservative and an admitted
capitalist with (need I say
nevertheless?) a very
real
concern for my fellow men. My
son has quite different political
opinions, and is a fervid advocate
of all that the late Senor Allende
represented, but the bond of
affection
and
understanding
between us has always tteen
strong, and we both believe that
brutality of any sort should be
exposed and halted. If you feel that
the publication of his poignant and
distressing letter from Santiago
would perhaps enlighten your
readers, please use it:
"The climate of terror is
indescribable: the shooting goes
on all night, house to house
searches all day. People are
arrested and not seen again until
they float up in the river or are
identified in the morgue.
Sociology books burned along with
left-wing texts and poetry; folk
music records confiscated as
well as Tchaikovsky (•it"s a
Russian name') and Joan Baez;
torture to put the Brazilians to
shame, mass executions, and
shot while trying to escape":
press conferences that are a
whitewash mockery of lies and
bullshit.
•'leanhear rifles and machine
guns going again over to the east.
They are murdering someone.
Not far from us is a hillside where
they take people for firing squads:
most nights we can hear abrupt
bursts of automatic fire from the
hill. Sometimes they leave bodies/
in the streets as a warning but
more usually people are just
vanished.
"The British Embassy has
shown itself up in the expected
light by refusing to give asylum or
even temporary refuge to a single
person. If you have any political
voice in England, protest this,
embarrass them, telephone the
Foreign Office, and ask why. get
your MP to ask why Britain is not
taking a humanitarian stance,
write letters to the Times, raise
petitions to the Prime Minister,
anything that can push the British
to save a few lives.
• Help us to save those who are
being killed with premeditation. It
would be no great sacrifice in the
safety of London simply to raise
your voices. We, here, trying to
get people into safe places, run
thedaily riskofafiring squad for
our pains.""
My son has been in Santiago for
some months, and I am of course,
more than a little anxious about
him. So will you please withhold
our names.
Yours sincerely,
Father

Der Spiegel
(Oct. 1)
The October 1 Der Spiegel
described the results:
•At night when the curfew has
emptied the streets, mop-up
squads move in. In the morning,
passersby find huge poolsof blood
on the sidewalks, or corpses
covered with newspapers, as for
example, on the business street of
Huerfanos. Slum dwellers fished
forty-five bodies out of the Rio
Mapochonot far from the Paduel
airport, and in the center of
Santiago itself several l>odies
piled up against a bridge over the
Mapocho.
• Witnesses claim that soldiers
shot their officers when they
ordered them to execute
prisoners,"" the October 1 Der
Spiegel reported.
• Another soldier paid with his
life for refusing to carry out such
an order. He was shot as he threw
away his helmet, and rifle in
protest. The reason was that one
of his comrades guarding a line of
people standing at a bread outlet
in Santiago"s Mapocho district
shot a child who was crying. "

Los Angeles
Sentinel
(Sept. 20)
CAUSE

TAKEOVER IN CHILE
FOR ALARM

America pawns itself off as a
nation that believes in law and
order, whatever that means. If so,
America believes in it
conditionally.
Duped Americans bought the
con that we went into Vietnam to
save freedom. Yet the great white
knight of the world has never
risento save freedom in South
Africa. Rhodesia or even Spain
for that matter.
Last week the fairly and
honorably
elected
socialist
government of Chile was
overthrown. The U .S. military did
not go into Chile on the side of the
people.
The pious American press did
not moralize about this, but fell
back to alleged objective
journalism, a concept believed
only by the foolish and the gulible.
THE COUP
In the mind of this writer the
American military was involved
in the coup. They were used
against the people and supported
the military coup. It is my opinion
that the CIA and American
corporate
interests
masterminded the coup and U.S.
military might and arms helped to
secure it.
The American press all but
ignored the frenzied movement of
American military equipment and
manpower just prior" to the
military takeover.
America is basically a
rightwing nation which values
property rights to the' detriment
of human rights, America's world
dealings reflect this obvious
commitment.

Editorial:
Dear Readers,
We hope you will
appreciate our
efforts to show how
diverse reality really
is and how journalism
merely reflects this.
We have chosen (^ile
as an example of how
one event can be seen
(and reported) in
many different ways.
For example, the
Christian Crusade
Weekly talks about
how the people
finally, moved to
remedy the situation
in Chile while Le
Modde blames ' the
American military.
The Los Angeles Times
discusses the effect
the coup has had on
strengthening family
life and Time Magazine
reports on Allende's
attire.
Perhaps we are lucky
to have the San
Bernardino Sun at our
disposal. They stress
the benefits the coup
will have on American
business since we can
now supply the mili
tary with arms and
equipment quite openly
not to mention the
training of officers
in our military
schools.
In June of this year
I asked one of my
friends how her
father was doing
lately. She replied
fine, running guns as
usual under the guise
of the Peace Cor^s,
this time in Chile.
It seemed a great
joke then but it
doesn't seem so
funny now.
Yours sincerely,
dell Richards
Copy Editor ;
P a w p r i n t " /-'V'
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Cost - Of - Living Council
Grants CSEA Re-hearing
On 1973 Pay Hikes
Persistance and attention to
detail has paid off for CSEA with a
new hearing before the Cost of
Living Council on state
employees' 1973 pay raises.
The hearing on CSEA's appeal
will be held November 30th in
Washington D.C. CSEA state
President John B. Matheny and
CSEA General Manager Walter
W. Taylor will present CSEA's
case.
Careful research by CSEA's
legal department put the Cost of
Living Council in the position
whereadenialoftheappeal would
be to deny state employees due
process of law.
The CSEA appeal was filed
early in September. The answer
from Washington, however, did
not come until November 19th.

Letters

to

Ms. Joanle Welser
Editor of Pawprlnt
California State College
5500 State College Parkway
San Bemardinoi California

CSEA was the only organization
to file a complete petition for re
hearing.
The bulk of CSEA's appeal
argument will be rebuttal of false
and erronious testimony by the
California
Taxpayers'
Association presented to the
council earlier this year.
Matheny has met with high
administration officials to secure
their help in preparing CSEA's
appeal. Director of
Finance
Verne Orr and employeeemployer relations chief James
Stearns will provide Matheny with
a letter to the council supporting
reversal of the COLC's ruling.
That ruling resulted in loss of
pay increases rariging from 5 to
20 percent for thousands of civil
service,
stat^ college and
university employees.

the

Editor
November 30, 1973

Dear Ms. Editor:
In the Pawprlnt issue dated November 13, 1973 there was an article
on page 10 under the heading Impeachment Continued. The article stated
that I was the Chairperson of the petition drive here on can^jus to im
peach Nixon. There were statements attributed to me as if I had been
personally interviewed.
I would like a retraction of this article. At no time was I inter
viewed, nor did I volunteer my services to this drive. I would never
regardless of ny personal views use a student publication. I feel that
the Pawprlnt Is for the students to voice their opinions in, not for me.
Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

nda R. Purden

Who's Who & Why?
Editor,
We ask you to bring to the
attention of your readers the
writing contest being sponsored
by Spectrum, the UCSB literary
magazine. $100 is offered for the
best work in poetry and $100 for
the best in prose fiction,
submitted
by
any
student,
graduate or undergraduate, in any
college, junior
college,
or
university. The deadline is
Valentine's Day, February 14,
1973. Manuscripts should be sent
to:
SPECTRUM
P.O. Box 14800, UCSB
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93107
Entries cannot be returned
unless accompanied with a selfaddressed stamped envelope. The
winning works will be published in
the Spring 1973 Spectrum, and
works not winning a prize will be
considered for publication in the
same issue.
Spectrum was founded in 1955
and has presented the first
publication of works by such
eminent authors as William
Carlos Williams, Samuel
Beckett, Donald Davie, Hugh
Kenner, and many others. The
1972 and 1973 issues of Spectrum
have been awarded first prize in
the Sixth and Seventh Annual
College
Literary
Magazine
Contest sponsored by the
Coordinating Council of Literary
Magazines.
We will be most grateful for any
publicity you can afford us.
Yours sincerely,
Terry Schwartz, Barbara Grant,
Carlos Jimenez
Editors

\n

The Cause
Dear Ms. Weiser,
Realizing that everyone has
their pride and dignity, but that
sometimes this can be
detrimental
in
human
relationships,
the
women's
liberation movement at this
school has shed some light on
what I feel is either a pertinent
area of question or at least a
worthy observation.
It seems to me (and please don't
write me off immediately as being
an M.C.P., as the miserable
wench calls it), that there are
those women who once-upon-atime accepted their traditional
roleor"place"butnow reject it,
and there are those women who
never accepted or even
recognized it to befein with.
There are those women who
argue for "the cause" interms of
existing standards and values,
and those women for whom ' .the
cause" has been the rejection of
existing standards and values.
What I'm trying to say that is,
from my past but limited
experience, is that you can't teach
an "old dog" new tricks, but you
can still teach an "old trick" to
come sit on papa's face.
Soliciting for confrontation.
Sincerely,
Three Dollar Bill
(special editor of management
opinions)
The Limp Wrist, issues and
answers desk

More Letters ,
Next Page

GRADUATION REQUIREMENT CHECK
A candidate for June, July or August graduation must file a graduation requirement
check at the Office of Admissions and Records by Jan. 28. No graduation requirement
check should be requested until a senior has completed 150 quarter hours, including the
current work in progress. If the student does not complete the requirements in the term
for which the graduation check was filed, a second check must be requested indicating
the new date at which he expects to graduate.
A one-time fee of $6 is required when the request for graduation check is submitted
The fee is paid to the Bursar, Room AD 111. A $2 late fee will be assessed after the Jan
28 deadline.
Departmental honors are offered in Anthropology, Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics,
Political Science, Psychology and Sociology. Requirements are outlined in the College
Bulletin. Students who wish to be considered for departmental honors should contact
their department office.
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Winter 1974
Classes meeting four days a week at:
8:00

9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00
2:^0

3:00
4:00

Examination time:
Wednesday, March 20, 8:00-10:00
Tuesday, March 19, 8:00-10:00
Monday, March 18, 8:00-10:00
Tuesday, March 19, 10:30-12:30
Wednesday, March 20, 10:30-12:30
Tuesday, March 19, 1:00-3:00
Monday, March 18, 1:00-3:00
Monday, March 18, 3:00-5:00
Wednesday, March 20, 3:00-5:00

Classes meeting Monday-Wednesday at:
8:00-9:50
9:00-10:50
10:00-11:50
11:00-12:50
12:00-1:50
1:00-2:50
2:00-3:50
3:00-4:50
4:00-5:50
5:00-6:50
5:30-7:20
6:00-7:50
7:00-8:50
7:30-9:20

Examination time:
Wednesday, March 20, 8:00-10:00
Monday, March 18 , 8:00-10:00
Monday, March 18 , 8:00-10:00
Wednesday, March 20, 10:30-12:30
Wednesday, March 20, 10:30-12:30
Wednesday, March 20, 1:00-3:00
Monday, March 18 , 3:00-5:00
Wednesday, March 20, 3:00-5:00
Wednesday, March 20, 5:00-7:00
Wednesday, March 20, 5:00-7:00
Monday, March 18 , 5:30-7:30
Monday, March 18 ,7:00-9:00
Wednesday, March 20, 7:00-9:00
Monday, March 18 ,7:30-9:30

Classes meeting Tuesday-Thursday at:
8:00-9:50
9:00-10:50
10:00-11:50
11:00-12:50
12:00-1:50
1:00-2:50
2:00-3:50
3:00-4:50
4:00-5:50
5:00-6:50
5:30-7:20
6:00-7:50
7:00-8:50
7:30-9:20

Examination time:
Tuesday, March 19, 8:00-10:00
Tuesday, March 19, 8:00-10:00
Tuesday, March 19, 10:30-12:30
Tuesday, March 19, 10:30-12:30
Tuesday, March 19, 1:00-3:00
Tuesday, March 19, 1:00-3:00
Tuesday, March 19, 3:00-5:00
Tuesday, March 19, 3:00-5:00
Tuesday, March 19, 5:00-7:00
Tuesday, March 19, 5:00-7:00
Tuesday, March 19, 5:30-7:30
Tuesday, March 19, 7:00-9:00
Tuesday, March 19, 7:00-9:00
Tuesday, March 19, 7:30-9:30

Classes meeting:
6:00-9:50 Monday
6:00-9:50 Tuesday
6:00-9:50 Wednesday
6:00-9:50 Thursday
Phil. 105, Phil. 190, in Room PS 10
Psych. 388, Soc. 388, 488,1.S. 388

Examination time:
Monday, March 18, 7:00-9:00
Tuesday, March 19, 7:00-9:00
Wedne^ay, March 20, 7:00-9:00
Thursday, March 14,7:00-9:00
Monday, March 18, 10:30-12:30
March 18 & 19, 7-10:00 Room TBA

For any classes not listed above, contact the Office of Academic Planning.
PETITIONING FOR POST-BACCALAUREATE CREDIT
Students who need fewer than three courses to graduate may be permitted to enroll
for post-baccalaureate credit during the final term of their senior year. Post-baccalaureate
credit is used to signify courses taken after the bachelor's degree and does not necessarily
mean graduate credit, i.e., credit applicable to an advanced degree. A petition is available
in the Office of Admissions and Records.
SELF-PACED INDEPENDENT STUDY COURSES
During the winter term 1974 a pilot program is being offered in which students may
enroll in certain courses on an independent study basis. Through the use of programmed
materials, video tapes, and other instructional resources, students may set their own pace
in these courses. Further information regarding these courses is available from the Office
of Academic Planning or the individual course instructors.
Eng 170
Studies in Literature
Schroeder
Ssci 210
Statistics for Social Sciences
Floyd
COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATIONS: AN ALTERNATIVE TO
MULTI-COURSE CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION
As part of an experimental study being conducted this term, students now have new
opportunities to spend a full quarter out of the classroom while preparing for compre
hensive examinations that serve as an alternative to regular course instruction. The.
examinations in Psychology and Sociology will cover the equivalent of at least three
regular courses, the passing of any one complete exam will earn 15 quarter units. The
student may enroll for 15 or 10 units in the field of required upper-division General
Education. Every student who registers will receive detailed instructions, study guides,
and other materials to help him guide himself during preparation for the test of his
choice. (See final examination schedule.)
A student may roister for any one of the following comprehensive examinations.
For advice, information and consent to register please see:
Psychology 388 (core courses)
Philip Herold PS 216
Sociology 388 (core courses)
Bernhardt Mortensen AD 173
Sociology 488 (elective courses)
Bernhardt Mortensen AD 173
Interdisciplinary Studies 388
(upper-division General Education)
Walter Zoecklein LC 260
Pilot Project Director
Leslie E. Van Marter LC 231 or LC 226
NOTICE: Students whose records of Extension Credit were evaluated prior to March 7,
1973, will be provided a reevaluation upon request. Contact the Office of Admissions!
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GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
Seventy units or 14 full-term courses distributed in the following manner. Courses*
applicable to the General Education requirements for 1973-74 are indicated in
parentheses. The courses being offered winter quarter appear in boldface type.
A. Basic Studies: two courses
One course each from two of the four following areas:
a. English composition (En^ish 101)
b. Mathematics (Mathematics 100,101,200)
c. Philosophy (Philosophy 105)
d. Oral Communication (Drama 120)

Winter Jobs Still
Available In Europe
Paying student jobs in ski and
other winter resorts are still
available in Europe. Jobs are
given out on a first come, first
served, basis to any full or part
time student who applies
immediately. Most of the jobs are
in Alpine 5ki resorts in
Switzerland, Austria, Germany
and France. There are also
openings in hotels and
restaurants in larger cities.

B. Humanities: three courses
One course in the arts:
, a. Art (Art 200)
b. Music (Music 180)
,c. Drama (Drama 250)
Tw<^ courses in letters:
a. Literature (English 110, 111, 170)
b. Philosophy (Philosophy 190)
c. Foreign studies (Foreign Language 450; French 101, 102, 103; German
101, 102, 103; Russian 101,102, 103; Spanish 101,102,103, 441)*t
C. Natural Sciences: two courses
One course from the life sciences:
a. Biology (Biolc^ 100, 202)

A paying job provides the
opportunity to see Europe while
earning some money. Standard
wages are paid, but the big saver
is the free room and board which
is provided with each job and
arranged in advance.
All job arrangements are made
on a non-profit basis by Student
Overseas Services (SOS), a
student run organization for the
past 15 years. SOS charges only
for the actual paper work involved
in confirming the job and room

One course from the physical sciences:
a. Chemistry (Chemistry 100, 205, 215)
b. Physics (Physics 100, 111, 211)
c. Natural Sciences (Natural Sciences 100)
d. Earth Science (Earth Science 101)
D. Social Sciences: three courses (Social Sciences 140, 142, 144, 146,'150, 155, 160)
E. Lower-division General Education electives: two courses
To be chosen from the designated courses in two of the four major categories
(A, B, C, D) above.
F. Upper-division General Education requirement: two courses
To be chosen from: Humanities 330, 333, 350, 470; Social Sciences 300, 312,
321; Natural Sciences 300, 310, 330, 350. (The two courses must be from
two different schools. This requirement can also be met through Inter
disciplinary Studies 388.)
FOOTNOTES
Community college courses may be readily transferred to satisfy each of the lower
division General Education requirements.
* Credit toward the general education requirement will be awarded only upon com
pletion of two introductory courses in one foreign language.
>
t Students who have completed a course in one of the foreign language options made
available in the Spring term 1972 will be allowed to complete a second course in
that option in lieu of Foreign Language 101-102.

Letters "
Dear Editor.
Thank you for the coverage of
the A.S.B. officers. However, for
those officers in the large
picture, you neglected to include
which offices were represented
by which people. Students reading
tlie paper saw a lot of names and a
lot of faces, but if upon having a
request, complaint or whatever,
would have no idea which one of
those names and faces to contact
for their particular problem,
Also, I would like to identify the
two unknown beings in the large
photograph. There are
Pat
Egetter(Junior Class Secretary)

ROOM CODE
COURSE NUMBERING SYSTEM
1 • qq
Administration Building
AD
Non-credit courses
Biological Sciences Building
BI
Lower-division courses designed primarily for freshmetl and
100-299
Physical Sciences Building
PS
sophomores
Physical Education Facility and Pool
PE
Upper-division courses of junior and senior level; graduate credit
300-499
Fine Arts Building
FA
may be awarded if course is accepted in a specific graduate program
Library-Classroom Building
LC
500-599 Courses for upper-division, fifth-year credential and graduate
Student Services Building
88
students
600-699 Courses for graduate students
Determine your eligibility for enrolling in each course by consulting the course descriptions in the current catalog. Many
REMINDER
require prior completion of other courses, consent of instructor or department head, admission to the Teacher Credenti^
Program, etc. Failure to meet these requirements could cause a delay in registration.
Schedule
No.

Dept. and
Catalog No.

BASIC STUDIES
En^ish Composition
Freshman Composition
Freshman Composition
Freshman Composition

Room

Instructor

lime

Days

Ualls

GENERAL EDUCATION
1
2
3

LC 293
LC 285
LC 287

Kramer
Sluss^
Golden

8:00
9:00
11:00

MWThF
MWThF
MTThF

5
6
5

Mathematics
The Ideas of Mathematics
The Ideas of Mathematics
The Ideas of Mathematics
The Ideas of Mathematics
Pre-Calculus Mathematics
Pre-Calculus Mathematics
Basic Concepts of Calculus
Basic Concepts of Calculus

1
2
3
4
1
2
1
2

BI
PS
BI
PS
BI
BI
BI
BI

Stein
Spencer
McConnell
McConnell
Dennemeyer
Murphy
Spencer
Whitlock

9:00
11:00
2:00
7-6:50 p.m.
8:00
1:00
9:00
12:00

MTWTh
MTThF
MTThF
TTh
MTThF
MTWTh
MTThF
MTWTh

5
6
5
6
6
5
5
6

Phil 105
Phil 105
Phil 105

Phflosophy
Argument and Evidence
Argument and Evidence «
Argument and Evidence

1
2
3

LC 250
LC 224
LC 250

Crocker
Crocker
SUff

9:00
10:00
12:00

MTThF
MTThF
MTWTh

5
6
5

Dram 120
Dram 120

Oral Communication
Oral Communication
Oral Communication

1250
1251
1252

Eng 101
Eng 101
Eng 101

2400
2401
2402
2403
2404
2405
2409
2410

Math 100
Math 100
Math 100
Math 100
•Math 101
•Math 101
Math 200
Math 200

1800
1801
1802
1200
1201

Section

Couzte Title

1
2

101
122
101
202
124
104
104
102

LC 287
LC 224

Caputo
Caputo

10:00
11:00

MTThF
MTThF

5
6

* Indicates courses which have a prerequisite: please cheek the catalog before completing r^dsttaNon.

Schedult1 Dept. and
Catalog No.
No.

' "

Art 200

HUMANITIES
Art
8tudies in Art

Eng 111
Eng 170

Letters — Literature
World Literature H
Studies in Literature

•

Sj|50

Course Title

FL 450

Section

Room

PS 10

' Lintault

lime

Dsirs

12:00

MTThF

6

MWThF

5

LC 285

Sluaser
Schroeder

8:00

LC 263

Clark

10:00

(Sell-paced course. Independent Study)

Foreign Literature in Translation:
Latin American Fiction

Instructor

-TBA-

.

MTWTh

UntCs

&

5

andboardarrangements. A 5-day
orientation is also provided to
give students a brief introduction
to Europe before going to their
jobs. Students wishing to remain
in Europe longer can be placed in
second jobs.
Any student between ttie ages of
17 and 27 may obtain a job
application form, job listings and
descriptions,
and
the
SOS
Handbook on earning your way in
Europe by sending their name,
address, educational institution,
and $1 (for printing, postage,
addressing and handling) to either
SOS-Student Overseas Services,
Box, 5173, Santa Barbara, Calif.
93108 or S.O.S. - 22 Ave. de la
Liberie, Luxembourg • Europe.
Interested students are advised to
prepare themselves by obtaining,
and holding until requested, 3
small passport-size photographs
and a letter of recommendation
from either a school official or
former employer.

Editor
and Kathy Taliani (Senior Class"
Treasurer). Other Junior Class
officers are Greg Moloney, VicePresident
and
Bob
Lautz,
Treasurer. Other Senior Class
officers are Larry Freenstra,
President. Doug Harris, VicePresident. and
Roy
Martin.
Secretary.
Finally, I would like to know
your reasoning for using two full
pages for the
Foundation's
budget.
Rita Gibbons
Jr. Class President

KSON Songfest
Anyone who thinks he has
songwriting talent is being given
an opportunity to have his music
listened to by a prestigious and
influential publishing company
during the 3rd Annual Country
Star Songfest conducted by KSON
Radio.
The KSON Country Star
Songfest is a country music
songwriting contest designed to
allow all amateur songwriters the
opportunity to compete and the
winner will have his songs
published by the House of Hits
Publishing Company.
Entering songwriters should
not have any songwriting
agreements
and
all
songs
submitted should be previously
unpublished.
There is no charge for entering
the contest.
Winning songs will be
submitted to major country music
stars for their consideration to be
recorded.
Entry deadline is January 4,
1974.

Committee
Plans Bidg.
The Student Union Committee
is now planning and designing a
on-campus building that will be
built, operated, used and paid for
by CSCSB students.
Decisions are being made now
that will determine the size,
facilities included, and
architectural
style
of
the
building. All students interested
in contributing input are invited to
attend the weekly meetings of the
Committee in SS142 Fridays at 8
a.m.
TheSU-COMis comprised of 5
students,
2 faculty, and 2
administrators.
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Album Review

G/.UGED"
by Bruce Scott

GLUGGO
Spencer Davis Group
Vertigo (VEL-1015)
GLUGGO is the magic
something which will accomplish
miracles: make you skinny, make
you fat, make you realize where
it's at; improve your sex life and
who knows what-all. As Spencer
Davis says on the album cover
testimon^, "I used to feel
nervous, irritable,depressed and
short ofbreath.Thena^friend told
me about Gluggo. Now I don't feel
anything." But,, hopefully, you
will, after a trip around your
turntable. GLUGGO is the name of
the newest LP by the Spencer
Davis Group. It's a bit inore
flippant, more
country-fried
than their previous ones and it
manages to be solid, spontaneous
and good.

Schedule

Dept. and

No.

Catalog No.

Course Yitle

1351

PL 450

1803
1804
1805

• Pha 190
Phfl 190
Pha 190

Foreign Literature in Translation:
French 20th Century Novel
Letters — Philosophy
Studies in Philosophy
Studies in Philosophy
Studies in PhUosophy

GLUGGO, for all its cornball
cover design, has one track of
amazingly graceful, folksy vocals
the truly gentle "Alone-." It's a
blues song of strength, a song to
lift you up when the term paper
has dropped into a puddle of
coffee, when your beau has run off
with another beau, or when
they' ve started yet another hassle
for people somewhere:
It is possible you could get into
some ofthe songs I don't ca/^e for
very much (three and one-half out
of nine); maybe you'll perceive
"Today Gluggo, Tomorrow The
World" as a Santana sound,
rather than a Black Sabbath one
(or maybe, God forbid, you like
Black Sabbath). Whatever's right,
listen to the second and tiiird
songs on side one. . .sweet
killers.

History Lesson Time:

The
original Spencer Davis Group
consisted ofSpencer Davis, Steve
Winwood, Muff Winwood and Pete
York. Personnel changes
resulted in
transients
Dee
Murray, David Hynes & Phil
Sawyer truckin' through, leaving
the group as it is (after solo
efforts by Davis, and duo efforts
by Hardin & York). Recommended
Oldie: The Feb. 1968 release.

1
2
3'

Room

Instructor

Time

Days

LC 269

RydeTT

1-2:50

MW

LC 224
LC 295
LC 269

Staff
Staff
Crocker

9:00
10:00
12:00

MTWTh
MTWTh
MTThF

'

Letters ~ Language
1400
1401
1402
1403
1450
1451
1462
1500
1550
1551
1552
1553

Fren 101
•Fren 102
•Fren 102
•Fren 103
Ger 101
•Ger 102
•Ger 103
•Russ 102
Span 101
•Span 102
•Span 102
•Span 103

[The Language Placement EiaminaMoiu wUl be given Wov*t»K'>T 30, 1973 at 2:00-4:00 p.m. in room LC 27.

Elementary French I
Elementary French II
Elementary French II
Intermediate French
Elementary German I
Elementary German II
Intermediate German I
Elementary Russian II
Elementary Spanish I
Elementary Spanish II
Elementary Spanish U
Intermediate Spanish I

287
256
276
285
256
217
217
245
295
256
987
245

Staff
Madsen
Madsen
Madsen
Johns
Johns
Staff
Greathouse
Bas
Staff
Staff
Waggoner

9:00
9:00
12:00
11:00
11:00
1:00
10:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
1:00
9:00

MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh

6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Lec
Lab 1
Lab 2

PS 10
BI 127
BI 127

Wilson
Kuehner
Zinsmeister

11:00
2-4:50
8-10:50

MTWTh
M
T

6

Lab 3
Lab 4
Lab 5

BI 127
BI 127
BI 127

Kuehna*
Zinsmeister
Keuhner

2-4:50
8-10:50
2-4:50

T

Lec
Lab 1
Lab 2
Lab 3
Lec

PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

10
225
226
225
224

Kalbus
Staff
Staff
Staff
Harris

8:00
2-3:50
10-11:50 1
2-3:50
11:00

MTWTh
M
T
W
MTWTh

Lab 1
Lab 2
Lec
Lab

PS
PS
PS
PS

225
225
202
225

Harris
Harris
Williams
Williams

8-10:50
2-4:50
2-3:50
1-3:50

MW
TTh
MW
F

5

PS 10

Campbell

10:00

MTThF

5

LC 224
LC 277
LC 214

Pangulula
Decker
Decker

7-8:50 p.m.
9:00
1-2:50

TTh
MTWTh
TTh

5
5
5

9:00

MTWTh

5

7*8:50 p.ni.

MW

5

1:00

MTWTh

5

j
2

i
2

LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC

NATURAL SCIENCES
Life Sconces
2200
2201
2202

Biol 100
Biol 100
Kol 100

22b3
2204
2205

Biol 100
Biol 100
Biol 100

Topics in Biology

Physical Sciences

Try GLUGGO And Seel
Throi^hout the nine songs on
the album,
Spencer
Davis
alternately cooks, slides and
picks his way in and out of
rhythmic rock "n'roll while Pete
York lays down some solid,
omnipresent drums & other
percussion.
York's
solidity
stands him well in "Tumble Down
Tenement Row," the only song
(tongue-in-cheek
biographical)
Davis wrote for GLUGGO. Adding
another layer is Eddie Hardin,
keyboard & moog man. Hardin
may not possess the virtuosity
that his predecessor, Steve
Winwood, did (& does) but he
makes up for this lack of complex
chordio chorddity with a simple
but effectively fluid style. Charlie
McCracken's bass sometimes
works on solos; but is best when it
blends, as when McCracken is
underscoring the vocals on
"Don't Let It Bring You Down."
•Rounding out the sound by leading
it (paradoxical tho' it is) is lead
guitarist Ray Fenwick. Fenwick
really shines and
sparkles
through some clever jazz-rock
rifts, especially those on two of
the songs he co-authored, with
Hardin, "Catch You On The
Rebop" and "Don't Let It Bring
You Down," the former of which
is just beginning to really cook
when the song deadends. . . That
is, in fact, one of my complaintsthat the good songs are too short,
and the bad too long; but I guess
that applies to all albums.

Section

2300
2301
2302
2303
2306

Chem
Chem
Chem
Chem
•Chem

2307
2308
2350
2351

•Chem 215
•Chem' 215
Escl 101
Esci 101

4900

Ssci 142

4901
4902,
4903

Ssci 165
Ssci 160
Ssci 160

100
100
100
100
215

Chemistry in the Modern World

Introductory Chemistry I: Atomic
Structure and Chemical Bonding
Physical Geology
SOCIAL SCIENCES
World Civiiizations II, The Civilizations
of the East and West
Minority Groups in America
Contemporary Civilization n
Contemporary Civilization II

2502

Nsci 350

UPPER-DIVISION
Literary and Cultural Traditions of.
Western Europe
Natural Phenomena

4914

Ssci 300

Non-W^tern World

5000

IS 388

5001

IS 388

1650

^ Hum 350

1
2

PS 10
PS 10
PS- 10

Oliver
Ikenberry/
DeRemer

Takata
Contact Professor Zoecklein

Special Com(nehensive Examination in
Upper-Division General Education
Special Comprehensive Examination in
Upper-Division General Education

,1

W
W

5

6

15

Contact Professor Zoecklem

10

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
0050

*Educ 25A

0051

*Educ 25B

0052

Educ 330
Educ 330
Educ 330
Educ 330

0056
0057
0058
0059
0060
0061
0062

*Educ 340
*Educ 340
*Educ 340
•Educ 341
•Educ 341
•Educ 341
•Educ 342

0063

•Educ 342

0064
0065
0066
0067
0068
0069
0070
0071
0072

•Educ 350
•Educ 351
•Educ 352
•Educ 350
•Educ 351
•Educ 353
•Educ 353
•Educ 495
•Educ 530

0073
0074
0075
0076
0077
0078

•Educ
•Educ
•Educ
•Educ
•Educ
•Educ

595
600A
600B
610
610
630

0081
0082
0083
0084

•Educ 635
•Educ 640
•Educ 641
•Educ 650
•Educ 651
•Educ 659B

0085

•Educ 695

0080

Contact Educational Opportunity Program Office/Anne Turley
Contact Educational Opportunity Program Office/Anne Turley

* Indicates courses which have a prerequisite; please check the catalog before completing registration.

Psychological Foundations of Education

Lec 1

LC 27

Lieberman

1:00

Lieberman
Lieberman
Garcia

1:00
2:00
2:00

(Students enrolling in lecture 1 must also enroll in discussion la, lb or Ic.)
(Educ 330 also requires a minimum of two hours per week tutoring.)

0053
0054
0055

0079

Reading and Study Skills
(a non-credit course)
Reading and Study Skills
(a non-credit course)

Disc la
Disc lb
Disc Ic

LC 52
LC 42
LC 52

TTh
MW
TTh
TTh

(Admission to the credential program is required to register in any of the foUowing courses and in any 499 course.)

Elementary Curriculum and Methods I
Elementary Curriculum and Methods I
Elementary Curriculum and Methods I
Elementary Curriculum and Methods II
Elementary Curriculum and Methods If
Elementary Curriculum and Methods II
Curriculum and Methods for Pre-School
Education
Curriculum and Methods for Pre-School
Education
Student Teaching I (elementary)
Student Teaching II (elementary)
Seminar in Elementary Education
Student Teaching I (secondary)
Student Teaching II (secondary)
Seminar in Secondary Education
Seminar in Secondary Education
Sociological Foundations of Education
Psychology and Education of Exceptional
Children
Independent Study
Master's Degree Project
Master's Degree Project
Research Methodology in Education
Research Methodology in Education
Research in Teaching and Learning

LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC

53
8
53 '
8
8
269
42

Steinaker
Rivera
Garcia
Gray
Gray
Staff
Lenz

1-2:50
4-5:50 p.m.
4-5:50 p.m.
10-11:50
1-2:50
4-5:50 p.m.
1-2:50

MW
TTh
TTh
MW
MW
MW
MW

LC 42

Staff

4-5:50 p.m.

MW

LC
LC
PS
LC

Mote/Staff
Mote/Staff
Thompson
Dolan/Staff
Dolan/Staff
Rymer
DoIan
Stanton
Martinez, J. S.

-TBA-TBA-TBA-TBA-TBA3-4:50
3-4:50
6-9:50 p.m.
6-9:50 p.m.

Staff
Staff
Staff
Lieberman
Garcia
Lenz

-TBA-TBA-TBA4-5:50 p.m.
7-8:50 p.m.
4-5:50 p.m. &
7-8:50 p.m.
7-8:50 p.m.
7-8:50 p.m.
4-5:50 p.m.
4-5:50 p.m.
7-8:50 p.m.
-TBA-

52
52
10
52

LC 297
LC 53
LC 53

Seminar in Reading
LC 52
Staff
Elementary School Curriculum
LC 8
Thompson
Media and Strategies in Teaching
LC 8
Senour, R,
Educational and Career Planning
LC 224
Senour, M.
Laws and Ethics Relating to Children
LC 42
Staff
Field Work and Internship
Senour, M.
(Students enrollii^ in Educ 659B will be required to attend a seminar Mondays. 4-5:50)
Foundations of Education
LC 42
Steinaker

7-8:50 p.m.

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

MW
TTh
T
T

MW
TTh
M
M
MW
TTh
MW
TTh
MW

1-5
2.5
2.5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
2

TTh

Spencer Davis' Greatest Hits.

vgsq na eioM

..IT* r.ir.:

Schediile Dept. and

No.

Catatof No.

Section

Couzte ntlc

Instruetcw

Romn

Daya

Ttzne

Untta
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It's Happening
At The Gym

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
1000

Enst 300

A Survey of Environmental Problems

White, K.

6-9:50 p.m.

M

5

LC 256
LC 27
LC 296

Staff
Roth
Anyatonwu

6-9:50 p.m.
12:00
9-12:50

M
MTThF
S

5
5
5

LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
PS
LC

247
247
297
206
297
297
105
249

Staff
Staff
Robinson, J. C.
Robinson, J. C.
Robinson, J. C.
Barkan
Anyatonwu
Freeman

5-6:50 p.m.
3-4:50
8:00
11:00
9:00
6-9:50 p.m.
6-9:50 p.m.
7-8:50 p.m.

MW
MW
MTThF
MTThF
MTThF
M
Th
MW

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC

224
258
204
277
214
277
297

Pangulula
Pangulula
Sullivan
Tenorio
Staff
Staff
Haddad-

7-8:50 p.m.
11:00
3-4:50
5-6:50 p.m.
4-5:50 p.m.
5-6:50 p.m.
3-4:50

TTh
MTWTh
MW
TTh
MW
MW
TTh

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

PS 207

ETHNIC STUDIES
1265
4308
4409

Eng 439
Anth 351
Econ 350

4505
4506
4510
4511
4512
4517
4520
4765

Hist 332
Hist 333
Hist 390
Hist 390
Hist 391
HUt 565
Hist 596
Psyc 337

4901
4915
4959
4960
4964
4965
4978

Ssci 155
Ssci 415
*Soc 322
•Soc 322
*Soc 341
•Soc 342
•Soc 410

Black Literature
Indians of North America
Economics of Pocket Underdevelopment:
The Ghetto
Black History II
Black History III
History of Mexico
History of Mexico
Chicano History
Ethnic Minorities in American History
Seminar in Black History
Psychological Development of the Black
American
Minority Groups in America
Research Methods in Black Studies
Sociology of the Ghetto
Sociology of the Ghetto
Marriage and Family Amot^ Blacks
The Chicano Family
Racial and Cultural Minorities

By Jaga Nath Singhglassman
The first time I ever went into
the gym, I was impressed. Not by
the gym itself or the nice heated
pool, or the enclosed handball
courts, or all the great equipment
which you can just CHECK OUT
with no charge, but by the people.
They were friendly. I mean they
were just plain old, genuinely
friendly. They wanted to help me,
to be sure I was finding what 1
sought, making me aware of the
available options and facilities.
Their attitude was really one of
devoted service to anyone who
came to use the gym.

SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES
1150
1151
1152
1153
1154
1155
1156
1157

Art
Art
Art
Art
Art
Art
•Art
•Art

1158
1159

•Art 340
•Art 354
•Art 354
•Art 355
•Art 356
•Art 361
•Art 362
•Art 371
•Art 372
Art 395
Art 410
•Art 429
•Art 482
•Art 482
•Art 510
Art

1160
1161

1162

1163
1164
1165

1166
1167

1168
1169
1170
1171
1172
1173

200
202
204
210
312
318
332
333

DRAMA
Oral Communication
Oral Communication
Theatre Practicum
Theatre Practicum
Theatre Practicum
Acting II .

1203
1204
1205

Dram
Dram
Dram
Dram
Dram
•Dram

1206
1207

•Dram 341
•Dram 441

Acting 11
Directing

1208
1209
1210
1211
1212
1213
1214

•Dram
Dram
Dram
Dram
Dram
Dram
•Dram

1215

•Dram 555
Dram

Directing
The Camera Eye: Television
Classical Drama
Modern Drama 11
Shakespeare II
Creative Dramatics
Methods and Materials in the Teachit^
of Drama
Independent Study
Independent Theatre Project

1200
1201

1202

1216

120
120
320
320
320
341

ART
Studies in Art
Foundation Studio in Art
Drawing and Life Drawing
Western Art History I
Modern Art, 1850 to the Present
Art of the Far East II
Painting II
Painting III
• Indicates covurses which have a prerequisite; please check
Sculpture I
Ceramics I
1
Ceramics I
2
Ceramics 11
Ceramics III
Printmaking II
Printmaking III
Crafts Design II
Crafts Design III
Art in the Classroom
Studies in Art History: Women in Art
Specialized Studio Projects
Studio Workshop: Nomadic Furniture Design
Studio Workshop: Fiber Construction
Colloquium in Art
Senior Art Exhibit (Required of all senior art majors)

441
445
450
456
476
481
499

1250
1251
1252
1253
1254
1255

Eng 101
Eng 101
Eng 101
Eng 111
Eng 121
Eng 170

1256
1257
1258

Eng 301
Eng 303
Eng 315

1259
1260
1261
1262
1263

2

1
2

LC
LC
FA
FA

3
Disc

FA 117

1

370
372
393
401
409

1264
1265
1266
1267
1268
1269
1270
1271

Eng 436
Eng 439
Eng 445
Eng 450
Eng 456
Eng 476
Eng 500
Eng 511

1272
1273
1274

•Eng 514
•Eng 555
Eng

1350

FL 450

1351

FL 450

1352

•FL 499

1853

*FL 555

287
224
117
117

Lab
Disc

FA 117
FA 117

(Students enrolling in discussion must also enroll In the followitv lab.)

Lab

FA
LC
LC
LC
LC
FA
LC

117
8
269
269
295
117
8

MTThF
TTh
MW
TTh
MTWTh
MW
MW
MW

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

TTh
MW
TTh
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
TTh
F
TTh
TTh
TTh
TTh

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Caputo
Caputo
Caputo
Stout
Barnes
Slout

10:00
11:00

12:00

MTThF

5
5
2
2
2
5

Slout
Slout

1:00
9:00

MTThF
MTThF

5

Slout
Caputo
Barnes
Rudisill
Golden
Rudisill
Rudisill

10:00
6-9:50 p.m.
11:00
10:00
6-9:50 p.m.
4-5:50 p.m.
1-2:50

MTThF
M
MTThF
MTThF
T
TTh
TTh

5
5
5
5
5
5

(StudenU enroUit^ In dlseusrion must also enroll In the following Ub.)

MTThF
MTThF
-TBA-TBA-TBA-

Contact Professor Bames/Draraa Department
Contact Professor Barnes/Drama Department

(Required of drama majors in senior year)

ENGLISH
Freshman Composition
Freshman Composition
Freshman Composition
World Literature II
English Literature 11
Studies in Literature
(Self-paced course. Independent Study)

Eng
•Eng
Eng
Eng
Eng

12:00
Lintault
PS 10
7-9:50 p.m.
Moran
BI 8
7-9:50 p.m.
Woodford
B1 8
10-11:50
Rodgers
LC 283
4:00 p.m.
LC 283 ~ Woodford
7-8:50 p.m.
Rodgers
LC 283
9-11:50
Woodford
BI 8
9-11:50
Woodford
BI 8
catalog before completiiu registration.
9-11:50
Lintault
FA 135
9-11:50
Warehall
FA 138
1-3:50
Warehall
FA 138
1-3:50
Warehall
FA 138
1-3:50
Warehall
FA 138
1-3:50
Moran
FA 125
1-3:50
Moran
FA 125
9-11:50
Doyle
FA 135
9-11:50
Doyle
FA 135
4-6:50 p.m.
Gray
FA 125
8-11:50
Staff
LC 283
9-11:50
Moran
FA 125
1-3:50
Doyle
FA 135
7-9:50 p.m.
De La Rosa
FA 125
2-3:50
Rodgers
LC 283
Contact Art Department Chairman

That was a year ago. Now I am
working for the P.E. Department,
and am even more aware of this.
This cheerful, serviceful attitude
starts right at the top with. Coach
O'Gara, the kindly, so-full-ofgood-energy gentlemen who is the
head of the P.E. Department,
includes the other
coaches,
George Weiny and Greg Price, on
down to Claire, the karma yogi
secretary, and Betty Gregory and
Bob Anderson, who efficiently run
the equipment room. The whole pervading vibration is one of
teamwork,
cooperation,
and
efficiency.

Analysis of Poetry
Analysis of Prose Fiction
Studie^ in Literary Figures and Genres:
Politics and Literature
Theory and Practice of Newspaper Journalism
Journalism Practicum
Writing Seminar
English Literature of the Middle Ages
English Literature of the Restoration
and Eighteenth Century
American Literature III
Black Literature
Modern Poetry II
Classical Drama
Modern Drama II
Shakespeare II
Grammar and Linguistics
Theory and Practice of Rhetoric
and Composition
Creative Writing
Special Studies in Literature
Under^aduate Program Examination

Kramer
Slusser
Golden
Slusser
Hartung
Schroeder

8:00
9:00

LC 263
LC 224
LC 276

Schroeder
White, E.
Lee

12:00

MWThF
MW
MTThF

LC 250

6*9:50 p.m.
-TBA1-2:50
10:00
12:00

W

LC 250
LC 285
LC 224

Thomas, W.
Hartui^I
Hartung
Schroeder
Koon

M
MWThF
TWThF

LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC

Slusser
Staff
Kramer
Barnes
Rudisill
Golden
Oliver
Hartung

7-8:50 p.m.
6-9:50 p.m.
11:00
11:00
10:00
6-9:50 p.m.
7-8:50 p.m.
4-5:50 p.m.

MW
M
MWThF
MTThF
MTThF
T
TTh
TTh

293
256
217
269
269
295
276
258

11:00
8:00
10:00

-TBA-

4-5:50 pJD.
9:00

1-2:50
Kramer
LC 263
Contact English Department
2-5:00
English Dept.
PS 202

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Foreign Literature in Translation:
Latin American Fiction
Foreign Literature in Translation:
French 20th Century Novel
Methods and Materials in the Teaching
of Foreign Languages
Indeoendent Study

MWThF
MWThF
MTThF
MWThF
MTThF

293
285
287
285
276

LC
LC
LC
LC
LC

MW

6

5
Jan. 29,1974

LC 263

Clark

10:00

MTWTb

5

LC 269

RydeU

1-2:50

MW

5

LC 263

Rymer

4-5:50 pjn.

TTh

5

Contact Ftmign Languafe Department

6

We all probably have a lot of
negative associations in our
heads about P.E.: over-muscled
coaches who must have been
trained by the Gestapo, cut-throat
competition where Winning is
God, high-priced "professional"
athletics programs, and a general
disregard for human felling. That
kind of a scene has turned me off
to sports and athletics fn general,
and I know it has many others. But
CSCSB has an entirely different
one.
First of all, there's no
expensive, high-gear extra-mural
or
intercollegiate
athletic
program. No football team. No
recruiting of athletes. You feel
good when you enter the gym
facility. People go there to have a
good time. To have the good
feeling of using the body, whether
its swimming and laying in the sun
by the pool, working out alone with
the weights, the smoothness and
beauty of being part of a closely
working basketball team, or the
fast, bouncing estacy of a close
game of 4-wall handball. Sports
are, at their center, at their soul,
neigher expensive nor cut-throa(
nor vicious. Sports competition
does not have to encourage the
aggressive, destructive nature in
us. Sports can be really a blissful
experience. Losing your ego-self
to the flow of energy in the
particular sport. It becomes a
type of meditation - a union.
Working on the balance beam,
archery, or the more complex
flow of energies in team sports.
All a flow, all can be a meditation.
Whatever turns you on. Sports can
be a great joy, and it's important
to have that aspect, to exercise
our bodies, if we want to be
complete human beings. All day
we sit in chairs. Go to class. Study
in the library. Eat at the table.
Mind mind mind, think think think,
intellect intellect. Sports are an
important change of pace, a
needed balance, a release from
tension more constructive than
beer parties, orgies, or a lot of
other things I can think of.
The facilities are there! If
you're a student, faculty, or staff,
the equipment can be used for
free. And the equipment and
services available are bounteous.
Handball, paddleball, squash;
football,
basketball, soccer;
archery, golf, tennis, skiing,
weights; swimming, divii^, water

More on page AO

gehedwlt
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No.

Dept. tad

CMidec No.

CoutM Title

Section

Room

bMtfuetox

Time

Dure

9:00
9:00
12:00
11:00
10:00
11:00
1-2:50
9:00
1-2:50

MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
TTh
TTh
MW

Unlto

FRENCH

Intramural
Outlook
The 1973 intramural football
season is reaching another
thrillii^ climax as it appears that
the Coachella Valley Boys (better
known as the Los Carnales) will
lock arms in gridiron combat.
Their obvious foe will be the
consistent Mickey Mouse Club
team. Fora brief synopsis of the
teams involved in playpff berths
and their team statistics as of
November 26 the inital selection
goes to the awesome Los
Carnales.
Los Carnales 5-0-0
The Los Carnales are led by
•scrambling quarterback Jerry
Tripp (32 pts.) who can demolish a
team with his cat-like running and
pin-point passing. Tripp
combines with circus catch
receiver Randy Svoboda (44 pts.),
smooth running Andy Lancaster
(19 pts.) and martial arts menace
Julio Silva (15 points), for the bulk
of his offensive attack. The
savage defense of the Carnales is
led by the brutal Ron Ripley who
can strike instant terror into
opposing linemen. The Carnales
are a well balanced team,
combining speed, power and
intelligence into their game plan.
Should their training diet of Coors
continue to flow, it is a sure bet
that they will reign as the '73
intramural
champions.
Mickey Mouse Club 5-0-0
Providing that there will be no
unforseen upsets, the Carnales
definite opponent in the Cal State
Super Bowl should be the Mickey
Mouse Club. The M.M.C. has
nibbled away at all of their
opponents as though touchdowns
were cheese. The awesome
offensive strength of the M.M.C.
consists of lanky Ted Sarr (26
pts.), deceptive Craig Dugger (25
pts.), '^Lucky" Ray Bejarano (25
pts,), Nick "The Streak" Ricci
and "Jovial" John Nagel (19 pts.)
The only possible flaw in this
offensive behemoth is their lack
of a powerful rush and defensive
line, however the charismatic
leadership of "Big Jim" Alio will
undoubtably inspire the M. M. C. to
utilize their full potential against
the
Carnales.
Down to the CellarSeveral other teams will make
the playoffs, although none figure
to threaten the Carnales or
M.M.C. The Loose Ends 2-3-1,
have been this seasons
intramural surprise. This faculty
based team has shown flashes of
potential
success.
Led
by
•'Dashing"DaveDecker (33 pts.)
and the maniacal Bill Ackerman
(18pts.)the Loose Ends have put
together a respectable record
using a simulated wishbone
offense.
Last seasons push overs, The
Pollacks
3-2-0,
have
also
managed to play respectable
football - although not up to their
true potential. The Pollacks have
been led to their first winning
season by Larry "The Lush"
Simondes (24 pts.), and Jim
Cassidy (18 pts.), but the real
behind the scenes story has been
the rapid rise of Mike "The
Mojo" Ainsworth. Cal State may
never see a lineman as savage as
Ainsworth again,- as he has
ripped, clawed, broken, smashed,
pawed, mangled and battered his
way to glory.
Little i 5 known about the two
'cellar teams of the, league. The
Spcts.nen 1-4-1 and The Rejects
2-3-J,as new players appear and
disappear on these teams each
game J.C. Wrighc appears to
have a solia coiitiact with the
Reje't s as he has scored 24
poin s, however little else is
kno 'n about these teams or their
,traj ?ent personnel. .
,

{The Pleceineot Exminetion will be given November 30. 1973 et 2:00-4:00 p.m. in toom LC 27.

1400
1401
1402
1403
1404
1405
1406
1407
1408

Fren
•Fren
•Fren
^Fren
•Fren
•Fren
•Fren
•Fren
•Fren

1409

•Fren 420

101
102
102
103
210
301
312
340
420

Elementary French 1
SUff
LC 287
Elementary French II
1
LC 256
Madsen
Elementary French II
2
LC 276
Madsen
Intermediate French
Madsen
LC 285
Introduction to Literary Study
Rydel).^
LC 293
Advanced French I
LC 295
Rydell
Masterpieces of French Literature II
LC 263 Switzer
Advanced Conversation
Rydell
LC 217
Special Topics in French Literature:
Rydell
LC 269
French 20th Century Novel
Special Topics in French Literature:
Contact Dr. Switzer
Aspects of 17th and 18th Century French Literature

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
2.R
R
6

(Self-peced course. Independent Study)

GERMAN
[The Placement Exeminetion wUl be given November 30. 1973 at 2:00-4:00 p.m. in room LC 27.

1450
1451
1452
1453

Ger 101
•Ger 102
•Ger 103
•Ger 104

Elementary German I
Elementary German II
Intermediate German I
Intermediate German II

LC
LC
LC
LC

256
217
217
27.6

Johns
Johns
Staff
Staff

11:00
1:00
10:00
11:00

MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh

5
5
5
5

8:00

MTWTh

1
5

Bas
Staff
Staff
Waggoner
Waggoner
Bas
Clark
Staff
Clark
Waggoner
Bas

9:00
10:00
1:00
9:00
1:00
10:00
1-2:50
7-8:50 p.m.
9:00
11:00
1:00

MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MW
MW
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh

1
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

9:00

MTWTh

5

LC 250
LC 258

Johns/Switzer/
Oliver
Koon
Greathouse

4-5:50 p.m.
TTh
7:30-9:20 p.m. MW

5
5

LC 269

Golden

1-2:50

TTh

5

LC 250

Greathouse \

10:00

MTWTh

5

RUSSIAN
|The Placement Examination will be given November 30, 1973 at 2:00-4:00 p.m. in room.LC 27.

1500

•Russ 102

Elementary Russian II

LC 245

Greathouse

SPANISH
|The Placement'Examination will be given November 30, 1973 at 2:00-4:00 p.m. in room LC 27

1550
1551
1552
1553
1554
1555
1556
1557
1558
1559
1560

Span 101
•Span 102
•Span 102
•Span 103
•Span 104
•Span 302
•Span 310
•Span 310
•Span 411
•Span 420
•Span 501

1650

Hum 350

1651
1652

•Hum 400
Hum 402

1653

Hum 403

1654

Hum 460

1700
1701
1702
1703
1704
1705
1706
1707
1708
1709
1710
1711
1712
1713
1714
1715
1716

•Mus 111
Mus 201
•Mus 220
•Mus 221
•Mus 222
•Mus 310
•Mus 310
•Mus 310
•Mus 310
•Mus 310
•Mus 310
•Mus 310
•Mus 310
•Mus 314
Mus 320
Mus 360
•Mus 499

1717
1718

•Mus 528
•Mus 528

1719

•Mus 528

Elementary Spanish I
Elementary Spanish II
Elementary Spanish II
Intermediate Spanish I
Intermediate Spanish II
Advanced Grammar and Syntax
Practical Spanish for the Health Professions
Practical Spanish for the Health Professions
Spanish-American Literature II
Spanish Civilization
Spanish Golden Age Drama

1
2

1
2

HUMANITIES
Literary and Cultural Traditions
of Western Europe
Humanities Seminar
Individuality or Conformity:
Alienation or Community
Technology Versus the Pastoral Ideal
in American Literature
Culture Studies: Russian

LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC

295
256
287
245
295
245
245
245
269
293
224

PS 10

MUSIC
Saylor
Theory I
FA 109
MWThF
9:00
5
Shapiro
Class Strings
FA 109
F
8:00
1
Class Piano I
B1 29
Jackson
4:00
T
1
Class Piano II
BI 29
Jackson
4:00
Th
1
BI 29
Jackson
Class Piano III
4:00
F
1
FA 109
Filbeck
MTThF
Concert Choir
1
12:00
1
Filbeck
6-9:50 p.m.
Concert Choir
2
FA 109
M
FA 109
Filbeck
Chamber Singers
2-3:50
TTh
1
Moorefield
Chamber Ensembles
-TBA1
Saylor
7-9:50 p.m.
Chamber Orchestra
FA 109
T
1
FA 109
Saylor
WF
South Indian Singing
2-3:50
1
FA 109
Jackson
4-5:50 p.m.
M
Opera Workshop
1
FA 104
Gibford
7-9:50 p.m.
M
1
Band
Theory IV
BI 29
Moorefield
9:00
MWThF
5
BI 29
Saylor
11:00
MTThF
Twentieth Century Music
5
Music in the United States
FA 109
Filbeck
10:00
MTThF
5
Methods and Materials in the Teaching
BI 29
Anderson
6-9:50 p.m.
W
5
of Music
Special Projects Moorefield
-TBA1-5
Special Projects; Renaissance Dance Workshop (Friday, January 25, 4-6:00 p.m.; Saturday, January 26,
9:30 a.m.-12:00 noon and 2-4:30 p.m.; Sunday, January 27, 1-4:00 p.m. Gym. Luba Blumbei^, Instructor.)
Special Projects: Renaissance Dance Workshop (Friday, February 1, 4-6:uu p.m.; Saturday, February 2,
9:30 a.m.-12:00 noon and 2-4:30 p.m.; Sunday, February 3, 1-4:00.p.m. Gym. Luba Blumberg, Instructor.)
AppUed Music courses are open ONLY to undergraduate Music majors. Prior approval from Music Department Chairman required.
Students may enroll for not more than one applied music course per quarter.

1720

Mus 240

Beginning and Intermediate Voice

Contact Chairman Music Department

* Indicates courses which have a prerequisite: please check the catalog before completing registration.

1721

Mus 241

1722
1723
1724
1725

Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus

242
243
244
245

1726
1727
1728
1729
1730
1731
1732

•Mus
•Mus
•Mus
•Mus
•Mus
•Mus
Mus
Mus

440
441
442
443
444
445

1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806

Phil
Phil
Phil
Phil
PhU
Phil
PhU

105
105
105
190
190
190
302

1807
1808
1809
1810

PhU 315
Phil 350
PhU 465
PhU

Beginning and Intermediate Keyboard
Instrument
Beginning and Intermediate String Instrument
Beginning and Intermediate Wind Instrument
Beginning and Intermediate Brass Instrument
Beginning and Intermediate Percussion
Instrument
Advanced Voice
Advanced Keyboard Instrument
Advanced String Instrument
Advanced Wind Instrument
Advanced Brass Instrument
Advanced Percussion Instrument
Music Listening Examination
Choral Society

PHILOSOPHY
Argument and Evidence
Argument and Evidence
Argument and Evidence
Studies in Philosophy
Studies in Philosophy
Studies in Philosophy
Readings in the History of
Philosophy 11
Philosophy of Science
Ethics
Philosophy of Law
Senior Comprehensive Examination

Contact Chairman Music Department
Contact Chairman Music
Contact Chairman Music
Contact Chairman Music
Contact Chairman Music

Department
Department
Department
Department

Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact

Department
Department
Department
Department
Department
Department

Chairman Music
Chairman Music
Chairman Music
Chairman Music
Chairman Music
Chairman Music

Monday, 7-9:45 p.m., FA 109. Contact Music Department
office for audition appointment. Students, faculty, staff
and community are welcome.
1
2
3
1
2
3

LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC

250
224
250
224
295
269
258

Crocker
Crocker
Staff
Staff
Btaff
Crocker
Zoecklein

9:00
10:00
12:00
9:00
10:00
12:00
10:00

Zoecklein
LC 263
9:00
LC 258
Johnson, P.
12:00
Johnson, P.
11:00
LC 263
Contact Chairman, Philosophy Department,

* Indicates courses which have a prerequisite: please check the catalog before completing registration.

MTThF
MTThF
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTThF
MTThF

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

MTThF
5
MTWTh
5
MTWTh
5
Feb. 2, 1974

SelMdute Dept. end
No.
Oitalog No.

IS 388

5000

Dure

Inetraetor

Roooi

UaMe

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Contact Professor Zoecklein
Special Comprehensive Examination in

15

Contact Professor Zoecklein

10

Upper'Division General Education
Special Comprehensive Examination in
Upper-Division General Education

IS 388

5001

Section

Cotuae Titte

PAGE Y.

Limp Wrisi
I'

Tells All

SCHOOL OF NATURAL SCIENCES
BIOLOGY
[Students enrolling in Biology 100, 200. 201. 220,

2200
2201
2202
2203
2204
2205

2206
2207

2208
2209
2210
2211
2212
2213
2214
2215
2216
2217
2218
2219
2220
2221

2222
2223
2224
2225

2226
2227

2228
2229
2230

Biol 100
Biol 100
Biol 100
Biol 100
Biol 100
Biol 100
•Biol 200
•Biol 200
•Biol 201
•Biol 201
•Biol 201
•Biol 201
•Biol 220
•Biol 220
•Biol 315
•Biol 321
•Biol 342
•Biol 342
•Biol 360
•Biol 360
•Biol 400
•Biol 400
•Biol 440
•Biol 440
•Biol 440
•Biol 523
. •Biol 523
•Biol 541
•Biol 541
•Biol 595
•Biol

Biology of the Cell
Biology of Organisms

Principles of Microbiology
Introduction to Human Embryology
Evolution
Biology of the Chordates
Functional Anatomy of Plants •
Molecular Biology
Principles of Development
The Genetics and Ecology of Populations
Comparative Endocrinology

2305
2306

•Chem 206
•Chem 215

2307
2308
2309

•Chan 215
•Chem 215
•Chem 216

2310
2311
2312
2313
2314
2315
2316
2317
. 2318
2319
2320
2321

•Chem 216
•Chem 216
•Chem 226
•Chem 226
•Chem 226
•Chem 325
•Chem 325
•Chem 436
•Chem 436
•Chem 456
•Chem 456
•Chem 499

2322
2323
2324

, •Chem 568
•Chem 595
•Chem

Lec
Lab
Lec
Lab
Lec
Lab
Lec
Lab 1
Lab 2
Lec
Lab
Lec
Lab

Independent Study
Comprehensive Examination
-

Chem 100
Chem 100
Chem 100
Chem 100
•Chem 206

Lec
Lab 1
Lab 2
Lab 3
Lab 4
Lab 5
Lec
Lab
Lec
Lab 1
Lab 2
Lab 3
Lec
Lab

Topics in Biology

CHEMISTRY
2300
2301
2302
2303
2304

342, 360. 400, 440. S23 and 541 must enroil tn lecture «nd Ub.

inn

11:00
Wilson
PS 10
2-4:50
Kuehner
BI 127
8-10:50
Zinsmeister
BI 127
2-4:50
Kuehner
BI 127
8-10:50
Zinsmeister
BI 127
2-4:50
Kuehner
BI 127
6-7:50 p.m.
Goodman
BI 102
6-8:50 p.m.
Harrington
BI 202
11:00
Harrington
BI 101
2-4:50
Harrington
BI 225
8-10:50
Harrington
BI 225
2-4:50
Zinsmeister
BI 225
5-6:50 p.m.
Lewis
BI 124
7-9:50 p.m.
Lewis
BI 202
4-5:50 p.m.
Zinsmeister
BI 101
11:00
Sokoloff
BI 104
8:00
Egge
BI 102
9-11:50
Zinsmeister
BI 225
10:00
Wilson
BI 124
2-4:50
Wilson
BI 301
2-3:50
Goodman
BI 104
2-4:50
Goodman
BI 202
9:00
Platzer
PS 202
10-12:50
Platzer
BI 301
2-4:50
Platzer
BI 301
1:00
Sokoloff
BI 124
2-4:50
Sokoloff
BI 302
10-11:50
Egge
BI 203
10-12:50
Egge
BI 203
Contact the School of Natural Sciences
Contact the School of Natural Sciences

This week past, was one big
game
after
another
which
provides us with a basic format of
things to come. It's becoming
apparent that competition is
withering in both the "Pac. 8" and
the--Big 10" where we find all the .
talent on the top 2 teams of each
division with the rest ofthe teams
slacking into obscurity. With
football as a medium, we can now
look at college athletics and the
purpose of education in the light of
the -big bucks" phenomenon. My
eyes turn toward this year's
•Sugarbowl". which in ' college
ball" seeks to steal the spotlight
from such antiquated nickel and
dime contests as the Rose Bowl,
which will feature the standard
Southern
California
"Yorty
style" lightweights of U.S.C.
(headed by the famous Angelus
league combination of Haden and
McKay), against Ohio State, who
somehow, managed to grab the
invitation from under the nose of
one of the largest crowd drawing
teams
in
college
football;
Michigan (featuring the whole Ann
Arbor crew). After watching the
performance of both the
-•Fighting Irish'" of Notre Dame
and the ' Crimson Tide" of
Alabama,lhaveno comment with
regard to predicting the outcome
of the "Sugar Bowl" contest or
even what type of event it will be.

1-6

2tf>. 216. 226. 325. 436. and 456 must em^m lecture end Is^

Kalbus
Staff
Staff
Staff

8:00

BI 102

Crum

9:00

Lab
Lec

PS 324
PS 224

Staff
Harris

11:00

Lab 1
Lab 2
Lec

PS 225
PS 225
BI 101

Lab 1
Lab 2
Lec
Lab 1
Lab 2
Lec
Lab

PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

Chemistry in the Modern World

Lec
Lab 1
Lab 2
Lab 3

PS
PS
PS
PS

Fundamentals of Chemistry II:
Organic Chemistry

Lec

Introductory Chemistry I: Atomic
Structure and Chemical Bonding
Introductory Chemistry II;
Principles of Chemical Reactions
Organic Chemistry II
Principles of Organic Chemistry I
Biochemistry I

This we^ folks, "synchroman" travels into the circles of
the sporting world where we find
him riding on a thrust of energy
which at the present time lacks
the
confidence
and
inside
knowledge to make accurate
predictions concerning the "big
game" over which football fans
have polarized themselves for the
proceeding seven days.

MTWTh
M
T
T
W
W
TTh
W
MTWTh
T
W
W
TTh
TTh
TTh
MWThF
MTThF
MTh
MTWTh
MW
TTh
MW
MTWTh
TTh
TTh
MWThF
WF
MW
TTh

Lpc
•

Physical Chemistry II

Lab
Lec
Lab

Methods and Materials in the Teaching
of Chemistry
History of Chemistry
Independent Study
Comprehensive Examination

10
225
225
225

325
325
202
324
324
133
324
133
225
133
305

2-3:50
10-11:50
2-3:50

MTWTh
M
T
W
MTWTh

2-4:50

M
MTWTh

Harris
Harris
Pederson

8-10:50
2-4:50

MW
TTh
MTWTh

Pederson/Staff
Pederson/Mantei
Craig
Staff
Staff
Craig
Craig
Pederson
Pederson
Mantei
Mantei

9-11:50
1-3:50

MW
TTh
MTThF
TTh
TTh
MTThF
WF
MTThF
F
MTWTh
MW

12:00

1:00

8-10:50
2-4:50

11:00

2-4:50

8:00

9-11:50

1:00

2-4:50
-TBA-

LC 244
Kalbus
9:00
Contact the School of Natural Sciences
Contact the School of Natural Sciences

TTh

2.5
1-6

EARTH SCIENCE
[students enrolling in Earth Science 101 must enroU in lecture and Ub.

2350
2351

2375

Esci 101
Esci 101

Hsci 451

2376

Hsci 451

2400
2401
2402
2403
2404
2405
2406

Math 100
Math 100
Math 100
Math 100
•Math 101
•Math 101
•Math 110

2407

•Math 110

2408

•Math 110

2409
2410
2411
2412
2413
2414
2415
2416
2417
2418
2419
2420
2421

Math
Math
•Math
•Math
•Math
•Math
Math
Math
Math
•Math
•Math
•Math
•Math

2422
2423
2424

•Math 552
•Math 561
•Math 595

200
200
201
201
202
203
301
301
301
311
312
410
499

Physical Geology

HEALTH SCIENCE
Community Health: An Epidemiological
Approach
Community Health: An Epidemiological
Approach
MATHEMATICS
The Ideas of Mathematics
The Ideas of Mathematics
The Ideas of Mathematics
The Ideas of Mathematics
Pre-Calculus Mathematics
Pre-Calculus Mathematics
Mathematics with Applications in
Business and the Social Sciences
Mathematics with Applications in
Business and the Social Sciences
Mathematics with Applications in
Business and the Social Sciences
Basic Concepts of Calculus
Basic Concepts of Calculus
Calculus II
Calculus II
Calculus III
Calculus IV
Modern Arithmetic
Modern Arithmetic
Modern Arithmetic
Introduction to Abstract Algebra I
Introduction to Abstract Algebra II
Mathematical Modeling
Methods and Materials in the
Teaching of Mathematics
Analysis II
Functions of a Complex Variable
Independent Study

Lec
Lab

PS 202
PS 225

Williams
Williams

2-3:50
1-3:50

MW
F

5

LC 244

El-Ahraf

10-11:50

TTh

5

BI 104

El-Ahraf

4-5:50 p.m.

TTh

5

BI
PS
BI
PS
BI
BI
BI

101
122
101
202
124
104
102

Stein
Spencer
McConnell
McConnell
Dennemeyer
Murphy
Whitlock

• 9:00
11:00
2:00
7-8:50 p.m.
8:00
1:00
10:00

5
MTWTh'
5
MTThF
5
MTThF
TTh
5
MTThF
5
MTWTh ^ 5
MTWTh * 5

PS 133

Orr

7:30-9:20 p.i m. TTh

5

PS 133

Staff

7:30-9:20 p.m. MW

5

BI
BI
BI
BI
BI
BI
BI
BI
PS
PS
BI
BI
PS

Spencer
Whitlock
Murphy
Dennemeyer
Whitlock
McConnell
Murphy
Stein
McConnell
Whitlock
Lichtman
Lichtman
Stein

104
102
124
102
102
124
224
224
133
133
102
224
133

9:00
12:00
11:00
1:00
2:00
12:00
' 9:00
3-4:50
5-6:50 p.m.
9:00
11:00
2:00
2:00

10:00
Dennemeyer
BI 104
1:00
Spencer
BI 224
Contact the School of Natural Sciences

MTThF
MTWTh
MT^Th
MTThF
MTWTh
MTThF
MTWTh
TTh
TTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

MTThF
MTThF

5
5
1-6

1 wonder what '-iuniorchamber-of-commerce" type was
responsible for providing us with
that good olegive-em-the-ax, rahrah rivalry which characterized
the U.S.C.-L'.C.L.A. fiasco. As
sickening as it was however, it
was right in tune with the
• rudypoo" style game U.C.L.A.
was playing and the "Dick .
Laneish ' type commentary which
was about as true-to-the-fact as
Joe Nameth telling us why he uses
••Brute."
Will another 'hero " arise ou»
of obscurity this year to win
college football's highly
proclaimed -neatguy"award? Is
there anyone as deserving as he
who wins, and will the winner
usher in what should in part, come
to be associated with college
football 1973'.' All this and more,
when - synchro-man " not only
predicts the winners of every
major bowl game, but the point
spread as well and why he feels
this is so.
With the hopes, prayers, and
energy of every red-blooded
American football fan awaiting
thearrival of the "Super-Bowl,"
after having been worked into a
mindless frenzy by the "New
Year's" invasion of the pathcutting pioneers of the college
bowl participants, we're sure to
find all the ' big bucks" people
trying to go one step further while
still looking for the cyclone's eye.
Be sure and tune in next time
when ace reporter Studly J.
Eversharp investigates the "drug
problem'' among athletes and why
so many drug users and other
designated "sickies" have come
to resent the efforts of the elite
band of "rumpkins" and other
well-intentioned
"do-gooders"
who have made it their business to

Continued on nexfpage
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Non-Drug-Users
More Violent
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A comprehensive study
directed by William C. Eckerman
of the Research Triangle Institute
for the Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs revealed a
number of interesting findings.
Dr. Eckerman conducted the
study by means of interviews and
urine analyses of 1,699 persons
a r r e s t e d ih. Chicago, L o s
Angeles,NewOrleans, Brooklyn,
San Antonio and St. Louis in 1970
and 1971. Also studied were the
past arrest records of
the
accused persons.
The results of Dr. Bckerman's
study clearly showed that in the
major categories of
violent
crime-'homicide,
rape,
aggravated assault and other
assaults--non-drug-users
were
substantially more often charged
for the crimes than were drugusers (a total of eleven drugs
were considered in the study).
Only 2.5 percent of the drug users
arrested during the period under
study were charged with criminal
homocide, as against 3.9 percent
of non-drug-users. Charges of
aggravated assault were brought
against 7.4 percent of the drug
users (218 persons out of a total of
1,278) as compared to 16.8
percent of the non-drug-users
(103 persons out of 611).
It is not "violent crim^" but
what
Dr.
Eckerman
called
"acquisitive crime" that drugusers were most often charged
(and found guilty) of. Fully 17.1
percent of all drug-users in the
study were charged with robbery;
another
20.6
percent
with
burglary; and 4.8 percent with
auto theft; 11.9 percent of the
drug-users were charged with
violations of narcotics laws.
These are the only categories in
which
the
drug-users
outnumbered (percentage-wise)
the noa-drug-users.
Only 4.6 percent of the drugusers were charged with
possession of
a dangerous
weapon, as compared with 7.5
percent of the non-users.
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Catalog No.

2600
2501
2502

Nsci 140
Nsci 145
Nsci 350

NATWIAL SCIENCES
Introduction to Digital Programming
Introduction to Data Processit^
Natural Phenomena

2603

Nsci 408

Human Values in a Scientific Age

2550
2551

•Nurs 340
•Nurs 340

QUOTE

OF

Senator Percy, who is
introducing
legislation
to
eliminate the "no-knock entry"
law because of misues by law
enforcement officials, stated, "If
we allow drug abuse law
enforcement to be overridden by
drug law enforcement abuse, the
sacrifice and the risk are just too
great.'

Happening
polo; dance, karate, yoga. Joe
Loi^ directs the intramural
program, and there's a lot
happening. Yeah, it's all
happening at the gym! The people
are there • waiting to serve you.
I've passed the ball to you - you
decide what to do with it!

Limp Wrist
Continued from previous page
hot mind their own business. As
one "star" put it, "I'm the one
who has to bite the dust, not you!
So why don't you just get off my
case?"
Studly J. Eversharp
Sports editor and field man
Limp Wrist Publications

Section

NURSING
Analysis of Nursing Thought
Analysis of Nursing Thought

1
2

Room

Instructor

Time

PS 133
BI 104
PS 10

10:00
MTThF
7:30-9:20 D.m. TTh
7-8:50 p.m.
MW

5
5
5

BI 224

Liu
Liu
Ikenberry/
DeRemer
Kalbus

5:30-7:20 p.m. TTh

5

PS 202
PS 202

Wozniak
Wozniak

10-11:50
4-5:50 p.m.

MW
MW

5
5

Ikenberry
Ikenberry/
Kellers
Kellers
Ikenberry
Kellers
Ikenberry

12:00
10-12:50 and
2-4:50
2-4:50
2-4:50
9:00
10-12:50 and
2-4:50
2-4:50
2-4:50

MTThF
W
F
MW
TTh
MTThF
W
F
MW
TTh

6

12:00
MTThF
2-3:50 and
M
2-4:50
W
-TBA-

6
2.5

Days

Units

PHYSICS
IStudente enrolling In Phyalce 112 and 212 must enroll in lecture and lab.

2600
2601

•Phys 112
•Phys 112

2602
2603
2604
2601

•Phys 112
•Phys 112
•Phys 212
•Phys 212

2602
2603

•Phys 212
•Phys 212

2605
2606

•Phys 413
•Phys 430

Thermal and Statistical Physics
Advanced Physics Laboratory

2607

•Phys 499

2608
2609

•Phys 595
•Phys

Methods and Materials in the
Teaching of Physics
Independent Study
Comprehensive Examination

3000
3001
3002
3003
3004
3005
3006
3007
3008
3009
3010
3011
3012
3013
3014
3015
3016
3017
3018
3019
3020
3021
3022
3023
3024
3025
3026
3027
3028
3029
3030

PE 100
PE 110
PE 110
PE 110
PE 110
PE 110
PE 110
PE 110
PE 110
PE 110
PE 111
PE 111
PE 112
PE 113
PE 113
PE 113
PE 113
PE 113
PE 113
PE 120
PE 120
PE 120
PE 131
PE 135
•PE 136
PE 140
PE 140
PE 140
PE 171
PE 200
PE 300

Introduction to Physical Education
Individual Sports
Individual Sports: Handball and Paddleball
Individual Sports: Golf
Individual Sports
Individual Sports: Handball and Paddleball
Individual Sports: Badminton
Indhriduat Sports: Badminton
Individual Sports: Tennis
Individual Sports: Skiing
Body Conditioning: Yoga
Body Conditioning: Yoga
Trampoline and Stunts
Combatives: Boxing
Combatives: Karate
Combatives: Karate
Combatives: Karate
Combatives: Karate
Combatives: Fencing
Team Sports: Volleyball
Team Sports: Volleyball
Team Sports: Volleyball
Life Saving
Skin Diving
SCUBA Diving
Modern Dance: B^inning
Dance: Folk Dance
Modern Dance: Intermediate
Introduction to Recreation
First Aid
School Games and Rhythms

Basic Concepts of Physics II

Static and Dynamic Electricity

Lec
Lab 1

PS 202
PS 123

Lab 2
Lab 3
Lec
Lab 1

PS
PS
PS
PS

Lab 2
Lab 3

PS 123
PS 123

123
123
224
123

PS 133
PS 121

Kellers
Ikenberry/
Kellers
Kellers
Liu

Contact the School of Natural Sciences
Contact the School of Natural Sciences

1

6

6
1-6

PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

ADMINISTRATION

NOTE
tl
tc
V
h
ir
b;
P>

Couna Title

Ho.,

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
2

1

2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3

1
2
3

PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE

129
129
129
129
129
129
129
129
129
129
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
129
129
129
129
129
129
104
104
104
122
129
129

Price
O'Gara
O'Gara
Price
Weiny
Weiny
Grenfell
Grenfell
Grenfell
Grenfell
Yasny
Yasny
Price
Weiny
Gneck
Gneck
Gneck
Gneck
Q'Gara
Price
Grenfell
Weiny
Weiny
Weiny
Olsen
Olsen
Olsen
Price
Fogg
O'Gara

1-2:50
3-4:50
10:00
1-2:50
6-7:50 p.m.
10:00
10:00
11:00
1-2:50
1-2:50
10-11:50
1-2:50
1-2:50
10-11:50
3-4:50
5-6:50 p.m.
3-4:50
5-6:50 p.m.
1-2:50
10:00
11:00
6-7:50 p.ra.
1-2:50
1-2:50
6-7:50 p.m.
3-4:50
7-8:50 p.m.
1-2:50
4-5:50 p.m.
10-11:50
4-5:50 p.m.

O'Gara

W
M
MW
M
W
TTh
TTh
TTh
T
W
M
M
Th
W
M
M
Th
Th
F
MW
MW
W
M
T
T
T
T
W
MW
W
W

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2.
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
2
2

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

4100
4101
4102
4103
4104
4105
4106
4107
4108
4109
4110
4111
4112
4113
4114
4115
4116
4117
4118
4119
4120
4121

Admn 301
Admn 301
Admn 302
Admn 302
Admn 302
•Admn 303
•Admn 303
•Admn 304
•Admn 304
Admn 306
Admn 306
•Admn 342
Admn 355
Admn 380
Admn 380
•Admn 410
•Admn 420
•Admn 420
•Admn 420
Admn 451
Admn 451
•Admn 455

Management Practices
Management Practices
Human Behavior in Organizations
Human Behavior in Organizations
Human Bei^avior in Organizations
Financial "Theory
Financial Theory
Quantitative Analysis for Management
Quantitative Analysis for Management
Concepts of Accounting
Concepts of Accounting
Advanced Managerial Accounting
Management of Administrative Conflict
Survey of Public Administration
Survey of Public Administration
Consumer Behavior
Computer Management
Computer Management
Computer Man^ement
Organization and Matu^ement Theory
Organization and Management Theory
Industrial Relations and Personnel
Management

4122
4123
4124
4125

Admn 460
Admn 460
Admn 470
•Admn 480

4126

•Admn 499

4127
4128
4129
4130

Admn 530
•Admn 550
•Admn 560
•Admn 562
Admn 565

4131
4132
4133
4134
4135
4136
4137

•Admn 575
•Admn 595
•Admn 601
•Admn 602
•Admn 603
•Admn 604
•Admn 650

Production Planning and Control
Production Planning and Control
Management of International Operations
Oi^nizational Problems in Public
Administration
Methods and Materials in the Teachit^
of Business
Business and Society
Management and Organizational Development
Foundations of Public Administration
Public Personnel Administration
Problems in Public Finance
(see Economics 565)
Internship in Administration.
Independent Study
Organization Theory and Behavior
Financial Planning and Control
Research Methods in Administration
Quantitative Methods in Administration
Management Information and Control Systems

4300

Anth 100

4301

Anth 100

ANTHROPOLOGY
Introduction to Anthropology:
Human Evolution
Introduction to Anthropology:
Human Evolution

1
2
1
2
3
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
1
2

PS
PS
LC
LC
LC
LC
PS
PS
PS
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC

122
122
267
267
211
27
122
122
122
212
212
212
267
211
211
215
215
211
206
211
211
212

Carlson, E.
Vaughan
Bockman
Bockman
Carlson, E.
Chaney
Staff
McDonnell
Slaton
Carlson, R.
Pedroff
Villanis
Scott
Finley
Reilich
Carlson, R.
Reilich
Reilich
Slaton
Christie
Christie
Pflumm

9:00
MTWTh
5:30-7:20 p.m. MW
9:00
MTWTh
10:00
MTWTh
7:30-9:20 p.m. MW
11:00
MTWTh
5:30-7:20 p.m. TTh
10:00
MWThF
7:30-9:20 p.m. TTh
11:00
MTWTh
5:30-7:20 p.m. MW
7:30-9:20 p.ra. TTh
11:00
MTWTh
10:00
MTWTh
5:30-7:20 p.m. MW
9:00
MTWTh
10:00
MTWTh
11:00
MTWTh
5:30-7:20 p.m. TTh
9:00
MTWTh
5:30-7:20 p.m. TTh
5:30-7:20 p.m. TTh

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

LC
LC
LC
LC

277
211
215
267

Bhatia
Carlson, R.
Bhatia
Finley

10:00
MTWTh
7:30-9:20 p.m. TTh
11:00
MTWTh
7:30-9:20 pjn. MW

5
5
5
5

LC 249

Gotthard

4-5:50 p.m.

TTh

5

LC
LC
LC
LC

Vaughan
Scott
Finley
Christie

7:30-9:20 p.m. MW
5:30-7:20 p.m. MW
5:30-7:20 p.m. MW
7:30-9:20 p.m. TTh

5
5
5
5

Chaney
-TBAContact Administration Department
LC 215
Scott
7:30-9:20 p.m. MW
LC 215
McEuen
5:30-7:20 p.m. TTh
LC 267
Bockman
7:30-9:20 p.m. TTh
LC 206
Bhatia
5:30-7:20 p.m. MW
LC 267
Hoverland
5:30-7:20 p.m. TTh

5
2-5
5
5
5
5
5

212
215
267
215

LC 247

Pierson

8:00

MTWF

5

LC 247

Pierson

12:00

MTWF

5

Schedule
No.

Dept. and
Catalog No.

4302

Anth 200

4303

Anth 200

4304
4305
4306
4307
4308
4309

Anth
^nth
Anth
Anth
Anth
Anth

305
305
330
330
351
405

4310

Anth 455

4311
4312

Anth 590
•Anth 595

4350

Section

Course Title

Introduction to Anthropology:
Culture and Society
Introduction to Anthropology;
Culture and Society
New World Prehistory
New World Prehistory
Crosscultural Child-Rearing Practices
Crosscultural Child-Rearing Practices
Indians of North America
Peoples of Micronesia, Melanesia
and Polynesia
Advanced Physical Anthropology
(Paleoanthropology)
Seminar in Anthropology: Cultural Ecology
Independent Study

4400
4401
4402
4403
4404
4405
4406
4407
4408
4409

Econ 100
Econ 100
Econ 100
Econ 102
Econ 102
Econ 102
•Econ 302
•Econ 302
•Econ 305
Econ 350

4410
4411
4412
4413
4414
4415

Econ
•Econ
•Econ
•Eicon
•Econ
•Econ

360
430
430
450
555
565

4450

Ge<H{ 100

4451

Geog 101

4452
4453
4454
4455

Geog
Geog
Ge<^
Geog
Geog

4456

Geog 555

4500
4501
4502
4503
4504
4505
4506
4507
4508
4509
4510
4511
4512
4513
4514
4515

Hist
Hist
Hist
Hist
Hist
Hist
Hist
Hist
Hist
Hist
Hist
Hist
Hist
Hist
Hist
Hist

201
301
301
302
320
332
333
350
356
358
390
390
391--.
404
490
552

4516
4517
4518
4519
4520

Hist
Hist
Hist
Hist
Hist

555
565
593
593
596

321
450
550
550
550

Instructor

Time

Days

LC 247

Berdan

9:00

MWThP

6

LC 247

Berdan

11:00

MWThF

5

LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC

Simmons
Simmons
Roth
Roth
Roth
Pierson

9:00
11:00
10:00
7-8:50 p.m.
12:00
10:00

MTThF
MTThF
MTThF
TTh
MTThF
MTWF

5
5
5
5
5
5

1-2:50

TTh

5

1-2:50
Berdan
Anthropology Department

MW

5
2-5

214
277
247
247
27
206

Simmons

LC 247
LC 247

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Introduction to Criminal Justice II

CJ 102

Room

ECONOMICS
Principles of Economics I
Principles of Economics I
Principles of Economics I
Principles of Economics II
Principles of Economics II
Principles of Economics II
Price Theory
Price Theory
Intensive Introductory Economics
Economics of Pocket Underdevelopment:
The Ghetto
Economics of Environment
International Economics
International Economics
Economic Development
Independent Study
Problems in Public Finance

Lindsey

12:00

PS
PS
PS
PS
LC
PS
LC
PS
LC
LC

Pulling
Pulling
Allison
Pulling
Moss
Kneisel
Moss
Kneisel
Allison
Anyatonwu

9:00
MTWTh
11:00
MTWTh
5:30-7:20 p.m. MW
8:00
MTWTh
10:00
TWThF
7:30-9:20 p.m. MW
11:00
TWThF
7:30-9:20 p.m. TTh
5:30-7:20 p.m. TTh
9-12:50
S

131
131
131
131
296
131
296
131
296
296

12:00
PS 131
Allison
10:00
Takata
PS 131
5:30-7:20 p.ra.
Takata
PS 131
9:00
Anyatonwu
LC 296
Contact Economics Department
6-9:50 p.m.
Moss
LC 296

LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC

1
2

1
2

206
271
271
271
297
247
247
297
271
271
297
206
297
212
297
271

Barkan
Persell
Campbell
Blackey
Campbell
Staff
Staff
Barkan
Roberts
Roberts
Robinson, J. C.
Robinson, J. c.
Robinson, J. c.
Blackey
Persell
Roberts

Contact History Department
Barkan
LC 297
Blackey
LC 206
Persell
LC 297
Anyatonwu
PS 105

•

TWThF
MTWTh
TTh
MW

5
5
5
5

9:00
11:00
7-8:50 p.m.
9:00
11:00
5-6:50 p.m.
3-4:50
10:00
12:00
10:00
8:00
11:00
9:00
10:00
6-9:50 p.m.
1-2:50

MTWTh
MTWTh
TTh
MTThF
MTThF
MW
MW
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTThF
MTThF
MTThF
MTThF
W
MW

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6-9:50 p.m.
12-1:50
1-2:50
6-9:50 p.m.

M
TTh
TTh
Th

5
5
5
5
5

4750
'<751
4752
4753
4754

Psyc
•Psyc
•Psyc
•Psyc
•Psyc

PSYCHOLOGY
Introduction to Psychology
Advanced General Psychology
Methods of Psychological Inquiry
Methods of Psychological Inquiry
Introduction to Experimental Psychology

LC
LC
LC
LC
BI

4755
4756

•Psyc 310
•Psyc 310

4757
4758
4759
4760
4761
4762
4763
4764
4765

•Psyc
•Psyc
•Psyc
•Psyc
•Psyc
•Psyc
•Psyc
•Psyc
Psyc

310
325
325
326
326
326
327
327
337

4766
4767
4768
4769
4770

•Psyc
•Psyc
•Psyc
•Psyc
•Psyc

377
385
385
385
388

(Students enrolling in lecture 1 must also enroll in lab 1.)

Introduction to Experimental Psychology

Lab 1
Lec 2

(Students enrolling in lecture 2 must also enroll in lab 2-)

Lab 2
Psychology of Infancy
Psychology of Infancy
Psychology of Childhood
Psychology of Childhood
Psychology of Childhood
Psychology of Adolescence and Aging
Psychology of Adolescence and Aging
Psychological Development of the
Black American
Tests and Measurements
Personality
Personality
Personality
Special Comprehensive Examination
in Psychology Core Curriculum

5
5
5
5
5

5

12:00
Goss
LC 5
10:00
Khare
BI 101
11:00
Wagner
LC 245
6-9:50 p.m.
More
LC 5
Robinson, J. L. 10:00
BI 224
9:00
Goss
LC 5
Robinson, J. L. 11:00
LC 5
9:00
Staff
LC 204
1-2:50
Goss
LC 5
10:00
Wagner
LC 5
3-4:50
Thomas, J.
LC 5
3-4:50
Guess
LC 5
1-2:50
Wagner
LC 5
Contact Political Science Department
7-8:50 p.m.
Ackley
LC 5
Contact Political Science Department

1
2
Lec 1

W

<5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

MW

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Student Government
Introduction to Political Science
American Government
Developing Political Systems
Analysis of Western Political Thought
Sex and Politics
American Constitutional Law
Politics of Public Administration
The Modern Political Executive
Voting Behavior
International Law
Community Politics
Intergovernmental Relations
Internship in Political Science
Seminar in International Relations
Independent Study

Ellins
Martinez, J. L.
.Herold
Herold
Olmedo

In the ashes of Governor
Reagan's tax initiative
Democratic
Party
leaders
somehow have spotted a voters'
mandate for yet another tax
initiative in 1974.
If a mandate exists, it is based
on'a contorted slice of the
California
electorate:
that
portion of the 54 percent of the 49
percent turnout that voted 'no' on
Proposition 1 in order to express
support for another brand of tax
reform which can only be
achieved by circumventing the
Democratic-controlled
Legislature.

5

•Psci 100
PscI 200
Psci 202
Psci 306
Psci 312
Psci 340
Psci 410
Psci 426
Psci 430
Psci 440
Psci 500
Psci 550
Psci 560
Psci 575
Psci 590
Psci 595

27
27
249
249
321

MTWTh
MTWTh
TTh
MTWTh

MW
MTWTh
MWThF
T
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
TTh
MWThF
TTh
MW
MW
MW

9:00
10:00
9:00
11:00
9:00

MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTW

2
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
2-5
5
5
5
5
.5

BI 318
BI 321

Olmedo
Ellins

10-12:50
12:00

MW
MTTh

5

BI
BI
PS
PS
LC
LC
BI
PS
LC

Ellins
Cleaves
Cleaves
Cowan
Cowan
Lampel
Morin
Morin
Freeman

1-3.50
9:00
11:00
10:00
11:00
7-8:50 p.m.
10-11:50
5-6:50 p.m.
7-8:50 p.m.

TTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
TTh
TTh
MW
MW

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

3-4:50

MW
TWThF
TWThF
MW

318
229
105
105
250
297
229
105
249

BI 229
Warren
LC 249
Khokhlov
BI 321
Khokhlov
BI 229
Woods
Contact Professor Herold

10:00
11:00

7-8:50 p.m.
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Dial-A-Tax
Initiative

TWThF

4650
4651
4652
4653
4654
4655
4656
4657
4658
4659
4660
4661
4662
4663
4664
4665

100
200
300
300
310

PAWPRINT

MTThF

LC 214

GEOGRAPHY
10:00 Ackerman
PS 207
Introduction to Geographic Studies:
Human Development and Settlement
11-12:50
White, K.
PS 207
Introduction to Geographic Studies:
Environmental Systems
9:00
Ackerman
PS 207
Area Study: Latin America
10:00
Darkoh
PS 209
Development of Geographic Thought
1-2:50
Ackerman
PS 207
Seminar in Geography: Population Geography
1-2:50
White, K.
PS 209
Seminar in Geography: Cartography
Seminar in Geography: A Survey of Environmental Problems
(see Environmental Studies 300)
Contact Geography Department
Independent Study
HISTORY
United States History, 1877 to Present
Modern Europe, 1815 to Present
Modern Europe. 1815 to Present
Renaissance and Reformation
Ancient History I
Black History II
Black History III
The American Colonies, 1607-1783
The United States, 1877-1917
Modern America
History of Mexico
History of Mexico
Chicano History
Modern Britain
The Study of History
Social and Intellectual Histoiy of
the United States
Independent Study
Ethnic Minorities in American History
Seminar in History: Revolutions
Seminar in History: Postwar Europe
Seminar in Black History

Unltt

5
5
5
5
15

imagine all the voters who
must
have
approached
Democratic Party leaders after
the defeat of Proposition 1 to say,
i sure wish you guys would
conjure up another initiative
which lowers the sales tax, ups
the income tax, reduces
exemptions, and puts it to the oil
companies. . .' " quipped an
Assembly tax expert this week.
The newest tax initiative is
being whipped up now, and
petitioners will
soon
start
gathering the half-million-plus
signatures needed to qualify the
thing for the November "74 ballot.
Apparently lost on its backers
is the no-win history of popularly
circulated tax cure-alls in this
state. California voters
grudgingly retain a 60-year-old
skepticism for popular initiatives
that promise tax relief.
When they defeated Proposition
1 on November 6, 1973,
Californians carried forward a
tradition that began in 1912 and
sustained itself in 16 statewide
elections thereafter.
Since the initiative process
began in California, 19
constitutional
initiatives
promising varied versions of tax
reform have qualified for the
ballot. All have failed.
It is unknown at this point just
how
vigorously
grass-roots
Democrats will work to qualify
and win passage for this hastily
prepared measure. Som"*
speculate the project is designed
largely to give Democratic
gubernatorial hopefuls a platform
to speak on during the coming cold
winter months.
There's probably more to it
than that, though all of us are
likely tobetreatedto an earful of
demagoguery (". . .they're
feasting while you sweat. . .")
before the thing is retired to the
tax initiative burial grounds.
The shame is that this newest
initiative indicates Democratic
legislative leaders have
abandoned for 1974 the legislative
process as an instrument for
progress towards tax equity.

QUOTES FOR ANYDAY
••| hope we shall crush in its
birth the aristocracy of our
moneyed corporations, which
dare already to challenge our
government to a trial of strength
andbiddefiancetothelaws of our
country."
Thomas Jefferson
"Tis better to die on your feet
than to live on your knees."
Spanish Civil War Credo
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"Finishing Touches"
O p e n s In L A .
Jean Kerr's delightful
Broadway hit comedy, "Finishing
Touches," starring Barbara Bel
Geddes and Robert Lansing in
their original New York roles,
opens tonight (4) at the Ahmanson
Theatre of the Music Center. The
Robert
Whitehead-Roger
L.
Stevens production is the second
attraction in Managing Director
Robert Fryer's 1973-74 season
forthe CTG-Ahmanson, and plays
a six-week engagement through
January 12, 1974.
"Finishing Touches," which
arrives direct from its
successful
Broadway
engagement, is a romantic threeact comedy set in a small New
England university 'town, and
centers about lives of a college
professor (Robert Lansing), his
housekeeping wife (Barbara Bel
Geddes), theirthreesons, and the
women in their lives. Playwright
Jean Kerr employs her renowned
wit, humor, and high-spirited fun
to depict this suburban family,
who end up coping with marital
crisis.
Gene Rupert, who is also
recreating his original role, is
featured as the neighboring law
professor with an eye for Miss
Bel Geddes, and Jill O'Hara
portrays a passionate young
actress. Gary Cookson is the
family's eldest, a
Harvard
senior; Gary Epp is the high
school senior; and Johnny Doran
plays the youngest in the Cooper
family. Denise Galik will again
portray her Broadway role of an
attractive young college student.
Scenery and
Lighting
were
design^ by Ben Edwards, and
costumes are by Jane Greenwood.
"Finishing Touches" plays
nightly, except Sundays, at 8:30
p.m., with matinees on Thursday
and Saturday at 2:30 p.m. Tickets
are available at the Ahmanson
Theatre box office and most ticket
agencies.

To Energy Crisis

Seniors REspond
Retired
Senior
Volunteer
Program (RSVP) Director, Mike
Lippitt, recently announced that
with the help of the city's senior
citizens, he hoped that RSVP
could participate in the solution of
two major problems facing the
community and nation today.
"Specifically," Lippitt said,
"transportation is one of the
greatest needs senior citizens
have today. Yet, with the energy
crisis, people should be
concerned with too many cars
polluting our environment and
wasting resources."
"In order to get seniors to
volunteer
assignments
and
conserve energy, we are
preparing to survey senior
transportation needs in order to
coordinate driving time
schedules, thereby saving gas.
We will be recruiting new
volunteers whose assignment will
be to drive other seniors to their
worksites."
"The goal of our recruitment
effort will not only be aimed at
getting a corp of drivers but
finding those seniors who would
like to do volunteer work but have
no transportation at all," Lippitt
concluded.
People interested in RSVP,
including non-seniors, should call
883-6111 or 882-1313 between 9
a.m. and5 p.m., or come to 1700
North "E" Street - Suite 106 for
further information.

Schedule Dept. end
No.
Catalog No.

Course Title

Section

Room

Instructor

Time _

Days

4771
4772
4773

•Psyc 390
•Psyc 390
•Psyc 465

Abnormal Psychology
Abnormal Psychology
Experimental Psychology: Physiological

1
2
Lec

BI 229
BI 229
BI 105

Warren
Warren
Martinez, J. L.

10-11:50
3-4:50
1:00

MW
TTh
MTTh

5
5
5

4774
4775

•Psyc 465
•Psyc 485

Experimental Psychology: Personality

Ub
Lec

Martinez, J. L.
Allen

2-4:50
1:00

TTh
MTTh

5

following lab.)

4776
4777
4778

•Psyc 485
•Psyc 490
•Psyc 490

4779
4780

•Psyc 498
•Psyc 519

4781
4782
4783

•Psyc 585
•Psyc 595
•Psyc 611

4784
4785

•Psyc 625
•Psyc 685

4786

*Psyc 685

4787

•Psyc 693

BI 105
BI 321

foUowii^ lab.)

Counseling Psychology
Counseling Psychology
(Special section (or Pupil Personnel Credential)

Ub
1
2

History and Systems of Psychology
Seminar in Applied Psychology:
The Psychology of Women
Group Counseling
Independent Study
Advanced Independent Study
Advanced Studies in Developmental Psycholt^y
Advanced Studies in Personidity
(Psychopathology)
Advanced Studies in Personality
(Community Mental Health)

Units

BI 321
Allen
PS 105 . Maskin
LC 249
Maskin

2-4:50
TTh
8-9:50^
MW
6:30-8^20 p.m. TTh

5
5

LC 27
LC 249

2:00
2-3:50

5
5

Khokhlov
Cowan

TWThF
TTh

PS 107
Eaton
10-11:50
Contact Psychology Department
Contact Psychology Department

TTh

PS 105
PS 107

Morin
Maskin

7-8:60 p.m.
10-11:60

MW
MW

LC 249

Allen

6-6:50 p.m.

MW

PS 107

Eaton/Monroe

1:00

MTTh

5

PS 129
PS 107

Eaton/Monroe
Allen

2-4:50
l-4:5i>

TTh
W

2

PS 10

Campbell

10:00

MTThF

5

LC
LC
LC
PS

Pangulula
Decker
Decker
Floyd

7-8:50 p.m.
9:00
1-2:50
12:00

TTh
MTWTh
TTh
MTWTb

5
5
5
5

Floyd
Floyd
Olmedo

10:30-12:00
10:30-12:00
1-2:60

T
Tb
TTh-

6

Olmedo
Olmedo
Scout

3-4:30
3-4:30
7-8:50 pjn.

T
Th
MW

5

5
2-5
2-5
5
6

Students zniist enroll in Psychology 693 and 694 concurrently.

Counseling Practicum II

Lee

(Students enrolling in lecture must also enroll in the following lab.)

4788
4789

•Psyc 693
•Psyc 694

4900

Ssci 142

4901
4902
4903
4904

Ssci
Ssci
Ssci
Ssci

4905
4906
4907

Ssci 210
Ssci 210
Sad 210

155
160
160
210

Group Psychotherapy II
SOCIAL SCIENCES
WorM Civilizations II, The Civilizations
of the East and West
Minority Groups in America
Contemporary Civilization II
Contemporary Civilization II
Statistics for the Social Sciences

Ub

1
2
Lee 1

224
277
214
122

(Students enrolling in lecture 1 must also enroll in lab la or lb.)

Statistics for the Social Sciences

Lab la
Lab lb
Lec 2

LC 39
LC 39
PS 122

(Students enrolling in lecture 2 must also enroll in lab 2a or lab 2b.)

4908
4909
4910

Ssci 210
Ssci 210
Ssci 210

Statistics for the Social Sciences

Lab 2a
Lab 2b
Lec 3

LC 39
LC 39
PS 224

(Students enrolling in lecture 3 must also enroll in lab 3a or 3b.)

4911
4912
4913

Ssci 210
Ssci 210
Ssci 210

Statistics for the Social Sciences

Lab 3a
Ub 3b

(Self-paced course. Independent Study)

LC 39
LC 39
Contact

4914

Ssci 300

Non-Western World

PS 10

4915
4916

Ssci 415
Sad 498

4917

Ssd 499

4950
4951

Soc 100
Soc 100

Research Methods in Black Studies
Studies in Social Sciences; The Impact
of War on 20th Century America
Methods and Materials in the Teaching
of the Social Sciences
SOCIOLOGY
The Study of Society
The Study of Society

4952

•Soc 305

Scout
Scout
[r. Floyd

5:30-7:00pjn. M
5:30-7:00 pjn. W
5
1:00

MTWTh

5

LC 258
LC 285

Darkoh/Khare/
Takata
Pangulula
Schofield

11:00
1-2:50

MTWTh
M

5
2

LC 53

Stanton

12-1:60

TTh

5

Fine
Caetano
Prereqiusite for upper-division courses is Soc. 100, or equivalent, or conae : of instructor.
Sociological Research and Analysis
Lec 1
PS 224 Caetano

11:00
7-8:50 p.m.

MTWTTi
TTh

5
5

10:00

MTWTh

5

Ub la
Ub lb
Sociological Research and Analysis
Lec 2
(Students enrolling in lecture 2 must~also enroll in lab 2.)
Lab 2
History of Sociological Theory
Contemporary Sociological Theory
Sociology of the Ghetto
Sociology of the Ghetto
£k>cialization
Socialization
Sociology of the Family
Marriage and Family Among Blacks
The Chicano Family
Criminology
Deviant Behavior
Deviant Behavior
Sociology of Mental Illness
Sociology of Law Enforcement and
Judicial Decision Making^'
Sociology of Punishment and Corrections
Sociology of Punishment a^ Corrections
Collective Behavior and Social Movements
Collective Behavior and Social Movements
Sociology of Religion
Sociology of Religion
Special Comprehensive Examination in
Sociology Core Curriculum
Racial and Cultural Minorities
Community Organization
Industrial Sociology
Industrial Sociology
Human Growth and Social Environment
Fields of Social Work
Social Casework
Special Comprehensive Examination in
Sociology Electives
Independent Study
Internship in Sociology and Social Work
Internship in Sociology and Social Work
Internship in Sociology and Social Work

1
2

BI 224
LC 214

(Students enrolling in lecture|must also enroU in lab la or lab lb.)

4953
4954
4955

•Soc 305
•Soc 305
•Soc 305

4956
4957
4958
4959
4960
4961
4962
4963
4964
4965
4966
4967
4968
4969
4970

•Soc 305
•Soc 310
•Soc 312
•Soc 322
•Soc 322
•Soc 339
•Soc 339
•Soc 340
•Soc 341
•Soc 342
•Soc 350
•Soc 354
•Soc 354
•Soc 356
•Soc 357

4971
4972
4973
4974
4975
4976
4977

•Soc
•Soc
•Soc
•Soc
•Soc
•Soc
•Soc

358
358
366
366
380
380
388

4978
4979
4980
4981
4982
4983
4984
4985

•Soc
•Soc
•Soc
•Soc
•Soc
•Soc
•Soc
•Soc

410
434
438
438
480
482
484
488

4986
4987
4988

•Soc 555
•Soc 575
•Soc 575
•Soc 575

^989

LC 13
LC 13
LC 277

Caetano
Caetano
Floyd

11-12:30
11-12:30
1:00

MW
TTh
MTWTh

5

LC
LC
PS
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC

13
214
122
204
277
296
204
277
214
277
204
204
204
204
204

Floyd
Bulgarella
Decker/Heeren
Sullivan
Tenorio
Bhlgarella
Bulgarella
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Ford
Ford
Ford
Staff

2-3:30
10-11:50
1-2:50
3-4:50
5-6:50 p.m.
1-2:50
1-2:50
7-8:50 p.m.
4-5:50 p.m.
5-6:50 p.m.
6-9:50 p.m.
11:00
3-4:50
12:00
6-9:50 p.m.

MW
MW
MW
MW
TTh
MW
TTh
TTh
MW
MW
Th
TWThF
TTh
TWThF
W

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC

214
27
214
211
277
204

Lindsey
Lindsey
Heeren
Heeren
SUff
Staff
rofessor Mortensen

3:00
6-9:50 p.m.
10-11:50
1-2:50
12:00
6-9:50 p.ro.

MTThF
T
TTh
TTh
MTWTh
M

5
5
5
5
5
5
15

LC
LC
BI
BI
LC
LC
LC

297
204
124
104
204
214
27

Haddad
3-4:50
Staff
8:00
Fine
9:00
Fine
7-8:50 pjn.
Hawkins
10:00
Staff
5-6:50 pjn.
Staff
9-12:50
-ofessor Mortensen

TTh
MTWTh
MTWTh
MW
MTWTh
TTh
S

5
5
5
5
5

Contact Sociology
Contact Sociology
Contact Sociology
Contact Sociology

5
5
15

Department
Department
Department
Department

• Indicates courses which have a prerequisite: please check the catalog before completing registration.

Work For The FAWFRINT! T o Apply , Come To The ASB Trailer (Our New Office)
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Early Hits Of Our Forebears
(And Goldilocks)

As The Platter Turns
By Bruce Scott
While you're mulling over the
act that some of the hits during
900-1919
were
"Toyland,"
'Wait Till The Sun Shines
fellie," "Give My Regards To

As you can see by a furtive
glance at the above charts,
Rock'n'Roll hadn't yet happened
when these songs were dancing
sugar
plums in
everyone's
Middle-of-the-Road heads. The
first Rock'n'Roll song to truly

1. «Mtnm*rua
t. nwarr tmnem - ahuicm 1 OCMM
s. fiw «an - •coiiTBM
«. HTiicAi tuvr
1. •ATIas « Alt enamonM • CNMi Miiei
*. AHXMi. tcun, sttta wmi
7. tlOtMlCAl. KIBKM
1. fmiCAt Kiacu (LtCTOU wu-rt-M)
1. uwAtT-oAtaoai (stt ndot UtMLT MCH)
U. imiao. nocATioi
11. TSMit « auaMu cosm
u. COMOM (CAVimU)
u. intHDKt MLU (tMAID nUM]

DEC 7. 1973
CelifornU St*t« ColUf*, Sea Beraardiao
6600 State Collafe Parkway
Saa Bcraardino, Califoraia M407
TUraar (68) 7-6811

-SSStrKSTwut'

Broadway'' and "Meet Me In Saint
Louis," could you drum up some
nostalgia for the music of 1949?
Herewith follows a list of the Top
Ten of '49, as compiled by Cash
Box, a music ''trade"
publication:
1. Forever And Ever - Russ
Morgan Orchestra
2. Riders In The Sky - Vaughn
Monroe
3. Again - Gordon Jenkins Orch
4. Forever And Ever • Perry
Como
5. Cruising Down TheRiver • Blue
Barron Orcb
6. Cruising Down The _River Russ Morgan Orch
7. Again - Vic Damone
8. So Tired • Russ Morgan Orch
9. Lavender Blue - Dinah Shore
10. Buttons And Bows - Dinah
Shore
All of the above are so familiar,
they evoke waves of nostalgia,
right? As you can see by the above
list, 1949 was not a year for great
diversity in popular music. Three
of the Top Ten songs of 1949 were
duplicated; that is, they were done
by two different artists, both
versions
becoming
popular.
Although there were ten hits
comprising the Top Ten (figures,
doesn't it?), only seven
performers
or
performing
groups garnered these ten hits one, the Russ Morgan Orchestra,
accounting for three of them.
According to Cash Box, the only
artist who made the Top Ten in "49
to make a monster hit the
following
year was
Gordon
Jenkins (this time with a group
called The Weavers), whose
version of "Goodnight Irene" was
the number one record in 1950.
Here's what else was happening in
1950 (again, according to Cash
Box):
1. Goodnight Irene
Gordon
Jenkins si The Weavers
2. It Isn't Fair - Sammy Kaye
3. Third Man' Theme - Anton
Karas
4. Mule Train - Frankie Laine
5. Mona Lisa - King Cole
6. Music, Music. Music - Andrew
Sisters
7. 1 Wanna Be Loved - Andrew
Sisters
8. I'd Baked A Cake - Eileen
Barton
9. I Can Dream Can't 1 • Andrew
Sisters
10. That Lucky Old Sun - Frankie
Laine

make an impact on the nation (and
to make the best-seller lists of
Billboard, a music "trade"
publication) was "Crazy Man
Crazy" by Bill Haley And His
Comets.

We'de like for you to come and
share, care, and dare. To share
yourself, to care about what is
happening, and to dare to do
something about what is
happening, the Newman Club asks
you to come - to see what is
h£m£enii^^jrh^j(ewmai^^lu

the Catholic Christian community
on campus • a community (rf
students trying to make real their
faith.
Mass is celebrated Saturday
evening at 7 and at 10 a.m. on
Sunday. Weekly meetings are on

In the late Forties and early
Fifties, the interrelated
corporate conglomerates that
made up the music publishing,
recording and playing (e.g.,
radio) industries had firmly
established three main modes of
music in the hearts and ears of the
nation: melodramatic ballads
(i.e., Vaughn Monroe's "Riders"
In The Sky"), sentimental ballads
(i.e., Perry Como's "Forever
And Ever") and novelty tunes
(like Gene Autrey's''Rudloph The
Red-Nosed Reindeer," a number
one record in 1950).
Balladeer Frankie Laine, one
ofa host of Italian singers (Buddy
Greco, A1 Martino, Dean Martin,
Tony Bennett, Vic Damone, Frank
Sinatra, PerryComo, etc.)during
this era, carried
Monroe's
melodramatic style even further,
tossing in elements borrowed
from traditional western ballads,
and the early talkies. Laine was
exceptionally good at covering
(re-doing) Country & Western
songs, singing them in a style
midwaybetwixtC&Wandpop. His
version of "Mule Train" (1949,
Mercury Records) was the fourth
most popular song of the year. His
versions of "Cry Of The Wild
Goose" and "High Noon" (for
Mercury in 1950 and for Columbia
in 1952, respectively), while they
didn't make the Top Ten, were
nonetheless extremely popular.
In 1953, Laine made the big time
with "I Believe," a tear-jerker
that reached the No. 6 position.
The Andrew Sisters, like other
sister groups of the time
(McGuire, Fontane), built their
popularity on simple harmony
styles (much like the early
Supremes). Although they would
be considered banal nowadays,
they reached such heights that
they had three Top Ten records in
1950.
Theresa
Brewer
(whose
version of
"Music,
Music,
Music"wasNo.6in popularity in
1950) started with sentimental
tunes, later turning to doing cover
versions of Rhythm & Blues hits,
a common practice for decades.
Just" in case
wondering. . .

you

were

Thursday at 1:00 p.m. Rap
discussions and good times are
planned for these gatherings at
the Newman Center (on Kendall
Dr.). The phone number there is
887-2022. Ask for Fr. Don Ruff (a
27-year old hippie priest).

rac®!et

Show your support f o r r a t i f i c a t i o n of the Equal Rights Amendment by buying and wearing the ERA b r a c e l e t . Made of nickel
silver—with the l e t t e r s E.R.A. pierced i n t o i t — t h e bracelet
can be worn by both men and women. I t will also make a nice
Christmas g i f t .

Proceeds from the s a l e of the bracelets will go toward getting
the Amendment r a t i f i e d .

COST:

$3.00 prepaid

ORDER FROM:

The League of Wtmen Vfters
568 No. Mt. View
San Bernardino, California
Phone:

889-8600
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Find A Caption
& Win A Prize

^bmitacaptlontolhePAHPKIsr oHi.e (Library lower level, room 59),

If Lie Detectors
Are Truthful
Aboat 1800 years ago a fellow
named Tertullian said, "Truth
does not blush."
Several months ago a LosAngeles superior court
judge
concurred,
and
admitted
as
evidence the results of a liedetector test. The precedentshattering decision carries many
implications.
The lie-detector, or polygraph,
is a machine designed to measure
and record changes in human blood
pressure, breathing, and
perspiratory secretions. These
physical characteristics change
when a person lies, according to
polygraph experts.
However, the machine is only a
tool; it, itself, is not actually a
detector of falsehoods. But in the
hands of a qualified polygraph
examiner the device has proven to
be a useful tool in pre-employment
investigations, in the exoneration
of accused employees, and in
helping police screen suspects who
voluntarily submit themselves to
testing.
While the Los Angeles court
decision is underappeal,a bill was
introduced this year in the State
Legislature to permit the use of
polygraph evidence in civil cases.
The new legislation and the court
decision raise questions
concerning
the
validity
and
reliability of polygraph
examinations. Despite widespread
experience with the polygraph in
business and government, 'the
credibility of
polygraph
examinations continues to be
questioned.
Should the polygraph pass its own
test and find acceptance in our
judicial system, some
larger
questions will remain. Among
them: —Is it a threat to individual
privacy? —Does it infringe upon
constitutional liberties? —Is truthfinding in a court of law properly
relegated to a machine?
About
the
only
definitive
conclusion that has been reached at
this point is: A polygraph machint

in the hands of an amateur is
useless.
Fourteen states already have
enacted laws to set certification
standards
for
professionally
trained polygraph examiners. Late
this year I introduced legislation
(AB 2654) to do the same thing in
California.
The potential significance of the
polygraph to California is
underscored by the fact that theState Bar has established a special
committee to investigate its use.
This
month
the
Assembly's
Judiciary Committee will begin a
special study on polygraph testing
and the law.
If it is finally determined that the
polygraph is a valid and reliable
tool, the State must be prepared to
certify and license polygraph
examiners—so
great
is
the
polygraphs' potential for abuse.

Classified Ads
Tutors Wanted
More tutors are desperately
needed by the Community Action
Program. If you would like to be a
tutor for a local elementary or
secondary school student, please
signup with Lorraine Smith in the
Activities Office, Trailer 3-C.

Robm Mote Needed
ROOM MATE BADLY IN NEED for
two room place in Muscoy. Has
shower-bath combination with air
cooler for summers. Only $50 per
month all utilities included. Come
by 1921 Darby anytime during
weekends.

LOST
Gold symbol on necklace chain lost
Thursday. November 15th between
parking lot and Administration
BIdg. Contact Sue Rudisill, A.D.
l62.extension362 iffound. Reward
offered: $15.
The PAWPRINT welcomes

news.

PAWPRINT

Interview

Monroe
By Tim Green
Leaning back easily in his chair.
Dean Monroe spoke frankly of the
role which he plays inthe shaping of
our school. He recalled for us the
first yearofCSCSB when he was the
only Associate Dean on campus. A
^ school of less than 500 students,
5,000 trees, and "plenty of raw
• dirt" was not the most promising
place for him to start.
In 1966-67 he became "Dean
Monroe": since then Cal State has
been and remains kind of "his
place." He shows his dedication to
this institution by the long hours
which he puts in daily. His actions
are those that are most beneficial
for the students. Dean Monroe and
his offices practice "a policy of
complete discretion."
When questioned, he obligingly
outlined his stand on AB 159. This
bill which is presently in
committee in the California State
Legislature, would eliminate the
yearly$20.00student ASB fees. He
explained-that these fees were the
only fees available to pay the
support of ASB programs such as
speaker programs, plays, the
newspaper, movies, etc. Wisely,
Dean Monroe will not support this
bill because although it would be a
relief of a small financial burden
passage would mean the end of the
few student social programs which
are ours.
This year's enrollment is up
more than 15 percent over last
year's
registration,
at>
accomplishment
which
Dean
Monroe awards to the faculty and
the outstanding programs which
they have instituted in the past few
years. He admits that much of the
faculty sees the changes in the
curriculum as compromises, but
he believes that what ever
compromise there may have been it
did not adversely affect the quality
of-education here at CSCSB.
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U.S. Ekportmg CHI
WASHINGTON—A government
report
released
yesterday
indicates that fuel oil exports in
1973 "will drastically surpass
1972" despite a serious shortage in
this country.
A Cost of Living Council study
requested by Representative Les
Aspin (Dem-Wis.) predicts that
53.3 million gallons of fuel oil will
be exported during 1973, a 284 per
cent increase over 1972.
However, the study said. "1972
was a depressed year and the rise
in 1973 appears to be a return to a
historical export level."
"Apparently the lure of big
profits is persuading major oil

companies to export desperately
needed
fuel oil despite
the
shortage," Aspin said. "It is
nothing less than a total disregard
for the welfare of the American
consumer which leads to these
tremendous exports of fuel oil
during the shortage."
He said the Cost of Living
Council's
prediction
"demonstrates once again that
neither industry nor the
administration has any intention of
halting exports despite the fact that
oil which is leaving the United
States could keep tens of thousands
of Midwestern residents warm this
winter."

Find A Caption
& Win A Prize

Financial Aids:
' ' C a n Still A p p l y
The Financial Aids office is still
accepting application for the 197374 academic year. Many positions
are still available under the
College Work Study Program as
well as assistance from federal
loan and grant programs.
Special grant assistance under a
new federal program is also
available to first time freshman
attending the college on a full time
basis. Freshman interested in this
new Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant should apply as soon as
possible.
Applicants for all financial aid
programs should inquire at the
Financial Aids Office, Student
Services Room 118, for additional
information and application forms.

Check Cashing
Limit Raised
The Student Representatives of
the Bookstore Cafeteria
Committee propose that the check
cashing limit of ten dollars be
extended to twenty dollars. This
would
take place
under the
sV ,iit >ulationthatA.S.B. would cover
any bad checks in which the money
wasn't collected
after
going
through the proper channels to
acquire it. Five hundred dollars
already in service has been
allocated to take care of this if it
should happen.

Are there reallyonlysix ocelots in
Svdnev?

SubmitacaptiontothePAWPRINToffice (Libran lower level, room 5?
by Dec. 4th and win a prize. Everyone'will win; but there's onh one Gran
Prize.

